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VII. Rights of Property.

» 0 *

I.

Property. ..its Historical Evolution in

India.

1. Joint Family. There is no ownership in

goods as long as there is an abundance oi these

and all of them owe their existence to nature.

Every one can make himself merry with what-

ever portion he or she chooses. But as soon as

human labour or human skill or human v^our

enters* Ihtb' theT situation, the idea ,^of property

arises.- What we therefore notice in the earliest

records is that the horde as.it moves on either-

takes possession of unoccupied land or regularly

expels or enslaves the original occupants and

conquers it. This establishes the proprietary

right of that tribe. We read in the Vedas of

battles for the conquest of fiel&,‘ cattle, and

other booty. The booty was then distributed

in shares. Grant him the king a share in

village, horses and cattle. The tribes were or-



ganized under their regular leaders who would

naturally distribute the spoils among their follow-

ers: From the height of sovereignty do thou,

terrible one, give U3 a share in goods. There

is little doubt that private property was well

established in the time of the Eigveda A lady

prays for the growth of hair on her father’s

head and of corn produce on her fields. A
gambler is asked to cultivate his field. We also

read of the measurement of fields which also

implies the existence of private property.

The next question is: what was the fun-

damental unit of eociety the clan, the family,

or the individual? Dr Schrader thus summa-

rises the results of his investigations: The

Indo-European family is best conceived as resem-

bling the Boman Familia i. e. as consisting of

the women, children, and slaves under the

^otestas of a single housemaster...The agnatic

exclusiveness of the Indo European family, as

regards those outside it, and the despotic power

exercised within its limits by the man over his

wives and children has already been described...Such

a house-community consists of a body of sixty

or seventy members, who are blood relation to

the second or third degree of course only on the



iriale side. At their head is a house-administ-

rator who is indeed paid the greatest respect,

but who is not to be regarded as the master

and owner of the family property, like the

Roman 'pater familias. The family property is

rather the joint property of all the adult male

members of the household. . .Meals are taken in

common. The men eat first, then the women
consume what is left... When the house - father

died, all his rights went to the eldest son espe-

cially were the women of the family, the mother

and the sisters, under his guardianship This

seems to have been the ancient Indo-Ger-

manic system. ' 2

Mother, father, parents herein are three

stages of the history of family development. As

long as marriage did not assume a rigid form,

some sort of promiscuity might have reigned;

and it would be difficult in such circumstances

to distinguish the children by the father’s name.

There is not much historical evidence for this

view ; but certain passages in ancient writing

show this to be not altogether impossible. In

a particular sacrifice, the priest has to enumerate

the names of the father, grandfather, and great

grand - father, as well as of the son, grandson,



and great - grand - son of the sacrificer. The

reason given is interesting. “ Women are of

disorderly conduct. He, the sacrificer, here be-

fore divine and human witnesses, declares after

mounting the sacrificial car the names of those

whose descendants he is as well as the names

of those whom he calls his own descendants,

lest king Soma may mount his car ( and not

come down ). The following story from the

Chhandogya has perhaps a similar moral. Satya-

kama Jabala enquired of his mother Jabala z

** I long to abide (
by a tutor ) as a Brah-

macharin; of what gotra am I ? She said

unto him, ** I know not, child, of what gotra

you are. During my youth when I got thee I

was engaged in attending on many. ..I know
not of what gotra you are; Jabala is my name
Satyakama thine; say, therefore of thyself Satya

kama, son of Jabala.

The Mahabarata'.also alludes to an early exist-

ence of a state of promiscuity prior to the institu-

tion of marriage. Here is an attempt at tracing the

evolution ofmarriage.
‘‘Women were not formerly

immured within houses and dependent on husbands

and other relations. They used to go freely

enjoying as much as they liked. They did not



then adhere to their husbands faithfully, and yet

they were not regarded sinful. That very usage is to

this day followed by birds and beasts without any

exhibition of jealousy. The practice, sanctioned

by precedent, is applauded by great Rishis. The

practice is yet regarded with respect amongst

the northern Kurus. Indeed, that usage so

lenient to women, has the sanction of antiquity.

The present practice, however,
(
of women being

confined to one husband for life ) has been es-

tablished but lately. I shall tell thee now in

detail who established it and why. It has been

heard by us that there was a great E-ishi named

Uddalaka. He had a son called Svetaketu who
was also an ascetic of merit. The present vir-

tuous practice was established by that Svetaketu

in anger. Hear thou the reason for his anger.

One day, in the presence of Svetaketu's father,

a Brahmin came and holding Svetaketu’s mother

by the hand, told her- ‘ Let us go ’. Beholding

his mother seized by the hand and taken awajr

apparently by force, the son moved by wrath,*

became very indignant. Seeing his son indignant,

Uddalaka addressed him and said,- Be not

angry, O Son ! This is the practice sanctioned

by antiquity. Women of all orders in this worlds



are free. Just as cattle are situated, so are

human beings, too, within their respective orders.

Svetaketu, however, disapproved of this custom

and established in the world the piesent practice

both for men and women. ‘ ^

There is also that evidence of many indivi-

duals taking their name fiom their mothers.

Thus Daityas were sons of Dili, A^ainatej^as sons

of Vinata, Kadravojas, sons of Kadru, Anjaneya,

son of Anjana, Jabala, son of Jabala.*'' There

are certain passages in the epics and Manusinriti

which also place the mother above the father.

“ O foremost of all that are acquainted with

the rules of morality, it is said that obedience

to supeiiors is ever meiitorious Amongst all

superiors, it is well known that mother is the

foremost.’’^ ""An Acharya excels ten Upadhyayas,

a father excels a hundred Acharyas, and a

mother excels a thousand fathers in veneration.^'s

"" There is no duty higher than truth. There is

no superior more worthy of reverence than the

mother.

It is an undoubted fact, however that at

the time of the Bigveda, the patriarchal system

was firmly established. The joint family

under the guidance of the Elder : this was the
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universal rule among tlie Vedio Aryans. “ With

sons and daughters by their side, they reach the

full extent of life. ‘'Go to the house to be

the household’s mistress and speak as lady to

thy gathered people. Happy be there and pros-

per with thy children here; be vigilant to rule

thy household in this home. ” I take thy hand

in mine for happy fortune that thou mayst reach

old age with me the husband O Pushan, send

her on as most auspicious, her who shall be the

sharer of my pleasures, he who shall twine her

loving arms about me, and welcome all my love

and mine embraces. ’’ “ Be ye not parted;

dwell ye here, reach the full time of human
life, with sons and grandsons sport and play,

rejoicing in your own abode. O Bounteous Indra,

make this bride blest in her sons and fortunate;

vouchsafe to her ten sons, and make her husband

the eleventh man. Over thy husband’s father

and thy husband’s mother bear full sway. Over

the sister of the lord, over his brothers rule

supreme. Another beautiful picture of a
joint family is given in the Atharva - veda.
“ Freedom from hate I bring to you, concord

and unanimity. Love one another as the cow
loveth the calf that she hath borne. One - min*



ded with his mother let the son be loyal to his

sire. Let the wife, calm and gentle, speak words

sweet as honey to her lord. No brother hate his

brother, no sister to sister be unkind. Unanimous,

with one intent speak ye your speech in friend-

liness... Intelligent, submissive, rest united, fri-

endly and kind, bearing the yoke together. Come
speaking sweetly each one to the other. I make

you one - intentioned and one - minded. Let

your drink, your share of food be common, to-

gether with one common bond, I bind you.

Serve Agni, gathered round- him like the spokes

about the chariot nave. With binding charm,

I make you all united, obeying one sole leader

and one - minded.”i2

The joint family or the family ‘ joint in

food, worship, and estate ' consists of a body of

kinsmen-the ancestor and the descendants upto

the third degree-who dwell under the same roof,

hold common meals, offer common worship, and

own and enjoy property in common. It is a

small communistic society, where the ideal of

every man or woman according to his or her

needs, prevails to some extent. It is a single

cultural unit sharing a common platform in

joys^ and sorrows; in prosperity and adversity,
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in economic pursuits, iu social life and in religi-

ous exercises. It binds together in one thread

three or four generations of men together. It is

a corporation with unlimited liability. The elder,

member exercises the right of management as the

representative of the family and administers the

property as its accredited agent, for the common'

good of the family. He enjoyed rights and

undertook duties, but the rights and duties were

in the contemplation of his fellow - citizens and

in the eye of the law quite as much those of

the collective body as his own. The family

groups, like corporations, are perpetual and in-

extinguishable. Individuals come and go; but

the family survives Successorship by sm’vival

is the rule, the right of each member depends

on his or her birth and place in the table of

descent. The original idea undoubtedly was that,

the individual had no right over any share of
property while the family was joint, but he had
a general right shared by other members, over

the whole family property. As the Privy Coun-

cil points out, “ According' to the true notion
of a joint undivided Hindu* family no member,
of that family, while it* remains joint, can pre-
•dicate of the joint' undivided' property that he;
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that particular member, has a certain definite

share...The proceeds of the undivided property

must be brought, according to the theory of an

undivided family to the common chest or purse,

and then dealt with according to the modes of

enjoyment by the members of the undivided

family.
”

This institution of joint family has a two -

fold significance. It is favourable to the growth

of certain virtues such as mutual affection and

self - control. It is also conducive to the growth

of a spirit of self - sacrifice. It imposes serious

checks on a man’s spirit of selfishness. In the

West, it is the individual's own standard of

comforts and activities, his own scale of wants

which regulates his economic activity, in India

the family is the unit and as such it regulates

every man’s activities, his wants, his comforts.

The former system no doubt is very favourable

to the spirit of individualistic competition; but

the latter is more favourable to the spirit of

healthy cooperation. The individual freedom,

his personal likes and dislikes, his native fire and
energy find a more favourable soil in the West;

here in India the individual is often crushed by
the burden of supporting a huge family : he has
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often to give up to family what may be meant

[for mankind. Hence there are two different

ideals which each one fulfils. The ideal of co-

operation, of solidarity, of each for all and all

for each, of the strong helping the weak, the

young protecting and respecting the old, the old

guiding and training the young, and of all joint-

ly offering a common front to the good and the

evil which the world may have in store for them

is undoubtedly a noble ideal, if only the funda-

mental basis of mutual love and respect is there.

Under the operation of this ideal, unchecked

reign of competition with its inevitable tendency

to send the weak to the wall is modified. The
family protects the young wife, the helpless or-

phan, the decrepit old parents. The family is

thus a mutual assurance society. It enables old

healthy traditions and culture of the departing

generations to be successfully embodied in the

rising generations, and thus ensures the perpetuity

of the hereditary skill, learning, trade and busi-

ness secrets. Marriage becomes not a romantic

affair between a boy and girl - a mere treat to

the accidental fancies of young men and women,

but a sacrament, a bond between the past, the

present, and the future. A joint family of this
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type is above all favourable to the ideal of agri-

cultural production as well as other rural home

industries. Agriculture would be ruined if each

one does what he likes with his share of land.

The whole family therefore has to be tied to the

land, and its corporate interest secured in its

cultivation and improvement. In the same way

the joint family offers a favourable environment

to the prosperity of a small business, and the

practice of small crafts at home. There is mutual

support and cooperation and the result is that

work is better done in the congenial atmosphere

of home.

But there is the other side to the shield.

It was an eminently excellent institution under

the old conditions of living. But when the

bonds between man and man are relaxed, when
the spirit of sweet reasonableness deserts the

members of the family, then it ceases to be an

organic union with a common animating spirit

and life behind, but a mere conglomeration of

atoms. It IS then that we find the Hindu home
to be a scene of distractions, wranglings, con-

fusion. It is then that the idlers become mere

drones, and ttie unproductive class a mere drag

on the energetic and productive persons. It is
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then that nnoheoked growth of population whioh

it enoourages brings on poverty and starvation.

It fails to nourish and strengthen and develop

the best that is in each : and each becomes a.

barrier to the other’s growth and advancement?

and the result is all - round stagnation. Freedom

and responsibility both perish together. To

crown all, the Hindu system of inheritance and

succession involving endless subdivision of

land fills the country with a lot of uneconomic

holdings: and the result is breakdown of agri-

culture. Individual initiative, personal energy,

freedom to shape one’s own destiny ; these are

the mainsprings of the economic prosperity of

an individual as well a nation, and the institu-

tion which tends to crush these native springs

of life in man and society has undoubtedly
outlived its usefulness and is therefore doomed
to eventual disappearance.

2. Land from communal to individual
holding,

KindtHindu economio thought and practice is th«
^bl^_oLpropertyJn land. From the vervthere was a fundamental distinction betwec^
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two types of goods - the movable and the

immovable. Movable property tends to be

liquid very early : and in one way or another

tends to pass from man to man, family to

family, tribe 'to tribe. ‘‘Eiehes come now to

one, now to another, and like the wheels of car

are ever rolling. But there was a degree of

immobility with regard to land : this differentiat-

ed it fundamentally from other forms of property.

Certain passages in the Eigveda point

to the existence of family property in land,

and hence of separate holdings. Thus we
read of the measurement of fields: The

Eibhus, with a rod measured as it were a were

a field. ”15 Apala thus addresses a hymn to

India :
‘‘ O Indra, cause to sprout again three

places, those which I declare, - my father‘s head,

his cultured field, and this the part below my
waist. Make all of these grow crops of hair,

you cultivated field of ours, my body, and my
father's head. ”i6 Now the hair on the head

is compared to a father’s field: hence the pos-

session must probably have been private.

The epithet “ winning fields,
”

* lord of fields,
”

also point to a similar conclusion.i7 In one passage

fields and sons are spoken of in the same strain:^
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For fertiIe_fidds,_for .worthy sons, and grand-

sons. ”18 The gambler also is asked to culti-

vate his field which also suggests a similar con-

clusion. The juthpr3„of.^th6_Vedic Jndex wiite**

** Thei’e_is_npthingJo ,show.. that. community_as

such held land. Wliat little evidence there is

indicates that individual tenure of land was

Imowii! but this in effect, though not in law,

presumably meant tenure of a family rather

than of an indndduaL poison.

True : but laud could not be given away so

easily as other property. We read in the Vedic

that cattle, horses, slaves, clothes, jewels were

given away. Thus a verse says: “ Guerden bes-

tows the bullock, Guerden bestows, moreover

gold that glitters - Gueiden gives food which is

our life and spirit. ”^8 But there is no reference

to a gift of land in the Jtigveda. This was no

doubt a wery healthy sentiment, because agri-

culture required .rules against land alienation.

“ The obvious reason is that the solidarity both

of the family and the community bomid by na-

tural and tribal ties to the soil is essential to

to agriculture. A will or bequest, a sale of land

to an outsider is opposed by the
.
agricultural

community in the interests of self - preserva-
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tion. '^20 « This special importance of land is

evident in a verse which arranges lies in a

hierarchy, a lie for an animal, a cow, a horse,

a human being, gold, and land. An untruth

on account of gold ruineth the members of one’s

race both born and unborn, while an untruth

for the sake of land ruineth everything. There-

fore never speak an untruth for the sake of

land. ”21

The first breach was made htjhia^ dpotrine

of inalienability of land by the priest’s doctrine

that wealth was meant ^for sacrifices, and hence

all property could be' alienated, mavable as well

as irnmovable for rehgious^pnrposes. A piece of

land was given as a sacrificial fee to Brahmins

in the Shatapatha; but it is at once added that

the earth itself said ‘No mortal must give mo
away t’22 Gifts of whole _ villages are recorded in

subsequent literature ‘*By giving away a piece

of earth worthy of tillage, the giver attains to

excellent prosperity.”23 «‘The king who succeeds

in making gifts of earth with such crops stand-

ing thereon as - sugercane, or barley, or wheat,

or with kine, and horses, and other draft cattle,

earth that has been won with the weight of the

giver’s arms, - that has mineral wealth in its
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bowels and that is covered with every kind of

wealth oti its surface, wins inexhaustible felicity

in the next world, and such a king is said to

perform the earth sacrifice. ”24 “ A Kshatriya

should make gifts unto a Brahmin of religious

deeds...None else however, than a Khatriya is

competent to make gifts of Earth.

^Laud was an impartible estate in the time

of Pah literature. Each family was allotted

its shares. But there .was no proprietary right

as against the community. There is no instance

of a shareholder selling or mortgaging his share

of the village field to an outsider, the consent

of the village council was necessary in all such

transactions Some instances of sales or gifts of

land however did occur. A Brahmin land-

owner offers a thousand karisas of his estate as

] a gift, a merchant by a little shaip practice

) entangles an unwilling noble m the sale of

a park.^®

We read of property in the Vedic literature*

but there is no allusmn to_bhejdiviaoi^.oL4an^

f(51*“"puiwses of partition.^ Manu writes

:

‘*A dress, a vehicle, ornaments, cooked food,

water and women, property desired for pious

uses of sacrifices, and a pasture - ground, they
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declare to be indmsible/’ss O^her texts may be

quoted iti support of the view. “ The father is

the master of gems, pearls, and corals. Neither

the father, nor the grandfather is the master of

immovable property, “No division of a

dwelling takes place, nor of iron water - pots,

ornaments, nor of women and clothes enjoyed

by one, nor channels of draining water, ^
place of sacrifice, or an object of worship, land,

securities, conveyance, dressed food, water and

women are not divisible among those of the

same gotra or family though d stant by a thou-

sand generations

There is some ambiguity in these texts

:

some maintain that land is not divisible at all:

some are silent with regard to it, but later texts

definitely declare land to be divisible as well as

partible. Thus the touch of communalism as

regards land at last vanishes, and land loses all

sanctity. Some communalism survives with

regard to pastui e - land or irrigation channels,

roads, etc. Brihaspati is quite explicit on this

point. He is the greatest exponent of the

individuahstio tendency in old times, ” Those by
whom clothes and the articles have been declared

indivisible have not decided properly. The wealth
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of the rich depends on clothes and ornaments.

The water of a well or pool shall be drawn and

used according to need. Property obtained for

a pious pu’-pose shall be divided in equal shares

Fields and embankments shall be divided accord-

ing to their several shares. A common ( road

or I pastui e - ground shall be always used by

the coheirs in due proportion to their several

shares ’’22

Strabo refers to the communal cultivation

of land “ Among other tribes again the land

IS cultivated by families in common and when

the crops are collected each person takes a load

for his support throughout the year. The remain-

der of the produce is burnt to give them a

reason for setting to woik anew, and not re-

maining idle. ”33

In later law, however, we find that land

just like other movables could be divided j^s well

as_ sold Certain formalities are however suggested

in the case of a sale of land which marks off

the transaction fiom sdes of movable articles

The Mitakshara quotes an anonymous text which

lays down that land passes by six formali-

ties : by consent of co - villagers, of kinsmen,

of neighbours and of heirs, and by gift of
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gold and water. ’’ The Mitakshara explains

it by saying that the consent of the co -

villagers is required for the publicity of the

transaction, but the transaction is not invalid

without their consent, and the approbation of

neighbours residing near the boundary serves to

obviate any dispute concerning the boundary

But Mr. IMayne suggests that these requirements

might probably be the relics of a still older

system in which the right of a family in their

property weie limited by the rights of others^

outside the family. ” Kinship and heirship may
or may not involve co-ownership, their consent

is required, says the Mitakshara to obviate any

future dispute about the character of the pro

perty and the nature of the right of the trans

feror. Apararka goes further and says the object

is to indicate that where such kinsmen are not

unfit or indifferent, an alienation of immovable

property should be made in their favour and not

in favour of strangers. The formality regarding

the gift of gold and water is thus explained:

‘ Since the sale of immovables is foi bidden ( Tn
regard to the immovable estate, sale is not allo-

wed; it may be mortgaged by the consent of

parties interested *
); and since donation is prai-
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sed
(

‘ Both he who accepts land and he who
gives it are performers of a holy deed and shall

go to the region of bliss *
) if a sale must be

made, it should be conducted for the transfer of

immovable property in the form of a gift, deli-

vering with it gold and water
(
to ratify the

donation )” Thus we find that the system of

ancient law did not favour .free alienation of

immovable property; but in order to meet the

demands of a growing community undergoing

social and economic modifications, the old

restraints wei e gradually relaxed; and the sale was

assimilated to an act of gift. Thus even a con-

.^ervative society in spite of itself moves, although

it tries to disguise the movement by the use of

fictions.

ir

1. State-ownership of land.

Another question has been raised whether

the old ti aditions favour the view that the State

is the landlord of all. soil, or whether private

ownership in land is allowed. The question is

not one of mere academic importance but of

sufficient practical importance to merit serious
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consideration. If State-landlordism were established

as the standard theory governing all land transac

tiotis in India, land revenue will not be a tax but

a rent. The government in* that case will bo

entitled to draw the whole rent from the agri-

culturists leaving them a bare subsistence If

private ownership were proved, land revenue*

will be a mere tax and as such the government

can take a portion only of the agricultural pro

duce. A thick fog of controversy has gathered

round the subject.

The one view is that the State m India is-

the universal landlord. The king is described in

early literature as the one owning all the land

He is also desciibed as the devourer of the

people, and it is the business of the Vaishyas-

1 agriculturists ) to be devoured by the people

according to the Aitareya Brahmana. Evidently

theiefore the peasant's right over his land was

precarious, plainly subject to king's will The

king IS the master cf all property except th&

priest’s. The right of the kshatriya to apportion

the land with the consent of the clan is referred

to in the Shatapatha.-^ In the Mahabharata also

we aie told that “ only a kshatriya may give land

to a priest and all land may be taken possession of
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only by a king. ” “ It is a Vedic utterance ”

we are told, ‘'that the king is the owner of the

wealth of all save the priest. ’ Nor are the

laws of this period regarding the rights of kings

contradictory. The king is declared to be the

‘"preserver and destroyer of his people’^ whoaie
still as of old, to be devoured by taxes or

otheiwise, as the king sees fit. When he needs

it,
•' the king may take all the possessions, small

and gi’eat of those who break the ten com-

mandments (
of morality ) and any possessions

of any one save a piiest ' The king further

gives and gambles away fields, villages, and

whole districts at pleasuie Nor is such a gift

of a village, a presentation of the right to tax

alone. The grantee is made absolute owner, not

relative, as in the case of an overlord. It follows

that while the king had every reason to let his

subiects be owners practically, it was always

acknowledged that he owned the land so far as

right of dispossession went He owned it, but

he let his subjects live on it, for to them he was

as a *• father to sons \ But, as he protected

them and needed money, he made an agreement

that while they lived on his land, they paid him

for living there securely.^ In other words, just
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a=3 the king might take all of a farmer’s

flocks if needed; but annually took part of

the flocks as payment ( tax ) for guarding the

farmer, so he took part of the crops as pay-

ment for protection, not as rent, although as

universal landlord, the land was his if he chose

to take it. One jiassage of the epic declares

All property is the result of conquest and

robbery. The best property is that which one

gets by taking it from another. AVlien kings

conquer earth, they speak of the land ^pist as

sons do of their father’s property and say; ‘this

land belongs to me. * ” ‘To the mighty, all

is proper, to the mighty all is right; to the

mighty all is their own ” The private owner

claimed land as against his fellow ~ subjects, but

he owned it as against the king just as the

jackal owns what the tiger wants.^j This ques-

tion is discussed in a commentary of the Nara-

sinha Purana. The verse is “ Thrice seven times

exterminating the military tribe, Parshu Rama
gave the earth to K^ashyapa, as a gratuity for

the sacrifice of a horse. ’’ On which the com-

mentary remarks ;
“ By conquest, the earth be-

came the property of the holy Parshu Rama; by

Oift, the property of the sage Kashyapa; and



committed by bim to Kshatriyas for the sake

of protection, bacame their protective property

successively held by powerful coii(][uero”S and

nut hy subjects cultivating the soiL But au annual

property is acquired by subjects, on payment of

annual revenue: and the king cannot lawfully

give, sell, or dispose of the land to another for

that year But if the agreement be in this

form ‘ you shall enjoy it for years ’ for as many

years as the property is granted during so many

years the king should never give sell, or dispose

of it to another. Yet if the subjects pay not

the revenue, the grant being conditional, is an-

nulled by the breach of the condition, and the

king may grant it to another, '’sg This theory of

state - ownership also finds confirmation in a

statement by Strabo : The whole of the land

belongs to the crown, and the husbandmen till

it on condition of receiving as wages one-fourth

of the produce, ’’37 Diodorus also remarks*

The ryots pay the king a land - rent, because

all the land in India is the property of the

crown, and no private persons can own land.

Besides the rent however they pay into the royal

treasury the fourth part of the produce. ”

But the other theory viz. tnat land in India
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is private property and not state property is also

suppoited by a body of uncontested evidence.

We have seen that there are clear references to

private property in land in the Yedas. There

were private fields, individual holdings belonging

to the joint families in the Vedas Manu’s classic

statement is quoted by all : Historians say

that tbe earth is called Prithvi, trom the fact

of her first being the wife of king Prithu, a field

is named after the person who first dears it of

the "jungle, and a game belongs to him who

hits it first. 38.9 In one place we read of the

case of one man sowing seed in a field which is

owned by another. We also hear of the owner

of a field enclosing it with a thorny hedge over

which a camel could not look, and through

which a dog or a bear may not thrust his nose.

Again, we have detailed rules for the demarca

tion of boundaries of estates or holdings, and

one who takes wrongful possession of a field or

a garden meets with punishment. Formalities

of sale are also referied to. The king is to fine

the cultivator who neglects to sow the field;

but this dees not detract from the notion of

right in the soil.
<

Mrs. Bhys Davids excellently summarises the
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evidence of the Pali literature. The village field

in the kingdom of Magadha was larger as a rule

than elsewhere, even only one of its portions is,

in two cises, described as of 1000 karisas. (Jat

III. 293 IV. 276) The owner or occupier i&

represented as cultivating his particular Khetta

hiwself, aided by his family, or in certain cases-

by slaves or hirelings
(
Jat I 277, Ilf 162,

293; IV 467 )
Lind might be let against a half,

or other share of the produce, or made over by

gift to another, or sold. { Vin. II 158, 159 ).

But it is not stated that the land thus trans-

ferred was the village Khetta), m one case it was

forest land, m another a garden; in the thnd it

may have been land ‘ cleared ’ by the proprietor,

or his forefathers
(
Jat. IV, 467. ) The tradi-

tional feeling was apparently against land trans-

fer. The lovereign claimed an annual tithe on

grain produce, this was levied in kind, and

amounted to ^ | xV xV ( 1 87. Jat. 11.

239, 276, 378, IV. 169. Gaut. X. 24 Manu

VII. 1 30 ). He could make over this tithe accruing

fi’om one or more villages as a gift to anyone.

( D. I. 187; Jat. I. 138; II. 237, 403; III. 229;

V. 44. VI. 261, 344, 363 He could also remit

the tithe to any village. (Jat. I 200; IV. 169).
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But it is doubtful whether zeiuindary right to

the soil itself was ever given as well ( Dial, of

the Bud. I 108 note ).
* A

A third element in the situation was the

king’s incontestable right to a portion of the

produce as land revenue. The origin of taxation

is traced to tlie earliest times when people ho-

rrified by the spectre of anarchy and violence,

approached Brahma to appoint a king over

them. Manu was asked to be their king. But he

hesitated, saying government is an arduous affair

among untruthful people. People said ; ‘ Fear not;

you will receive a recompense : of beasts a fiftieth

part, and also of gold, and we will give a tenth

of the corn ” This was the supposed original

contract from which the king derived his right

to taxation, and the people their right to pro-

tection, It was a conditional right pure and

simple Nowthere is there recognised the ahso

lute and unconditional right of the king to do

anything he liked with the persons and property

of men, Manu, therefore, declares : '•Of cattle,

of gems, of gold and silver, added each year to

the capital stock, a fiftieth part, of grain, an

eighth part, or a sixths or a twelth, according to

the difference of the soil, and the labour neces
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sary to cultivate it ’’ In the time of wa.* it

may be raised to l/4th of the crops Now this

law of Mann was not meant to be a mere dead

letter but was a living, i otent, effective reality

for centuries afterwards. The minister Vidya-

ranya of the kingdom of Vyayanagger is said to

have declaied that a king who took more than

one-sixth * shall be deemed impious in this world

and shall be cast into hell - flames in the

next. Col Wilkes in his History of Mysore

has give other instances of the southern king-

doms taking sixth ' From the many allusions

in books it seems probable that as long as the

old kingdoms were at peace, the traditional one-

siwth nas adhered to. The king had no expan-

ding admimstiation, nor demands like those on

a modern government. If the old dicta

of sages did not remain mere pious resolu-

tions, it evidently follows that the king's share

was to all intents and purposes both in strict

theory and in actual practice, a tao) and not

a rent

Thus there are three fundamental facts in the

situation, to which all theory must do full justice:

first, the king was the universal landlord, se

condly the people had undoubted private property-
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ill land, thirdly, the King was entitled to a tax

<and not a rent, conditionally and not absolutely

Statements will be met with to confirm all these

three postitions. Thus Gautama says; "The king is

master of all, with the exception of Brahmins

Brihaspati declares: Should a Kshatriya,Vaishya,

or Shudra die without leaving male issue, or

wife, or brother, their property shall be taken

( as escheat
) by the king, for he is the lord

<if all; except in the case of a Uralimiii.^^ Agiin

he asks in another place : supposing a piece of

land to have been taken from a village be

longing to one man, and given to another m m,

either by a large river or by the king, what

should be decided in that case ? The land aban-

doned by a river or gi'anted by the king belongs

him who receives it. Otherwise, there would

be no acquisition through fate or the king

among men. Loss and gain and life among men

-depend upon the act of fate and of the king

therefore, on all affairs, what is effected by

them must not be rescinded ,44 Narada declaies;

A field which has been held by three generations

in succession, and a house which has been in-

herited from an ancestor cannot be estranged

.( from its legitimate owner
) by force of pos-
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session, except when the king wills so In all

these passages the ultimate right of the State

over all things ( with the exception of Brahmins

and their goods) is clearly stated. Are we there-

fore to conclude that the private owner of land

was a perpetual lessee rather than the proprietor

of the acres he cultivated? But if property

means the right of possession, succession, gift,

sale, these very writers allowed the exercise of

all these rights to the private proprietors. Thus

Bnhaspati himself says. Immovable property

may be acquired in seven ways, viz by learn-

ing by purcha-e, by mortgaging, by valour,

with a wife { as her dowry ), by inheritance

{ from an anc'^stor ), and by succession to the

property of a kinsman who has no issue.^c Nor

is the king’s absolute and unconditional right to

anything gi’anted by these very lawgivers Thus

Brahaspati writes : when land is taken from any

man by a king actuated by avarice, or using a

fraudulent pretext, and bestowed on a different

person as a mark of his favour, such a gift is

not considered as valid.^^ Vasishtha writes : "‘Let

him ( or king
)
not take property for his own

use from ( the inhabitants of his realm ).
”^8

There is no right divine of kings to govern
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wiong here. The ruler has been made by Bra

hma a servant of the jieople getting his revenue

as remuneration His sovereignty, hovrevei\ is

only for protection "•i'’ tii the last resort pub

lie interest, the ^oodof the community must decide

the legality of all eiicroacbments upon the right of

property. This is the meaning of the saying

that the king is the lord of all The theory oi

private jiropert}'^ in land remains therefore

unshaken: and the land -revenue must be taken

as a tax and not a rent.

It is interesting to note that these discus-

sions are not entirely started under the influence

of western thought, but they occupied seme

place in ancient thought as well. On the one

hand theie is the view held by such writers as

Kautil^^a and Jagannath. According to Kautilya

the king has right of ownership with regard

to fishing, ferrying and trading in vegetables in

leservoirs or lakes; further he has a state mo
nopoly of both mining and commerce Bhatta-

swamy, his commentator, attempts a justification

of the levy of an extra water - tix by quoting

a verse. ‘ Those who are well veroed in the

Shasti’ds admit that the king is the owner of

both land and water and that the people can
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only exercise their right of ownership over

other things except these. Jagamiath maintains

that if ownership primarily arose from first

occupation, it would be reasonable to suppose

that the sovereign being the stronger party,

would have the prevalent right, such rights as

the subjects possessed being permissive in their

character, and terminable at his option by the

withdrawal of the permission at the end of the

year. The difficulty of Jagannath was to deter-

mine how originally the rights of the sovereign

came to coexist with the rights of the subjects.

If the ownership of the subject arose from

occupancy, why could not the sovereign prevent

it by his superior power, or if it was due to a

grant from the sovereign, what was the exact

character of the grant ? But these are purely

speculative questions.

Opposed to these is the opinion very widely

held from very ancient times that the Bhau-

mikas ( landlords
)

are the real owners of the

soil held by them, while they ascribe to the

king merely the right to collect the revenue from

the landlords as representing his proper share

of the produce of the soil to which he, becomes

entitled by reason of the protection which he
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affords to them in the peaceful enjoyment of

their property. This is the view of the Mimansa,

of Nilkantha in his Yyavahaiamayukha, of

Shriknshna Tarkalankara in his commentary on

the Dayabhaga. Here is the commentary on

Jaimini’s sutias
(
VI. 7. 2 ): As to the question

whether that which is the broad earth should

be gifted or not, the holder of the prima facie

view speaks of it as an article of gift, thinking

that it 16 the wealth of the emperor. But this

is no one's property ( sva ). Consisting as it

does in the protection of, and the removal of

the wicked from his state, sovereignty ( rajya
)

means the collection of the taxes from the

agriculturists and others and of fines from the

guilty; this much is the relation ( between the

king and bis state ), but no lordship (swamitva).

Hence no emperor should make a gift of the

broad earth, nor a feudal chief of his feudal land.

Another author Jagannath Tarkapanchanan

takes the same view; “ Brihaspati says that a

single woman should be made to work in each

house ( i. e - in the bouse of each of the bro-

thers )
according to the share of inheritance....

Well, there arises a doubt whether the slave

woman should or should not go to work on the
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appointed day in the houses of other brothers,

if she is sold to a stranger by one of the bro-

thers on the day when she had to work m the

seller's house we reply thus: the purchase

has acquired the same kind of property right in

her that the seller had in her before selling.

Hence the purchaser has the right to command

her service only for as many days as she attend-

ed on her seller by turns in the middle of each

month. It is also for this reason that in the

kingdom ( country ) pm’chased by a king his-

right of possession of the country extends only

to the collection of taxes on it, and at the

same time there remains the right of ownership

vested in the cultivator, in virtue of which he

is entitled to the produce Hence also the claim

of a cultivator who cultivates a piece of land

and enjoys the produce after paying taxes due

to the king, to its ownership is admitted on all

hands... Accordingly since various kinds of owner-

ship with regard to a single property are accept-

ed, it must be presumed that claims of two

different persons to the same kind of ownership

with regard to a property are opposed to

each other,

What then is the conclusion ? Kautilya.
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evidently was concerned to uphold imperialism

at all costs, and Jagannath was writing under

the influence of a foreign domination. Dr. Sen

is therefore right in his summing up: “ It seems

that among the TTindus the property of the

sovereign to the soil within his dominion in

the occupation of private owners had at an

an early period been confined to the right of

realising a certain share of the produce a&

revenue, as a recompense for the protection

afforded by him. The view of Jagannath that

the private owners might be regarded as if they

were so many lessees from year to year find&

very little support from the Dharmashastras

although they dilate upon the divine character

of the sovereign and the reverence due to hi&

position, do not furnish any basis for maintain-

ing that he was the absolute master of his-

territory, free to deal with the lands within his

dominion in any way he liked to the prejudice

of the settled rights of his subjects. It must,

however, be understood that I am not here

speaking of king's private lands over which he

had complete and absolute control; it may also-

be that with regard to lands within his domi-

nion which had not been appropriated by private
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owners as their own, his right was suprenoio

^nd superseded the claim of his subjects; but as

regards land under the private ownership, bis

right was limited by the concurrent rights in-

iherent in private owners. "52

Among the modern European writers on the-

subject also there are two schools. Vincent Smith,
'Wilson, Mill among others uphold the Kautilyan

tradition; but Baden - Powell, Briggs, and Sir

Oeorge Campbell among others maintain the

ancient and time - honoured view of Jaimini.^»2

III.

1. Principles of Division.

Pioperty as a subject of inheritance is called

daya
( ) -which means ‘ the wealth which

becomes the property of another solely by reason

of his kinship to the owner. A rival defini-

tion given by another school defines it as ' the
wealth in which property, dependent on kinship

to the former owner, arises upon the cessation

of his ownership thereof In the former case

relations become co - owners of the property of
the owner from the moment of their birth;

hence this doctrine is called or the
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doctrine of acquisition of property by biitb;

while the Dayabbaga doctrine is called

or the doctrine of the acquisition of own-

ership upon the death of the last owner.

The former doctrine is applicable only to a

very few relations, viz. tbe direct male descen-

dants of the owner, in other cases the death of

the owner is a necessaiy condition to the owner-

ship of property. The Mitakshara school there-

fore recognises two tjqies of c;.i^ (daya,:

and (unobstructed and obstructed). The

succession of tbe son and other diiect male des-

cendants IS unobstructed; but that of otheis ie

obstructed. Ihe light of the sons and other

direct male descendants extends over both pater-

nal and ancestral estate; but tbe son can object

to tbe free alienation on tbe part of tbe father

of ancestral piopeity, but cannot object to the

fathers free alienation of his own self - acquired

property It seems however that the sons’ con-

sent IS necessary to the alienation of immovable

property of the father, although it may be self-

acquired; and the father seems to have some

fiee hand with rcgaid to the disposal of ancestral

movable property^for pious purposes.



The Dayabhaga, however, maintains the

absolute ownership of the father over all,

ancestral and self - acquired property, during his

life, the son acquires property in these only-

after the father’s death However, if the father

chooses to divide his property during his life

time, he has to do it on general principles of

equity and fairness.

The great distinction between the two

schools relates to the devolution of property on

the death of a member of a joint family. Each

school holds a different theory. According to the

Dayabhaga, each of the undivided coparceners

has ownership, not over the entire joint pro-

perty, but only over particular portions thereof

which becomes manifest when upon partition

thereof these several portions are specifically al-

lotted to the several copai’ceners. This theory
is knowns as or the doctrine

of ownership in a part. According to hlitak
fhara, on the other hand the ownership of each,

coparcener in an undivided family extends over
the whole of the joint property, and each part,

thereof. This view is known as

cr 'he doctrine of ownership in the whole*



tlie ownership of each member Is limited by the

€0“0wnei6hip of others.

It seems that primogeniture was _ the pre-

vailing custom 111 early times. Unity at the

centre was necessary to ensure effective manage-

ment of the joint family. The moment one's

eldest born comes into being, one becomes pos-

sessed of a son and discharges the debt to his

manes : hence the eldest sou is entitled to receive

the entire (paternal estate). But primogeni-

ture of this type did never mean the uncontro-

lled ownership of the entire paternal property to

the exclusion of other children; it merely meant

the piior right of management that belonged to

the eldest son. First father, then mother, then

the eldest son was the head of the family ac-

cording to Narada But very early, partition of

estates becomes a settled parctice; then equal

division of property among sons is the rule.

“ Mann divided his wealth equally among his

sons. o sire, men obtain wealth from you

as sons obtain from their old father. Some

partiality, however, continued to be displayed

towards the eldest son. But Apastamba was a

great reformer; he manfully fought against the

in^uality and sternly asserted the equal right
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of all. Therefore all '(sons) who are virtuous

inherit. But him who expends money unrigh-

teously, he shall disinherit, though he bo the

eldest son. He should, during his lifetime divide

his wealth equally among his sons, excepting,

the ennuch, the madman,' and the outcast ”59

But equality, if not duly limited in practice

by other fundamental facts is likely to be a

mere fetish. It was an innovation no doubt

which purified the system, to rule out inequality

merely on the ground of seniority in age But

joint family if it meant equal distribution of

goods among persons unequally constituted with

regard to moral and intellectual excellence, would

have spelt great disaster for the ancient society

bringing all types of fine growth to the flat

level of dull mediocrity. Property ( acquired )

by learning belongs solely to him to whom ( it

was given ), likewise the gift of a friend, a

present received on marriage or with the honey

mixture. What one
(
brother )

may acquire by

his labour, without using the patrimony, that

acquisition, ( made solely ) by his own effort, he

shall not spare unless by his own will ( with his

brbthers) Narada lays down that ‘three kinds

of property are not subject to partition: pro-
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perty gained by valour, or the gains of scienco,,

and property belonging to a \vife.*^i What has-

been obtained from a pupil, or by officiating as

a priest, or for answering a question, or for

determining a doubtful point, or through display

of knowledge, or by success in disputation, or

for superior skill in reading, are the gains of

learning, and as such not subject to distribution.

The same rule likewise applies to the arts.

2. Economic position of women...
Early theory.

History of the past reveals tragic vicissi-

tudes in the position of women. There were

epochs when she was almost an equal of man;

but she again would lose her position, till she

would become completely submerged in the su-

perior personality of her male protectors. Am
epoch favourable to the lights of woman has>

begun; and sympathy is levived with her in

various forms. It is interesting theiefore ta

find that woman did hold substantially a position.

of equality with man in the Vedic period.

There is a very interesting controversy about the

status of women in the Mimansa. The texts of

JTaimini when read along with Shabara’s com-
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inentar}^ throw an important light on the prob-
lem. The anti - woman party says that women
are not entitled to the performance of sacrifices*.

Men alone have right to perform sacrifices be-

cause they have capacity to possess wealth while

-

women are treated as chattels ( by men
The Vedas say: let hundred chariots be given to-

the father or guardian of the bride,
(
and in

the Arsha form of marriage ) let one ox:

and one cow be given. It is apparent that

the gift of the hundred chariots is made with

the object of inducing the bride s father to part

with his daughter, hence the gift can not be

said to be made for a religious purpose Woman
indeed earns wealth by cooking food for others-

and such other means^ but it is not her wealth.

When she herself is another’s property the ac-

quisitions belong to that other. Such is the^

view held by one school ..the anti - woman-

party. But Jaimini takes up cudgels with it in

all earnestness. The Shruti clearly declares that

whoever had the desire for obtaining the reward

of performing the S'lcrifice can perform them. As<

women have the desire for the fruit of perform-

ing the sacrifices they must be held capable-

of performing sacrifices. Woman has also
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"the capacity of owning wealth or property At
the time of marriage when the bride is presented

to the bridegroom, the father of the bride is

s-equired to utter the following; - She ( the bride }

should not be prevented (
by the bridegroom )

from acquiring Dbarina, performing religious

acts, from acquiring wealth and from fulfilling

her legal desires. As to what was said of the

purchase of the girl, it is not a purchase, it

( gift
)

is merely a rel'«;ious ceremony made to

fulfil the -law. For in the case of a purchase there

is variation of price. The gift of hundred cha-

riots by the father does not vary. It is con-

stant in all cases. Hundred chariots are given

in all cases whether the girl is beautiful or not

beautiful. The girls therefore are not sold. A
certain Vedic text also shows that women have

-the capacity of owning and possessing wealth.

It is as follows “ Tno wife is entitled to the

wealth, at the time of mirriage and whatever

is acquired by the husband is permitted to be-

long to her. Women are made to perform

sacrifices on account of their wealth. Wealth

alone is their stiength By virtue of wealth

which they possess they aie entitled to govern

another’s ( their husband’s
;
household.
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This discussion yields the following con-
clusions: “ firstly that women are persons in

the eye of law and can not be ragarded as chattels*

secondly, that there can be no purchase or sale

of women; thirdly^ that women are capable of

owning or holding property and in this respect

no distinction is drawn between acquired or

inherited property, fourthly, that the position of

women cannot be likened to that of slaves ac-

cording to the Vedas and if there was anything

contiary to that in the Smntis, that must be

disregarded; fifthly, that the wife has the co -

ownership in the husband’s wealth *and the-

husband has co - proprietory right in the wife’s

wealth and that neither the wife nor husband

can part with property belonging to either with-

out the other's consent, and that the gift made

by the husband without wife's consent is invalid.’^cs

This was not a mere theory, but it fully

corresponded to facts. Woman was the presid-

ing deity of the house. Over thy husband's

father and thy husband’s mother bear full sway.”

Over the sister of thy lord, over his brother^ ^

rule supreme. ” “Be thou supreme among father;:

in - law, supreme among brother - in - law also,

be thou supreme over sister ~ in ~ law, supreme^-
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-^Iso over mother - in - law. Go to the house

to be the household’s mistress, and speak as

-['lady to thy gathered people. She was en-

titled to share all the .privileges of man She

was the author of some of the hymns of the

Kigveda. She used to take her share in the

highest intellectual discussions with males in

fully - gathered associations. Some of them were

called - those which decided for imme-

-diate marriage; and some of them were

those who took to Brahman. In fact, she was

fully a man’s equal in religious as well as secu-

lar affairs, in economic position, in legal status,

in literary activities, both in theory and in fact.

3. Later theory.

(a) A daughter who is not married. The

rights of an unmarried girl are fully recog-

~ nised. ( O Indra ) as the daughter being

with her parents asks for share of wealth from

the father’s family. ’ yigimu allots to daugh-
^ ters shares equal to those of their brothers.^e

Harada also takes the same view. ‘‘To the

eldest son a larger share shall be allotted and a

less share is assigned to the youngest son, the

. rest shall take equal shares, and so shall an
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unmarried sister, Manu assigns a share equal

to that of her brother to a daughter, who is

first appointed Putrika but after - wards a sou

being born to her father, who becomes au

ordinary ghd.^^s Subsequently it was ruled that

unmarried sisters should receive one share for

eveiy three shares of a brother. (b) Daughter

when she is the only child of her parents. She

is then made Putrika i, e her son is entitled

perform the funeral rites of her father, and she

is entitled to her father’s property. “ I'he son-

less man who has a daughter fit to be a Put-

rika having observed the Putrika rite gets the

son of that daughter as his son*s son, Iknowing

that this daughter's son will perform his

Shraddha. The brotherless female remains a

part of her fathei’s house.'^i Manu says: “ A
son is even as one's self, a daughter is equal to

a son; bow can another heir take the estate

while one’s self lives. The daughter's son shall

take the whole estate of his maternal grand-

father who leaves no male issue."'^ Apastamba,

Vishnu, Narada entitle a brotherless damsel to

be the sole inheritor of her father's estate.^^

(c) A married girl with brothers'. “ The legiti-

mate son of the body does not give the inheri-
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tance to the sister/^^^ “Some hold that daugh-

ters do not inherit. Therefore the Vedas say

that a male is the taker of wealth, and that a

female is not a taker of wealth.”^^ (d) A widow

who has no sons succeeds to the entire property

her lord. But she is not entitled to bestow

gifts or to sell property. Under all circumstan-

ces she is entitled to food and raiment. She is

also entitled to her share of the joint property

as long as she stays in the joint family, but she

is not competent to dispose it of. But if the

widow is in charge of the house ( )

her proprietorship is for the life - time, in gift,

mortgage, and sale. But widows who have

sons receive shares proportionate to their sons^

share, (e) Stridhana - the growth of separate

property for women. Ancient law first assigned

no separate property to females. The fact of

Stridhana - woman's property was a slow growth.

The Hindus were perhaps the first to give

females rights which they had not elsewhere.

“ What ( was given ) before the ( nuptial ) fire,

what ( was given ) on the bridal procession,

what was given in token of the love, and what
was received from her brother, mother, or father,

that is called the sixfold property o! a woman.
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( Such property
)

as well as a gift subsequent

and what was given
(
to her ) by her affectionate

husband, shall go to her offspring, even ) if

she dies in the life - time of her husband,

Her power over the property called Sauda3dka

1 e what is received from her brothers parents,

or her husband^'D father’s family, is complete,

both in respect to gift and sale. She cm even

dispose of the immovables accordiug to her

pleasure. She io to presei ve what slie has

recjived from her husband with care while he

is alive; after-wards her right is supreme.

Neither the husband, nor the son, nor the father,

nor the brothers can assume power over a

womans property to take or bestow it.'''* Only

exceptional circumstances sich as famine, per-

formance of leligious duties, illness or imprison-

ment can justify a husband to touch his wife’s

propel ty so Of course each partner has com-

ilete right over the property of another when
ntnal affection subsists in fact the idea of

larate property of either husband or wife

" not arise in normal wedded wife.

viT# I
‘ Wealth IS common to the married

(
Datta ) ( f ). IVomen have a general

maintenance and protectioii “ A mother
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and a father in their old age, a virtuous wife,

and an infant son must be maintained even

though doing a hundred times that which ought

not to be done. Women are under the pro-

tection of either their father, or husbands,

or sons, or other relations. The position of an

unchaste wife is rendered harsh by poor ac-

commodation. She is deprived of her rights,

poorly dressed, fed with a view to sustenance

only. 82 But it must be remembered that males

also lose their rights of inheritance if they lead

immoral lives

IV.

!. Analysis of the Right of Property.

The conception of property is based upon

the distinction between persons and things,

and implies a certain peculiar kind of relation

between them. There are two different ideas-one

of ownership
( ) and one of property

( ]: but these are fundamentally the same.

Ownership inheres in persons in relation to

to things; property inheres in things in their

relation to persons. Now the question is what

is the meaning of property ? Hindu theory
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recognizes grades of property x’ights: ( 1 )

coexistence of various concurrent rights to one

and the same thing in different peisons, provided

there is no incompatibility in the coexistence

of such rights Thus take the case of a piece

of land leased to a tenant for cultivation. The

custom of leasing land is as old as Apastamba.
' ^ If a person who has taken f a lease of

)
land

{ for cultivation
) does not exei t himself, and

hence (the land) bears no crop, he shall, if he

is rich, be made to pay ( to the owner of the

la: d the value of the crop
)
that ought to have

grown. Here, therefore, in the first place,

there are the rights of the tenants in the soil;

next, there is the right of the zemindar or

landlord, and lastly there is the right of the

State to a certain produce. (2) R?\ght of usu-

fruct or e?ijoyment. Thus a widow has ordina

rily the right of usufruct over her husband's

property. She can not give, mortgage, or sell

it away. In old times, the right over land was

of this type Land was inalienable. This kind

of qualified property implies fitness for erjoy-

meat. ( f^i ). ( 3 ) Ownership

next implies Jitness for free disposal (

)
as indicated by the Shastras It there
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fore implies a plenary control over an object

To illustrate tins view, the Viramitrodaya men-

tions the simile of a seed which contains within

it the capacity to germinate and be changed

into a sprout although in particular cases it

may be impeded in its development by extran-

eous causes In the same way, a man may be

lestiained by other circumstances m making

completely arbitr-iry use of his property, yet he

has got the power of doing it if he chooses

It i=: interesting to compare the above

attempt to deliiie property with any modern

attempt. Austin defines it as “ applicable

to any right which gives to the entitled

property an indefinite power or liberty of

using or dealing with the .subject ” Prof.

Elj IS more explicit. Property possesses,

accoiding to him, the following marks.s*
; 1 )

Value. In property, we have to do with econo-

mic goods: i. e. goods which have value Value

implies two things* utility and scarcity. ( 2 )

Appropriahility

,

The objects of property must

be capable of appropriation. The owner has a

right to control the actions of others in respect

to the objects of property. Here is the distinc-

tion between possession and propeity. ( 3 )
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Pioperty is exclusive in its nature and not abso-

lute. It excludes others; but it is not a light

without limitations or qualifications"
( 4 )

The

varying intensity of property. Property is almost

absolute as far as movables are concerned, being

more limited when we come to arable land -

and still more when we coma to forests, houses,

mines, and railways Huw closely doe? this agree

with the Hindu ideas ^ There are certain things

over which there can not be private rights A
verse in the Mahabharata say& Forests, moun-

tains, rivers, and places of pilgrimage are owner-

less
' ’ 85 and as such public property,

open to all for free use

2 Property and the State : Hindu Theory
of property.

What IS the basis of property ?. There is

the physical and the legal sanction behind pro-

perty; it 13 the State. Society is held together

by force. Men prior to the emergence of the

State have no rights and no obligations. Rights

acquire meaning only when they are duly em-

bodied ill the law and practice of governments.

Natural rights, inherent rights, a 'priori rights

have very little meaning. Rights of property
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and contract upon wMcb the whole econoinic

organization of a society hinges are based upon

the will of the State. All economics therefore

rest upon politics to this extent. Hinau genius

clearly peiceived and forcibly expressed thi&

fundamental truth. Utopias can be built upo i

abstract rights; but not actual politics Actual

politics derive all their power and reality in the

last resort from force of some type. This is the

bedrock fact in this science and its c’ear enun

<iiation by the writers of the epics was a remark-

able contribution to the development of political

theory “ if force were abolished from the world

creatures would soon be destroyed. Like fish in the

water, stionger animals prey upon the weaker.

This truth was formerly spoken by Brahma himself

VIZ. that force properly applied, upholds creatures

Behold the very fires, when extinguished blaze

up again in fright, when blown I This is due

to the fear of force. If there were no force m
the world distiiigui&hing the good and the bad,

then the whole world would have been envelop-

ed in utter darkness, and all things would have

been confounded...Every one is kept straight by

force. A person naturally pure and righteous

is scarce. Yielding to the fear of force, maa
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becomes disposed to observe rules and restraints.

Force was ordained by the Creator himself, for

protecting religion and wealth, for the happiness

of all the four orders, and for making them

righteous and modest The following passage

from the Itamayana is even more eloquent.

Where none is king, the sower’s hand

Casts not the seed upon the land .. .

In kingless lands it ne'er is well

. With sona of trade who buy and sell ..

In kingless land no wealthy swam
Who keeps the herd and reaps the grain,

Lies sleeping blest with ample store,

Securely near his open door

In lungless land no merchant bands

Who travel forth to distant lands,

With precious wares their wagons load.

And fear no danger on the road ....

In kingless realms no man is sure

He holds his life and wealth secure

In kingless lands no law is known.

And none may call his wealth his own,

Each preys on each from hour to hour

As fish the weaker fish devour. ’'87

Danda, therefore, is the essence of the State.
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The State is by its very nature based on force

and as such is coercive. Men emerge from a

state of nature, from a condition of the ‘logic of

the li'h'
( )

as soon as they organise

themselves iiito a State. All rights and all duties

then become possible when men leave the ori-

ginal chaotic state and surrender themselves

to the cential government. Po'^session or enjoy-

ment IS possible I'l a non -- state, but not pro-

perty, the essence of which is mamatva or

svatva. As Koiisseau jmts it* In the state

of natine there is but pohsession, which is only

the effect of the force or right of the lirst

occupant, ’’ while ownership which is founded

only upon a positive title ’’
is an incident of

‘ civil society,

3. Property and the conception of Right*

The real sanction, the ultimate basis of

private property as of all other social institutions

is the conception of justice of right, of Dharma.

Dharma or justice is made possible by the State

and yet it makes the State possible. Take

away the conception of justice from men and

society must go into chaos. Behind might

there must be right or might must eventually
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collapse, ‘Might is light/ is true; but it is

equally true that 'right is might/ The govern-

ment therefore is not the ultimate cate^o’y

bfyoiid which men cannot look and whose de-

crees they must obey: but Dhnrma or ihe con

cept.ion of right or of justice the ultimate

power behind the State decrees, if that is lack-

ing, use of pure physical force cannot long but-

tress the umigliteous government Ihus the

Hindu jurists define the right of pjoperty as

fitness for fiee disposal os indicated by the

Sbastias^^ Here theie aie two schools The

one inaintams that propeity has its basis exclu-

sively ill the lecognition of the bhastias, the

other and more reasonable school ( Vignaneshwar

;

maintains that the idea of property has its basis

in popular recognition (
.

Uhe growth of ownership is the outcome of

social evolution, and not a deduction from

Shastraic injunctions. It is reasonable to suppose

that in the order of evolution the unwritten

lules evolved by the popular mind occupy a

prior position, although they may be subsequent-

ly moulded and modified by written works of

acknowledged authority. This is the view

of the Mimamsakas also/*’
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In fact, there is no absolute right of pro

perty anywhere: one’s right of property is

always duly modified by the rights of others.

As D], Holland puts it ownership is a "plenary

control over an object,’ but it must be always

enjoyed in such a way as not to interfere with

the rights of others. This is exactly what the

Hindu writers meant when they defined property

right as fitness for free disposal, as in'iicateci by

the Shastras ‘The truth is that there are two

sides to piivate propeity, the individual side and

the social side. The social side of property finds

illustration in the right of eminent domain and

in the right of taxation. The two go together, -

so that if one perishes, the other perishes also.'"

The social side limits the individual side, and as

it IS always there, there is no such thing as

absolute private property. An absolute right of

property would result in the dissolution of society.

Private property does not carry with it the

right of misuse, Private property is establi*

shed and maintained for social purposes. The

idea of property cannot therefore carry with it

anything which is contrary to the idea of society.
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4 Hindu View a synthesis of individua

lisni and Socialism.

Hindu theory emphasised the two elements

in the right of property and reconciled them in

the light of Dharma in a broader syiithe^iis All

property is individual, its .justification lies in the

fact that it IS a powerful instrument of self

realization. Opposite thinkers like Locke and

Hegel -ha\e well emphasised this aspect of

private propeit} Aristotle was its greatest ex*

ponent m the past. His position is; '• That

material wealth is necessary as a condition of

the higher life, and that some measure of private

property is more conducive to the higher life

than any form of common ownership, because

1) it tends more to real unity of sentiment than

communism; it is economically superior to

it; for people bestow more attention upon the

managemeht of private than of public property;

(3) ownership is a source of pleasure, and ^4; it

is more conducive to the growth of character,

for communism destroys the possibility of exer

cising two important virtues, self-control

and liberality. ”92 Hegel in his own way

glorifies the institution of private property*

Personality realizes its power of self - direction
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and self - contiol through ownership; through

property, personality obtains a secure footing of

its own, a self - dependent area on which to

fall back, resources which are under its own

control and guidance. Through it, man enjoys

a certain sense of background which would

endow his individual life with a certain dignity

Paupers merely exist on the surface; they cinnot

strike loots, and establish permanency. “The

forces on which their veiy being depends are

wholly out of their ken or power. They are

regulated by others, who are out of sight 'fhey

themselves lay by the day or the week and are

liable to every sort of accidental or unanticipated

displacement. It is just the moral discipluie of

responsible ownership which they are bound to

lack ‘‘The stability, the power to look before

and after, the assured hold on reality, the em-

bodiment of their own wills in a material fact,'’

in this lies the moral and spiritual value of

property Such is the account of the individual

side of property; and Hmdu thought endorses

every word of it, when it repeatedly says

1^ Man's life would be the

life of a dog without property. This is the signi-

ficance of passages like this, “ Man is the slave
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of wealth, not wealth of anybody. So one should

always carefully labour for wealth Through
wealth men get virtue, satisfaction, and salva-

tion.’ ‘'One should pursue learning by moments
and wealth by grains. The moments and the

grains are not to be left out by the man who
wants learning and wealth. Daily acquisition of

wealth IS good for wife, children and friends,

and ah«o for charity. But witliout these what

IS the good of having men and money ? One
should caiefully preserve wealth that can main-

tain life 111 future. ' I shall live for one hundred

years and enjoy life with wealth ^ one should

evei earn learning and wealth in this hope for

twenty-five years or half or quarter of that

period. ..So long as there is wealth one is respected

by all But the man without wealth though well-

qualified is deserted by wife and sous even. In this

world wealth is the means to all pursuits One

should practise whatever means makes a man

wealthy. Meritorious meu stand at the door of

the wealthy people even as menials. Even de-

fects are regarded as merits, and even merits

become defects of the wealthy and of the poor

respectively, and the poor are insulted by all.

Through abiecl poverty some people got death,
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Fome went to the village, some to the hills,

and some to utter nun, some got mad, some

came under subjection of enemies. And owing

to insufficiency of wealth some people become

slaves of others

But this is only one - half of the Hindu

theory of property. Individualism forgets that

rights are meaningless except as the converse of

duties; and if all duties spring in the last resort

from the duty of promoting the general good,

then rights must also be shown to spring from

the same principle Property has its justification

no doubt in the fact that it is one of the most

potent instiuments of self realization, but what

is the self, of which it is realization ^ What is

an individual ? He is certainly not a mere atom

an isolated being resting securely upon his own
egohood It is a poor centre of actions, himself.

The individual derives all the meanins he has

out of the fact that he belongs to some social

body. A pure individual is a fiction. The self

and not - self are so closely bound up with each

other, that each is absolutely meaningless apart

from the other "‘Personality lies in the relation

of person to person A personality is what it is

only by virtue of its power to transcend itself



and to enter into the life of another It lives

by by interpenetration, by intercourse,

by communion. Its power of life is love.

There is no such thing as a solitary, self-

holated person. A self - contained personality

IS a contradiction in terms What we mean
by peisonality is a capacity for intercourse, a

capacity for retaining self - identity by and

through identification with others - a capacity

for friendship, for communion, for fellowship.

Hence the true logic of personality compels

us to discover the man’s personal worth in

the inherent necessity of a society in which it is

realized . It is therefore impossible to emphasize

the reality of peisonal existence and personal

claims, or personal liberty, without in the very

same breath a^sertiiig the emphatic reality of

social obligation, the paramount authority of

social order, the sanctity of social law. ’ so

The essential justification of private property

IS to be sought in its social as well as individual

significance Justice is therefore the rock - bottom

fact upon which property can be based It is

as a member of society that man has right of

property; and therefore his right of property is

governed by the good of the Society, which is
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his own good. Any demands upon man’s private

property in the name o£ general interest are not

encroachments upon his private rights, not drafts

upon his charity; ‘they are the acts of that

identical justice by which he is qualified to be

an owner.’ Man has a right of pi’Operty in so

far as society allows it; its fundamental basis is

social consent. This is the of

the Hindu Shastras. But what gives him his

right of property is also entitled to hmit it

There is no right of property unless society

wills it; how can theiefore there be any right

of property which coutiMdicts its own funda-

mental basis ? No snch lights are held against

society because social will is the fundamental

coi’dition of their existence All property there-

fore is essentially a trust held for the sake of

puliliG welfare, and the trustee must always

remember that his right is valid as long as he

is faithful to the conditions of trust and not a

minute longer.

5 Qod-the ultimate basis.

But Dharma ..of which the eternal witness

is our own heart, the still, small voice within,

-

does not mean the arbitrary exercise of the
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right of society over a private individual. Tha

onception of Dharma of justice has no mean-

ing unless it traces its source to something deeper

than the changing whims of individuals, and this

something deeper within man’s consciousness,

something which is superior to our private self-

hood with its sentimental likes and dislikes,

family selfhood with its narrow and exclusive

attachments, tribal or national egoism with its

suicidal particularism— is the fundamental love

of humanity within us, the cosmic consciousness

within us in virtue of which the finite man

becomes the organ of the Infinite, the inner soul

the organ of the universal soul. Public good,

theiefore, can never mean the good exclusively

conceived of a clan, tribe, nation, or race; it

means the good of humanity conceived neither

hedonistically, nor anti - hedonistically, but essen-

tially in the language of spirit, of God. Hera

again the eastern idea entirely coincides with

-the western idea. And, yet further, if he is

to identify his personal claim with the claim of

the fellowship he must have the assurance that

the fellowship is not arbitrary or absolute in

the demands that it makes upon him. And
this assurance he can only have if the exercise

5
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of its ownership by the fellowship, within which

his own right of ownership is exercised, be it-

self the expression of that absolute ownership

which is the sole prerogative of the God who

made the earth and all that is in it. Back to

God all rights run. Back in TTim, the ultimate

Creator, producing and sustaining and justifying

every capacity and energy that His will has set

in action, all ownership stands. All claims are

made by Him, through Him, to Him. His

righteousness is the bond of all human fellow-

ship. And this is so, just because property in

outward goods is but the outcome of personality

of God. In the Divine Fellowship in which

God realizes Himself lies the som’ce and justi-

fication of every fellowship into which man can

enter. Mans authority to say of anything

‘That is mine’ rests, finally, on his power to say,

*I am God’s. In a different way Jagannath

arrives at the same conclusion. “ This earth is

the cow which grants every wish; she affords

property of a hundred various kinds ( inferior,

if the owner needs the assent of another pro-

prietor-superior, if his right precedes assent };

while she deludes a hundred owners, like a

deceiving harlot, with the illusion of false enjoy-
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Tient; for, in truth, there is no other lord of

this earth but one, the Supreme Lord

6. Applications.

Now we will refer to certain Hindu ideas

of property which can be understood only in the

light of this social theory of property. Hindu

thought steers clear of the extreme individualism of

the Lookian type on the one hand and extreme

oommunism of certain forms of socialism It

allows full private property and bases social and

economic organisation upon it. But under it

property is not absolute; it is essentially a trust;

hence in the fir&t place, only persons morally and

intellectually qualified are considered lit for

inheritance. The main principle upon which all

exclusions from inheritance are based is the

essentially social significance of all property

Wealth is made for sacri-

fices. Those that are incompetent to perform

them are not entitled to inherit property. They

are only entitled to maintenance. Wealth is for

sacrifice. Therefore it should go to a proper

person and virtuous, and not to a woman, igno>

rant man, or an apostate. 'VV^hat is sacrifice I

The same idea of sacrifice which we read in
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tlie Vedas contained in geim tlie Inglily etliical

notion cf Facrifice we meet wdili in the Gita^

which mentions vaiious types of fcacnhce, under-

Ijing all of which was the idea of the sacrifice^

of the flesh to the spirit. Man is meant to give

away his all for the cause of God, for the service-

of humanity. What remains after his self-

dedicaticn is his own. " The eaters of the life

-

giving remains of sacrifice go to the changeless

Eternal '!his world is not j^r the nen - sacri-

Jicer, much less the other, The climax of all

saciifice is the in which the highest

philosophy transmutes a man’s personality, and

the gieat transvaluation of values takes place.

I “The Eternal

the oblation, the Eternal the clarified butter, are

offeicd in the Eternal fire by the Eternal; unto

the Eternal veiily shall he go who in his action

meditateth uj.oii the Eternal On this broad

principle, theiefore, that all the property of man

is meant for sacrifice, for service, Hindu theory

rules out as unfit for inheiitance all who are

not equal to the duty of saciifice or service.

Eunuchs and outcasts,
(
because of grave sins )

those born blind or deaf, the insane, idiots, and

the dumb as well as those deficient in any organ
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action ov sensation ) receive no share. But

it is jnst that ( a man ) who knows ( the law )

should give even to all of them food and raiment

according to ability, without stint
(
for life »;

he who does not give it becomes an outcast

All brothers who habitually commit forbidden

acts are unworthy of the shire of property 102 xii©

murdeier of a Brahmin, he who dunks spiii-

tuous liquors, the violator of a Guru’s bed he

who is gmlty of incest, he who steals an atheist,

he who constantly repeals bhmeable act^, ,and

he who forsaken blameless relatives, become

out - casts Only vii tuous sons inberi"; the

man who spends unrighteously is ti be disin-

herited.i®^ In ancient times the phyioilly

incapable members were debarred fioni inheii-

tance, peihaps becauso might was light la

later times, exclusion from inheritmco was tne

punishment for unrighteous life, for it

thought that proparty mu^t be sp°nt for vir-

tuous acts, for social service, for pubLc go id.

The theory behind these exjliisions is undouo

tedly the social theory of property 'which wc

have eaui.:Hted.

The same theory aBo eXjUiius certain

parently huh -h nde I ac:^ of goveiiiuieuU. 1&
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was ahvajs considered fully justifiable to take-

aAvay wealth from the unrighteous and to trans

fer it to the righteous. In the Rigveda, gods'

are asked to tiansfer the wealth of the impious

to the sacnficer. Nobody has any right to-

wealth wl o does not do proportionate social

seivice. In the event of there being a king,

if a pait of a religious sacrifice insututed by a

virtuous Kshatiiya, or by a Brahmin stands

unperfoimed for want of funds, let him for the

peifonraice theieof forcibly carry away that

much moi.ej^ from the house of a non-sacrificing^

A^aibhja jMoi cover, fiom a (Brahmin or Ksha-

tii3a )
relation of his \vho although not keeper

o£ the Fficved fiie, is possessed of a hundred

kiiip, end from a relation who, although a keeper

of the saeied file, does not perfoim the Vedio

sacnficos, although he is possessed of a thousand

kine - liom these two lelatioiis let him unhesi-

tatingly lake the aiticle^ lequisite for his sacri-

iice Bicm him who daily accumulates money

by taking gifts but does not spend it in reli-

gious saciihces, or in works of public utility,

let him foicibly take the articles necessary for

the peiformance of hi* fame and sacrifice, where-

by his virtue and fame will be augmented. "1*5
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In the same way, a man who has fasted for

three days in want of food, is entitled to steal

a day’s provision from the house of a miserly

miscreant. “ He, who having taken money

from miscreants gives it to the virtuous, verily

converts into a raft whereby he takes both its

recipients and his own self across the ocean of

misery. The wealth of those who regularly

institute religious sacrifices is called the divine

property by the wise; the wealth of a non-sacri-

ficer is called domoniac property.

The same theory explains the enoimous

emphasis laid at all times in eastern faiths upon

the virtue of charity The essential justification

of wealth is that it renders a life of virtue,

hospitality, charity possible.

High in heaven abide the Guerdon - givers;

They who give steeds dwell with the sun for ever;

They who give gold are blest with life eternal;

They who give i obes prolong their lives, 0 Soma.

Gueidon bestows the horse, bestows the bullock;
Guerdon bestows, moreover, gold thar glitters.

Guerdon gives food which is our life and spirit.

He who is wise takes Guerdon for his armour*
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The liberal die not; never are they ruined;

The liberal suffer neither harm noi’ trouble.

The light of heaven, the universe about us, -

All this doth sacrificial Guerdon give them.i^^

The same theory explains the sentiments

that the Brahmin is the lord of all things or

that the king is the universal lord of all. It

also explains the position that treasures found

beneath the earth are to be given over to the

State. The overlordship of the State in all

cases means the overlordship of the community;

for the State is nothing but the embodiment of

the will of the community Hence whenever

private property is required in the inteiest of

the community, in the last resort, the State

has the right to appropriate it; for there is no

absolute or ultimate right of anybody in any-

thing; the public good must remain paramount

over all such private rights. However, this

doctrine is to be very carefully interpreted, be-

•cause the interpreters of the social will, or

the will of God are after all, human
beings. But the will of the community as

interpreted by the government has the ulti-

mate right to the use of any private property.

Thus any mau has a light to erect a dike in
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:anotlier man’s field, for it produces considerable

advantage, while the loss is trifling. Again, anjr

man has a right to undertake the cultivation of

n field and to keep the produce, when the owner

of a field IS unable to cultivate it, or dead, or

gone to foreign countries, the owner can only

recover it after paying the cultivator the whole

•expense, incurred in tilling the waste los

these positions are mere deductions from the

social theory of property.

V.

1. Means of acquiring property.

There are seven virtuous means of acquisition,

of wealth,-inheritance, gain, purchase, conquest,

application (of wealth), employment of work, and

acceptance of gifts from proper persons.i®^ Narada is

more explicit. “All transactions depend on wealth.

In order to acquire it, exertion is necessary. To
preserve it, to increase it, and to enjoy it these

are successively the three sorts of activity with

regard to weahh. Again, wealth is of three

kinds : white spotted, and black. White wealth

is
(
of the following seven sorts ) : what is acqui-

red by sacred knowledge, valour in arms, the

practice of austerities, with a maiden, through

( lustiucting
)
a pupil, by sacrificing, and by
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inheritance. The gain to be derived from exert-

ing oneself to acquire it is of the fame descrip-

tion. Spotted wealth is
(
of the following seven

sorts ): what is acquired by lending money at

interest, tillage, commerce, in the shape of Shulka,

by artistic performance, by servile attendance, or

as a return for a benefit conferred on some one.

Black wealth ( is of the following seven sorts )r

what 13 acquired as a bribe, by gambling, by"

bearing a message, through one affl cted with

pain, by forgery, by robbery, or by fraud. It is

in wealth that purchase, sale, gift, receipt, tran-

saction of every kind, and enjoyment have their

source ”. Narada then proceeds to mention th©

modes of acquisition common to all c-stes and

then those peculiar to each. I’roperty obtained

by inheritance, gifts made fiom love, and dowry

of a wife; these are the three sorts of pur©

wealth for all castes. Thieo modes of hvinsc are

pure for a Brahmin, alms, sacrihcing instruction;

taxes, gain of conquest, and fines declared iit

lawsuits, are the legitimate gains for a Kshatriya.

A Vaishya can acquiie property by tillage,

tending cows, and commerce. A ShuJra may'

accept what is given by members of other

castes.iio



VIII, Contract in Hindu Society^

I.

1. Status vs. Contract.

It is a classic saying of Maine that ancient-

societies rested on status, while progress depends-

upon movement from status to contract. In the-

same way Bagehot also says that the oldest law

was almost stranger to contract. That is to say, in

old times custom was the lord of all things, not

the free will of man.- The guiding rule was the'

law of status. Everybody was born to a place

ill the community; in that placebo had to stay;

in that place he foand certain duties which he

had to fulfil, and which were all he needed to-

think of. The net of custom caught men in

distinct spots and kept each one where he stood.^"

Thus we read in the Bigveda, "We keep the-

the old accustomed laws, the statutes of supre-

macy, the long - known laws of Mitra and

Varuna.

Lead us not from our fathers* and from?.

Manu’s path into the distance far away. ’"2
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2. Economic Significance of Contract.

But in course of time, men move away from

this standpoint. With the growth of rela

tionships among men, contract becomes more and

"more important. It is the one great agency by

which distribution is brought about in a fiee

and advanced society. In early society, life s

made up mainly of households and groups,

within each one of which authority and custom

•reign supreme But as life progresses, this

isolation gives way and a host of relationships

grow up between men which are regulated more

and more by their choice, by the bargaining

spirit, and less and less by castom Xow ‘^our

economic life is more and more made up of

social relations, and the importance of contract

keeps pace with the growth of these social

relations This u because contiact means reli-

tionships—chiefly economic relationships, - exist-

ing among men, and we can hardly mention

any economic relationship which is not based

on contract.

Of course, behind property and behind contract,

must be the powerful support of the State, this

truth was clearly recognised by ancient TTindii

writers. Hence the rights of contract are purely
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acquired rights, rights which proceed from anxl'

are developed through the State, and their justifi-

cation is human welfare. As a writer puts it:

'Contract unites the present and the future,

is the principal motive to labour, and the source

of union among men*...It not only unites the

present and the future, but the past, the present

and the future. The continuity of our economic

-

life demands security and stabilit}^ We have ^

only to realise what contract relations are to

realise this ~ barter, sale, credit, letting, loans,

services, deposits, domestic services, agency, part-

nership, professional service Our economic

relations are based largely on contract, and in

its absence, might would prevail It is very

largely through contract that our wealth is

accumulated and our share of the national

dividend comes to us

But while it is on the whole a step for--

ward when society moves from status to contract,

it is necessary to state that free and unregulated

contract brings in its train many evils. As long '

as there are inequalities in society, all freedom

of competition is freedom only to exploit

the poor and helpless. The State therefore

'

must now and then intervene to modify the
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excesses of tree and unregulated competition by

keeping it within due bounds-

3. The conditions of the validity of a
contract.

Every contract, to be valid, ought to fulfil

certain essential conditions. It can be entered

into by individuals as well as groups; but there

are exceptions. A minor f ) as

well as a very old man
( )

can-

not be a party to a contract. Women also in

most cases are debarred from entering into con-

tracts with outsiders on their own responsibility.

Thus Narada says: “ The sages declare that the

transactions of a woman have no validity,

especially the gift, hypothecation, or sale of a

bouse or a field, ..In the same way the transactions

of a slave are declared invalid, unless they

have been sanctioned by his master. A
slave is not his own master. If a son has

transacted any business without authorization

from his father, it is also declared an invalid

transaction...A youth, who, though independent,

has not yet arrived at years of discretion, is

not capable of contracting valid debts...That

«.lso which an idepedent person does, who has
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lost the control over his actions, is declared an
invalid transaction, on account of his want of

{ real
) independence Those are declared to

have lost the control over their actions who
are actuated by love or anger or tormented

(by an illness), or oppressed by fear or mis-

fortune^ or biassed by friendship or hatred, ’’s

In order that a contract may be truly

a legal contract, it is further necessary that it

should be duly entered on a document or be

supported by reliable witnesses. A third con-

dition was the compliance on the part of both

the sides with certain rules as to time and place.

All contracts entered into during the night, or

entered into in the interior apartment of a

house, or made in a forest, or in any other

secret place were void. In fact, fullest publicity

was required to ensure the validity of the con-

tracts. In two cases only contracts were con-

sidered valid, although sheltered from humin

gaze: (a) contractiug a heavy debt; (b) objects

which are too delicate to be brought to others’

notice, as for example, the one between a woman

and her paramour.
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ir.

1. Banking in Hindu India.

The essence of banking business may be

taken to be the manipulation of c'edit. Thh
is the fundamental idea behind all banking,

ancient and modern. Originolly, banking con-

sisted in efforts of individuals to supply certain

primitive wants of a growing community. Its

main function was that of lending and receiving

deposits. It still remains the business of a bank

although in other ways it is evident that its

work has vastly increased in scope and signifi-

cance. From a single dealer and broker in

money, the banker has become 'the arbiter of a

nation’s industrial organisation, and even of the

fate of nations. '
( 0. A. Oouant ).

The indigenous banker was never a mere

banker; he was mostly a moneylender, lending

either upon landed security or other property or

agricultural produce^ or a merchant. He was

called the setthi : and as such he had often very

great political importance too. In later days

we know the great political influence of Jagut

Seth and of Omichund during Ihe Plassey

days. It is also interesting to note that one
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Bansilal Abhecliund financed the Govern-

ment of Bengal during the Sepoy Mutiny

of 1857.

In India, banking business is very much

the monopoly of a class. It is a pui'ely family

concern. The setthi or the shroff transmits the

knowledge and good-will of his business to his

son; and in this way the old traditions are

continued for generations together. But this

leads on the one hand to knowledge of the

business, honesty in the craft, growth of credit,

it leads to fossilization on the other hand There

is no infusion of fresh blood into the class, and

no development of new ideas. The joint-stock

banking will not have some of the advantages

of a private, hereditary shop; but efficient mana-

gement can always be asserted in it because

there is scope for the selection of the best man
as the manager. But the indigenous shroff is

conservative to a degree; his conservatism is his

asset as well as his bane.

The ancient, indigenous banker was essen-

tially a dealer and broker in capital. His one
main function was lending money. Now there

is a fundamental difference between loans in

modern times and loans in ancient India. The
6



loans in these days are either meant to finance

wai, or to finance industry. In old days money

was lent for the performance of social functions

or such other unproductive purposes. The rate

of interest which it is customary for indi-

genous bankers to take is often veiy high; and

he is often nick-named, ‘ the Indian Shylook

But we have to remember that the greater the

security, the less the rate of interest; and the

indigenous banker has often worthless security

on which he lends, or he finds it very difficult

to collect his debts. Again, credit here is mainly

agricultural; hence money finds occupation only

for a season in the year. Money has to remain

idle for a part of the year, and this means a

high rate of interest for the time it is employed.

There are certain prominent differences

between modern banking and indigenous Indian

banking. In the first place, the shroff often

lends on the basis of solid securities-land, houses,

fields, ornaments. It is thus possible for him to

advance long time loans. But the commercial

banks of Europe usually give short time loans

and prefer to keep their assets liquid; because

the deposits are liable to be called upon at any

time. The shroffs capital however is his own.
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Another difference is that while the European-.-

banker weighs each debt b}’’ itself, the indigenous

banker distributes his risks among his various

clients Another feature of the type of banking

which we had in India is the tendency it deve-

loped to trade on the misfortunes of others

i. e. one’s clients. The clients are pampered

with fresh loans and loans upon loans till he

is head and ears in debt. Very often the shroff

.

quietly swallows up the mortgaged property,

owing to the bankruptcy of his customers.

Another featuie of native banking is the close

personal knowledge the shroff insists on posse-

ssing of his client, his habits, his income, and

his expenditure. A remarkable feature of mo-

dern banking is that it wants to fully utilise

its reserves. "When these reserves exceed his

requirements, the banker lowers the rate of

discount and issues credit to a greater extent.

But the indigenous banker would prefer to have

the stock with him rather than lower the value

of the wares which he peaces iu the market.

The second function of the native banker

ig moneychanging i. e. the exchanging of one

kind of coin for another. In old times, there

was a perfect variety of coins in circulation. :
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It is said that at one time 100 different kinds

of gold, SOO of silver, and 50 of copper coins

ciicnlated in India. This was entirely to the

advantage of the money-changer.

Ihe thiid function of the setthi is to receive

deposits. The Eupropean banker is more a

borrower than a lender; but the native banker

does not care to attract money in the way of

deposits. Eowever, the shroff keeps the money

generally entrusted to him for safe custody. He
often pajs at present the current rate of interest,

and there is the moral obligation on the part

of this depositor that he should not make a

call at any inconvenient time. Yet he does-

make use of otheis’ deposits. It is alwaj^s his

wish to be self - dependent and to rely on his

own purse rather than subject himself to

sudden liability by attracting deposits systemati-

cally as do the jointstock banks. The reluctance

of the shroff to receive deposits, the want of

security, the absence of the Savings-banks and

other similar institutions, the occurrence of fa-

mines and the innate poverty of the peopler

these are the factors which had retarded the

growth of capital in India and they were also

Tespomible for operating against the development
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of the banking babit on the part of the people.

It has also been remarked that the Indian

people as a rule never drew cheque of any kind

on the deposits they gave to the indigenous

bankers. “ It is a most extraordinary instance

of the mutual distrust between man and min.’’

said Sir Bichard Temple.

It seems that there is no future for the

shroff. Many causes go to undermine bis position.

The rate of interest has been diMSticxlly cut

shoit. This tells heavily on the rural bankers.

The reluctance of the urban bankers to finance

tnanufacturiug concerns’ which are springing

up must go against them. Tne individual propri*

etary basis on which private banking has hi-

therto been conducted must give plico to joint-

.stock basis. Again, the indigenous banker has

<10116 very little to manufacture cridit money.

Their bills of exchange are merely a species

of mercantile exchange. They have never

financed manufacture on a large seal 3 ...Finally

one has to observe the direct and indirect sir-

vices the bank does to the general community.

Some of the most direct services the bank

peiforms are the provision of banking faoibties

for those who require them and toe exfcensioa
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‘of these baDkiiig facilities by a network of

" branches, and the bank also acts as a financial

secietary to the customers. The indirect

services are the providing of a sound and stable

credit, by enabling the financial machinery of

the country to run smoothly, and by directing

the country’s capital into the most profitable

channels. The indigenous banker of India,

when weighed according to this standard, will

-rbe found wanting.

3. Loans.

The phenomena of borrowing and lending

are recorded in the Eigveda. Kina or debt is

repeatedly mentioned in the Vedic literature.

As we collect the utmost debt even the eighth

and sixteenth part. ' No debt is due by

Brahmins now, “ He sternly reckoneth their

debts. Thou speedest to subdae like one

exacting debts ‘ In constant fear, in debt,

and seeking riches, he goes by night unto the

homes of others. The debtor was often bound

"to posts.i3

Now there are two types of loans; secured

or unseemed. A loan is said to be secured when
a Cl editor lecenes a pledge for its satisfaction or
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when another person stands as a surety for tho

debtor. An unsecured loan may be evidenced

by a written document or attested by witnesses.

Thus Narada says; The guarantee to bo

offered to a creditor may be two - fold, a surety

and a pledge. A document and ( the deposition

of) witnesses are the two modes of proof on

which evidence is founded.

3. Pledge ( ).

It is defined in the Mitakshara thus:

** Whatever is placed under the control of the

creditor by the debtor as security for the thing

lent to him is called an adhi or a pledge.

A pledge is of eight kinds: movable or immo-
vable, ( or ); to be kept only or to

to be used ( or ); discretionary i e.

without a time limit ( - or with a
fixed time limit ( ); evidenced by a do-

cument or by witnesses 15

Now let us analyse the rights of the pledgee..

The giving of a pledge created a real right

and furnished a real security. It created a real

right because the creditor when a pledge wis
given became invested with an interest in tho

. property pledged, which under certain conditions-
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and on tlie expiry of a certain period wouid

either ripen into full ownership, or would enti-

tle him to sell the property without the con-

currence of the debtor. ” ic This is the view of

the Mitakshara. “ The giving of a pledge is

well lecognised among the people as a condi-

tional cause of extinction of property, and the

acceptance of a pledge a conditional cause of

the acquisition of property, so that after the

debt has doubled or the stipulated time has

arrived, the right to satisfy the debt ceased, and

the debtor’s right is extinguished for ever, and

the creditor’s ownership becomes absolute

In the same way we have to recognise the

duties of the pledgee towards the pledgor. The

pledge must be preserved precisely m the same

condition; otherwise the pledgee loses inteiest.

If the pledge be lost through any negligence of

the pledgee, he would lose the principal as well.

He was also bound to return the pledge in a

satisfactory condition on satisfaction of the debt.i^

4 Sureties,

There are four classes of sureties recognised;

for appearance, for confidence, for payment, and
for delivering the assets of the debtor. The first
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tsays:
* I will produce that man the second

5ays, ' he IS a respectable man *; the third says,

* I will pay the debt the fourth says, ‘ I will

deliver his assets If the surety is a surety for

appearance or confidence, the liability does not

•extend to the son of a man; but it does extend

to his son in the other two cases. Sureties,

however, must not be excessively harassed; the^r

must be made to pay the debt by instalments.

The surety has the right to recover from the

•debtor the payment he has to make in discharge

of his obligation; and he is even entitled to a

double sum from the debtor, in case he had to

suffer hardship to meet the creditor s claim.

5. Realisation of Debt.

Here are two questions; first, on whom
4oes the liability to pay a debt fall ?

Secondly, what are the ways by which a debt

may be realised ^ It must be here remarked

that the duty of the debtor to pay off the debt

was absolute. If the creditor is dead, the pay-

ment should be made to his sons or other heirs,

a,nd in the absence of these, the debtor should

pay the amount to a Brahmin or throw the same

into water
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«4i I ,). The payment of a debt is essen-

tially a moral obligation; and would entail a

second life on a man if not duly discharged'

during this life. The idea of debt plays a very-

important part in the Hindu social theoiy; all

duties are conceived as debts, the due discharge

of which becomes thus a permanent obligation-

for a man, Fathers wish to hive sons on

their own account, thinking in their minda,

* He will, lelease mo fiom all obligations towards-

fiuperior and inferior beings '...If a man faila

to pay on demand what had been borrowed or

promised by him, that sum goes on growing

till it amounts to a hundred crores A hundred

crores having been completed he is born again

in every successive existence, in his ( creditor’s )

house as his slave, in order to repay the debt.

If an ascetic or an Agnihotri dies without having^

discharged his debt, the whole merit collected by

his austerities and by his Agnihotra belongs to-

his Cl editors ’'.la

Sons or grandsons were liable for the

debts of the father or grandfather; other

heirs are also liable to the extent of the

assets they inherit. All debts incurred for

.the benefit of the household, by an nncle, brotherj.
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son, wife, slave, pupil, or dependent, must be-

paid by the head of the family. Sons, howeverjr-

were not liable to pay the debts of their father^

which' might have been incurred for spirituous-

liquor, for losses at play, for idle gifts, for pro-

mises made under the influence of love or'

wrath. Debts contrac^^ed by the wives of disti-

llers of spirituous liquor, hunters, washermen^

herdsmen, barbers, or the like persons, are to

be paid by their protector: because they ar©

usually contracted for the affairs of the husband.2®'

It was open to the creditor to recover his-

debt either by recoarse to litigation or without

recourse to litigation. Thus Mann lays it downr^

**By Dharma ( the use of inoffensive persuasion

or mediation of fiieiids ), by suit in a court, by

artful management, or by distress, creditor may
recover the property lent, and fifthly, by force.’^^i

The first extrajudicial method to be employed

by a creditor was the least objectionable one.

It meant the bringing of friendly pressure to-

bear upon the debtor. The second method was
artful management or Here a creditor;,

with a crafty design, borrows anything from hiS'

debtor, for his own use, or withholds a thin^

deposited by the debtor or the like and thus^
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enforces payment of tlie debt The third method

was ^^RcT. It consisted in conhning the deb-

tor's wife, son, or cattle, or in watching at the

bouse of the debtor without taking any food

i. G. sitting 'dharna’ at the door of the debtor.

Lastly, the debtor may bo fettered and taken

into the creditor's house, and compelled to pay

the debt by beating or other forcible means.

Or a poor debtor may bo taken to bis own
bouse by the creditor, at.d compelled to do work

there, such as distillitig spirits and the like; but

a Brahmin must be made to pay gradually 23

It should be howo\er remombeied that the

creditor was not to take the law into Ins own
bands, if theie is any doubt about the creditor’s

claim, or if the debtor demands a tiial by couit.

The creditor was allowed to use force in the

last lesort with a view not to punish the debtor

but to secure his loin back, and he was at

liberty to exact only the type of work which

suited the position and dignity of the creditor

It was also stated that a debtor who was dis

abled by a reverae of fortune from paying

the debt, was asked to discharge the debt

gradually, according to his means, as he happened

to gam property.
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Mill makes a few remarks upon loans in

ancient India, wkicla are worth quoting. In
an improved state of society where the efficiency

of laws, the diffusion of wealth, and the ac»

commodation of business, have created a mutual

confidence, loans are generally contracted on the

'

security of laws, without the actual cu-itody or

deposit of property on which they may be
secured It is only in that extremely

confined and degrade species of lending, abandon-

ed to pawnbrokers, that pledges form a regular

and component part. In the more early and
imperfect states of social union, cu’cumbtances

are very different. Law is both feeble and in-

accurate, poverty reigns, violence prevails; and^

the man who is able to discharge his debts to -day

may be stripped of all possessions to- morrow*
In these circumstances, the security of law upon

the person or property of the debtor is seldom

sufficient; and the deposit of some equivalent

property as a pledge, is the obvious, and in point ,

of fact, the common resource. The responsibility

of the second person, who becomes surety for

'

the borrower, is another foundation on which .

Hindu loans are contracted

6. Interest.

It is possible that there is an allusion to

'
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Interest in a passage of the Rigveda: As we

collect the utmost debt even the eighth and six

teenth part.
’

The fact of interest is not palatable to the

religious consciousness of all ancient peoples. It

meant to some extent exploitation of the poor

and the helpless by the rich. Ancient peoples did

not know much of loans for productive purposes;

the loans advanced were mainly for consumption.

Hence the justification of the sentiment against

usury in ancient times. Megasthenes was perhaps

guided by some such idea when he wrote: ** the

Indians neither put out money at usury, nor

know how to borrow. It is contrary to establi-

shed usage for an Indian either to do or suffer

a wiong. and therefore he neither makes

contracts, nor requires securities...Among the In

dians one who is unable to recover a loan has

no remedy at law. All the creditor can do is

to blnme himself for trusting a rogue, Some
such sentiment existed in early times, but it

wns soon watered down to suit tho facts. Vasi-

shtba’s famous lines are quoted by all lawgivers

Now they quote
( the following verses )

:
' He

who acquiring property cheap, gives it for a high

price, is called a usurer, blamed among those
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who recite the Veda*. ‘(Brahman) weighed in the

scales the crime of killing a learned Brahmin against

( the crime of
)
usury; the slayer of the Brahmin

remained at the top, the usurer sank downward/'

The food of a Veda-knowing miser is considered

by Manu as equally defiling as the food of a

charitable usurer. In the Mahabharata we read:

Those who take exorbitant rates of interest,

and they who make unduly large profits on

sales, have to sink in hell.^^ It was however

found necessary to tone down this sentiment to

suit facts. So we read: “ A Brahmin and a

Kshatriya shall not lend ( any thing at interest

acting like )
usurers.. .Or, at pleasure, they may

lend to a person who entirely neglects his sacred

duties, and is exceedingly wicked,

One peculiarity of the ancient loans and

interest in India was that loans were often-

advanced in kind, and interest was also collected

in kind “ Gold ( taking) double ( its value on

repayment and )
grain trebling ( the original

price ). ( The case of ) flavouring substances has

been explained by ( the rule regarding ) grain.

As well as ( the case of ) flowers, roots, and

^uits. (
They may lend

;
what is sold by weight,

( taking) eight times ( the original value on.
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repayment.) ''si “ Interest on gold, grain, and

clothes may rise till it amounts to two, three,

or four-times the principal. On liquids, the in-

terest may become octuple; of women and cattle,

their offspring
^ is considered as the interest )S 2

In a humorous verse we are told:

Ox, cow nor cat to neighbours lend,

Nor trust a wife to house of friend

The cat they break through want of skill;

The ox by overdriving kill:

Ihe cow 18 overmilked ere long;

The wife in kinsmen's house goes wrong 33

However, sometimes interest on loans in

grains was commuted in terms of money. Thus

Kautilya says*
**

Interest in grains in seasons of

good harvest shall not exceed more than half

when valued in money. "34

There are varieties of interest mentioned in

the law - books; kayika ( bodily interest ) is

connected with bodily labour; kalika
(
or perio-

dical interest ) is due every month; chakravriddhi

( or compound interest
)

is interest on interest;

karita ( or stipulated interest ) is interest pro-

inised by the borrower; shikhavriddhi ( hair -

interest
)
grows like hair every day; it is received

every day; it does not cease growing except on
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the loss of the head, that is to say, on payment

of the principal; bhogalabha f interest by enjoy-

ment ) consists in the use of a
(
mortgaged )

house, or the produce of a field

It was impossible to suppress the taking of

interest altogether. As long as there are rich

men and needy men, borrowing and lending

must take place Benevolence the gratuitous

extension of relief can be an exception not a

rule. Nor is it conducive to the self - respect of

the needy party to receive money or things in

this philanthropic fashion. The only way there-

fore is the charging of interest on loans. Eco-

nomic laws are ultimately bound to prevail

over sentimental legislation. All that the

laws tried to do was to regulate the rate of

interest. Hence attempts were made to fix

certain standard rates of interest by law. Manu
says: “ A money - lending creditor shall charge

interest at the rate fixed by Vasishtha i. e. an

eightieth part of each hundred per mensem,

Vasishtha declares; “ Hear the interest for a

money - lender declared by the words of Vasi-

fihtha, five mashas for twenty
( karshapanas may

be taken every month ); thus the law is nofe

violated. This means a rate of IJ per cent
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tov a month op 15 per annum. Kautilya

also repeats the same idea: An interest of a

pana and a quarter per month per cent is just
^'38

ETidently this j ate is considered the fairest rate,

and refers to loans for which ample security

is given.

The rules for loans in kind differed from

those wich regulated money-loans. The rate of

inteiest therefore depended to some extent upon

the kind of articles lent. ** On gold ( and other

precious metals ) the interest may make (
the

debt ) double, on clothes and base metals ( such

as tin or lead ), treble; on grain, it is allowed

to rise to four times the original amount, and

€0 on edible plants ( or fruit ), beast of burden,

and wool. It is allowed to make ( the debt

)

quintuple on pot -herbs; sextuple on seeds and

sugar-canes; and it may make ( the debt

)

octuple, on salt, oil, and spirituous liquor-like-

wise, on sugar and honey, if the loan be of old

standing On grass, wood, bricks, thread, sub-

stances from which spirits may be extracted,

leaves, bones, leather, weapons, flowers, and

fruits, no interest is ordained. ’’39

Interest no doubt is in part insurance

against risk. The greater, therefore the risk, the
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biglier the rate of interest. Commercial tran*

^actions are risky; hence money lent to merchants

to finance their trade must fetch a very high

rate of interest. But the risk reaches its height

when money lent is meant to finance sea-going

trade. ''Five panas per month per cent prevails

among forests. Twenty panas per month per

cent prevails among sea - traders. " Interest

on stock shall be one - half of the profit and

be regularly paid as each year expires.
”

Another consideration influential in regulat-

ing rates of interest was the caste of the

borrower. Two in the hundred, three, and four,

and five as has been declared in the Smriti, he

may take as interest by the month, according to

the order of the castes. The higher the caste,

the lower the rate of interest chargeable on it.

This rule is applicable to loans for which no

security is given. The idea was that the credit

of a man belonging to the higher castes was

greater than the credit of persons of the com-

paratively lower castes.

Other considerations also often entered into

the transaction. “No interest must ever be- -

raised on loans made from friendship, unless

there be an agi’eement to the purpose. Without
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an agreement even, interest accrues on such'

loans after the lapse of half a year. A loan

made from friendship can never yield any

Intel est, without being recaimed by the creditor.

If the debtor refuses to restore it on demand, it

shall yie’d interest at the rate of five per cent ’ ^2

It is stated by Bnhaspati that a special bargain

may be made in time of distre-.s between a

debtor and a creditor, in that case only it

is allowable to go beyond the legal interest

Certain special rules were made for exceptional

cases; and modifications were made by law in

the one pound of flesh
** attitude of the ere*

ditor. It was not open to the creditor to refuse

to accept money when offered. A creditor

refusing to receive the payment of his debt shall

pay a fine of 12 panas. And the maximum
fixed for the accumulation of interest was do*

ubling of the principal. Thus Yajnavalkya says;

“ If a creditor for muliplication of his own money

does not take it when offered back by the debtor,

and if the latter deposits it with an umpire,

inteiest ceases from that date. A limit is also

,
placed on the aggregate amount of interest allo-

wed. In money-transactions interest paid at one

time shall never exceed the double of the prin-
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•cipal.'’^^5 Genuine inability of the debtor would

-entitle bim to special concessions. ‘‘ A debtor,

incapable of discharging his debt, and willing

to renew the bond must pay off the whole

amount of interest accrued due thereon, and exe-

'Cute a fresh one in favour of the creditor. Fail>

ing to pay off the whole amount of interest,

'he should add up the principal and the bilance

of interest, and execute a bond
(

in favour of

"the creditor), entering therein the consolidated amo
unt ^ The creditor who claimed interest when

it was not due was fined Debts neglected

Tor ten jears, except in certain speo'al ci^^es

would lapse to the debtors. “ luteiest on debts

due from persons who aie engaged m sacrifices

Taking a long time or who are suffering from

disease, or who are detained in the houses of

their teachers (
for learning ), or who are either

minors or too poor, shall nob accumulate.

Dut the moit remarkable provision was to make

clean slate once or twice m a generation or

two giving eveiy one an opportunity to start

iifiesii the woik of life “ But the hinge’s death

'Shall stop the interest o i money
(

lent ) And
^after the coronation of (a new) king the capital

^rgrows again.

"
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7. India a sink of metals*

It is often said even now that India is

«iiik of precious metals. But the remark was

iDi de by I’liny about ancient India. Money mado

of gold and silver imported into India in excha-

nge for her goods tends to lose its character as

a pure currency and comes to be treated as

bullion. This is due to the rooted tendency of

' the Indian people to bury money in their vaults.

Capital m India therefore is very shy; because the

babit of hoarding has a very great hold on

the people from the earliest times. Moneylend-

ing was the business only of a small class All

-other sections of society very jealously looked up

their savings in the underground vaults. Hence
'the importance in India of ornaments, of fine

-<ii esses, of vast stores of grains, of land, of baild*

ings, of cattle, of gems These were the cba-

lacteiistic forms in wh’ch wealth used to be

held in India. Ihe lichest people had besides

plenty of gold and jewellery Even in the Big-

vedic times, we ha'ie noticed the impoitance

of ornaments etc. But there are allusions to

-the hoarding of wealth as well. Who for the

worshipper scatters forth ample wealth, though

buried piled in heaps Another, thief-like,
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watches well the ways and knows the places

where the treasures lie 'V® The Jatal^as abun-

dantly testify to the hoarding habit of Indian

people. Now the king of Benares, having got

all the kingdom of Kosala into his possession,

set up loyal officials as governors, and himself

having collected all their available treasure, re-

turned with his spoil to Benares. And filling

iron pots with it, he buried them in the royal

garden, and then continued to live there.
’

Another story tells us how sixleen precious

treasure* were buried at different places by a

king who had left enigmatic instructions at the

time of his death si It» another place we have

'already cited the story of a farmer who buried

nishkas in an ascetic's hermitage An old man says

to himself, ‘ As soon as I am dead this girl

( his wife
)

being so joung as she is, will

marry heaven knows whom, and spend all my
money, instead of handing it over to my son.

Would it not be my best conree to bury my
money safely in the g! oui d ? ’ So, m the

company of his slave Nanda he went to the

forest, and buried his riches at a ceitain spot,

saying to the slave, ' My gond Nanda, reveal this

treasure to my son after I am gone, and don’t
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let the wood be sold’. Another story relates

how a body of traders borrowed money from a

great merchant on their bonds to the amount of 18

crores, which he never called in, and how ano-

ther 18 crores of the family property, which

were buried in the river bank, were washed out

to the sea Once a farmer while ploughing a field

came across a hugh bar of gold as thick as a

maii^s thigh and four cubits in length, buried

there by a wealthy merchant.
(
Jat, 1. 39. 10.

109. 56. 7*3. etc ). Huge treasures were often

buried near the river banks and all identity was

often lost ol the existence of these after the

death of the miliionau’es. The prevailing inse-

curity and the conse'iuent absence of the bank-

ing institutions were mainly responsible for this

hoarding instinct among the Indians,

8. Deposits.

It 13 not always safe to lock up money in

one’s own house. Hence arises the first

necessity of some type of banking Men want

secuiity for their capital, hence they place it

very often in the charge of a goldsmith, or

moneylender, or setthi. The setthi would oblige

these people by accepting their valuables and

might even exxct a nominal charge for keeping
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them. Many occasions arise, therefore, on which

it is useful to the owner of property to place

it in the keeping of another person, without

transfer of ownership “ It may be placed for

safe custody merely, for the sake of an

operation, as with the dyer, for the benefit of

his art; with the carrier, either by sea or land,

for the sake of transportation, or it may be

placed, as in the case of a valuable animal, for

the sake of maintenance. In a well regulated

society, where the house of one man is as secure

from violence as that of another, mere deposit,

unless in the case of warehousing the object of

which is convenience or economy rather than

•security, forms a class of transactions of little

comparative magnitude. In a rude society, in

which the means of conceiling valuables is one

of the great studies of life, deposits become

an obiect of the greatest importance ^'52

A deposit or a bailment differs from a pledge

in so far as in the case of a bailment property

belonging to a person is placed under the control

of another out of trust reposed in that person

-and not as a security for the performance of any

obligation cast upon the owner. Where a man

•entrusts any pioparty of his own with another
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3n confidence and witliout Buspicion, it is called

by tbo leann d a Deposit.

Some varieties of deposits are distinguished.

Deposits aie broadly divided into two parts:

open deposits and sealecl deposits Open deposits

are again of two t}pes; tbo riiUhepa means an

open deposit made in the preaenco of the bailee

after showing him tbo nature and quantity ot

tbo thing deposited. The ni/a<a is an open and

asceitained deposit entrusted in the absence of the

bailee with the menibei's of bis family. A possible

motive for these two deposits is fear of the Idng^

lobbers or other dangei-s, or deceiving one's

beiis. When a chattel enclosed in a cover and

marked with a seal is deposited without deciibing-

its nature or quantity, and without showing it,

it is a sealed or Aupnidhila - deposit. Tbo
A«t’a/j;7a - means a deposit made over by the

depositaiy to another saying a certain p0i*son

deposited this with me, and you shall deliver it

to him. The Ynchiluka means a loan for use.

l-'he shilphipasa means a deno.ut with an artist,

for instance of gold with a goldsmith in order

that he may make ornaments with it for the-

depositor. Fratinyasa means a deposit made iia

return for a deposit received.
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A sensible man should make a deposit witk-

one who belongs to a respectable family, who-
is virtuous, acquainted with his duties, veraciouSj

influential, wealthy, and honourable lie should,

also consider the place, house, the power, meaus^,

and kindred of the depositary.

Except in the case of shilpinyasa or

yachitaka
( loan for use ) the acceptance oT

deposits is a source of no benefit to th©^

depositary. It is primarily an act of merit.

The merit of one who preserves a deposit is

equal to the merit of one who gives articles^

made of gold, or of base metal, or clothes.

The sin of those who consume or spoil { by

negligence
)
a bailed chattel is as great as ( the

sin
)
of a woman who injures her husband or

of a man who kills his son or his friend.

The best course is not to accept a deposit, bufe

if it is received, it must be carefully preserved

and restored The depositary is legally respon-

sible for payment with interest of the value of

of the deposit, in case through any fault of his,

the deposit is destroyed. Nor is he allowed to

procure any advantage to himself by the articlo

deposited with him. He who fails to restore

a deposit, and he who demands what he
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aever deposited are both to be punished like

thieves.65

The most interesting thing about these de-

posits IS the resort to stratagems in order to

'detect the real culprit Manu says. “ In the absence

of any witness in such a transaction, the judge,

for the determination of tiuth, shall cause a

liandsome - looking attend int disguised so as

to conceal his identit}'’ to deposit gold with

the alleged ( deposit - holder
)

and to demand

the same of him If the holder of such a deposit

can return the gold in the same form and in the

.same condition m which it was originally depo-

sited, it shall be presumed that he does not

hold the deposit as alleged by the complainaiit.

But if he fails to return the d^pooit mide by

bis attendant in its original form and co iditio i, the

judge shall recover from h.m both th e deposits.
^

Kautilya’s observations aho are very shrewd. The

(
artisans, he says, aie a clumsy people, they often

fnake deposits with j it any evidence Miiiy tricks

should be resorted to protect such people from

the wiles of dishonest people One tuck is to

place certain reliable witnesses iii a secret part

of the house of the depositary but within

bearing, and then to dnw the uisuspeoting
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depositary into frank talk over the matter which"

might involve confessions of his guilt. This

would bring about the exposuie of the culprits

Or a valuable aiticle with some secret mark
might be put in the custody of a depositary by

an old merchant with confidence in the midst

of a foie-t, or in the middle of a voyage.

If the depositary afterwards fails to return the

article, he will forfeit his credit and get

punished

It will be even more refreshing to turn to

some coi Crete instances recorded in the form of

stories. In one place a farmer takes a matted-hai-

red rascal to be a model of goodness and out of

dread of robbery, brings a hundred pieces of gold

to his herrditage, buries them there, and requests

the ascetic to keep watch over them. The lasca-

lly ascitic gets the treasure removed, leaves the

hermitage, and asks leave of the squire. Soon

after he returns with a straw. ‘ A straw from

your roof had stuck in my hair, ard I must

return it.
'

‘ What a sensitive nature ? ' exclaims

the farmer. Then the Bodhisatta who is there

for trading purpose, on hearing the story, asks

the farmer to look out for his money. Then

they seize the ascetic, who confesses the whole
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At one time two traders, one from a

village and one from a town were friends. The

villager deposited with the townsman five hun*

dred ploughshares. The other sold these and kept

the price; and in the place where they were put,

lie scattered mouse dung. By and by came the

villager, and asked for his ploughshares. ' The

mice have eaten them up * said the cheat, and

pointed out the mouse dung to him. * Well,

well so be it *, replied the other: ‘ what can

be done with the things which the mice have

-«aten ? ’ Now at the time of bathing, he took

the other trader’s son, and set him in a friend’s

Ihouse, in the inner chamber, bidding the people

there not suffer the boy to go anywhere.

And having washed himself, he went to his

-friends house. ' Where is my son? ' asked the

-cheat. ‘ Your son has been carried off by a

hawk. ' Ultimately both go to the sourt. Here
- the villager said: ‘ My lord, I have a question

to ask you. If hawks can not carry off boys

in the air, can mice eat iron ploughshares V In

this way the cheat was forced to restore the

deposited articles to the proper man ^9

0, Instruments of Credit*.

Mrs. Ehys Davids writes; “ Of substitutes for
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current coins { or what were used as such ), or

instruments of credit, we read of signet-rings

used as deposits, or securities of wife or children

pledged or sold for debt, and of promissory-

notes, or debt-sheets ( ina-pannani
) The last^

however, appear to have been simply registration

as between borrower and lender, and their re*

Bpective heirs, ( Jat. 1 -121-230. 423; VI 521;

Mil. 279. Theri Gatha 4'4 )”<50 Kautilya refers

to adesha or bills of exchange. An adesha is an

order to a third person to pay up a sum of

money on behalf of the sender of the order. It

is ahin to the Indian Koondi or the modern,

bill of exchange in its simplest form ei



IX Money, Currency, and Frices>.

1

h Antiquity of i'Weta life Cyrrency !o India,

It IS cert in that the phenomena of excha-

nge appeared very early in Indian History, there

is evidence enougii for it in the oldest book in

Indian literature the H’gveda. Some types of

media therefore must have emerged very early;

and naturally people would conduct their earliest

economic transactions on the basis of the tj^e of

movable goods they value most and value univer-

sally. The question therefore is : in what things

did the wealth of the Vedic Indians consist ?

Gold, ornaments, cattle, grains, fields, houses

;

these constituted the property of the early

Aryans. But the last two are immovable goods

and hence unfit to do the work of money.

Cattle, ornaments, and grains, and gold would

be used in all exchange transactions. May she

gain cattle for her meed, hundreds of sheep, and

steeds, and kine “ Indra hath won all kine

all gold, all horses/' When two opposing
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hosts contending for seed and offspring, waters,

hine, or cornlands^s « Pour out upon us weal-

th m goods, in gold, in steeds, m cattle, and

in corn “ A hundred asses hath he given, a

hundred head of fleecy sheep, a hundred slaves

and wreathes besides Steeds sixty thousand

and ten thousand kine, and twenty hundred

camels I obtained ’ ® The following passage

shows that professional physicians expected to

be rewarded for their services not by payment

of money, but by paj^ment in kind. “ Steed, cow,

and garment may I wm ( as my tee for curing

you
)
win back thy very self, 0 man. ' ^

Yet even as early as iho Vedic period we

find tho existence of a metallic currency. A pri

est Kakv-hivat by name, praises in the following,

the munificence of his patron: ‘ A hundred

nishkas from the king, beseeching, a hundred

gift ~ steeds I at once accepted ’ s ypac Donnell

and Keith remark upon this passage: " As
early as the Pigveda traces are seen of the use

of nishkas as a sort of currency, for a

singer celebrates the receipt of a hundred nish-

kas and a hundred steeds; he could hardly

require the nishkas meiely for the purpDses of

personal adornment’’. Now a nishka means two
8
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things: a coin and a necklace. But when we

have definite references to hundreds of nishkas

given away to one man, we feel that in such

a context the term must refer to coined money

The question may be asked as to how the same

word could signify a coin as well as a necklace?

It is quite possible that the necklace might

have consisted of nishka coins; hence nishka

meant now a coin and now a necklace. This is

not a mere conjecture as it appears from the

following remarks by Mr. Vaidyaon the curren

cy of the epic period:i® “ The question remains

what coin was in use m epic days The lupee

was certainly not in use as it is not mentioned

in any ancient work, but the silver Karshapana

must have been in existence as mentioned in

Buddhistic works. The word does not occur

in the epics. The woid frequently used is nishka

which was clearly a gold coin The value of a

nishka appears to have been considerable for in

one place it is Slid that the Brahmins were glad

when they were given a nishka each in gift and

sried, ' you have got a nishka, you have got a

nishka Nishka also appears to have been used

for making necklaces for women much in the

same way as patlis are now used, and the word
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( ) is often applied to women especially"

servant girls waiting upon queens or Brahmins

In the same way there is a reference to a mala

or striug of dinaras in the Jama Kalpa-sutra .n

This IS further confirmed by the use of the word

Vishva-rupa in connection with a nishka. Now
rupa means a symbol or a figure or a coin The

nishka coins of which the necklace worn by

E-udia was made up were called vishwa rupa,

because the coins bore various figures on them 12

Thus the word nishka evidently stood not for

unstamped bullion currency but for coined meta-

llic money. Bullion too was used but there was

distinct phraseology for it, hiranya-innda. The

Bishi Garga thus describes his gifts: * Te.i

horses and ten treasure chests ten garments as

an added gift, these and ten lumps of gold have

I received from Divodasa’s hand.

Many other gold coins are mentioned in

the later Vedic literature. The king fastens

behind the light hind - wheel of the cart - stand

two round shatamanas, which he gives to the

Brahmms as their feed^ Again we are told;

Three Shatamanas are the sacrificial fee for

this ( offering ).
’ is Another com referred to is

pada which might have stood for a com one —
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- fourth of the standard coin in value. King-

Janaka collected a thousand kine and tied ten

padas to every single horn of each cow.^*^ Ho
could hardly have prepared 20,000 pieces of

any gold weight for the purpose. Another coin

referred to is KrisJniala^ which denotes the

rakiiha or gun^a berry: hence TCrishnala coin

must have been a gold coin of that weight

‘ He gives Krishnala to each lacer**^^ In the

K^athaka Samhifa (here is a reference to the gold

coin Krishnala^^ Summing up the evidence the

Vedic Index observe:. .
“ A gold currency was

evidently beginning to be known in so far as

definite weights of gold are mentioned . thus a-

weight, a«hta-piud (
Ta. S III 4, 1, 4. H. S

XI. 1. )
and the golden shatamana ‘ weight of

hundred (krishnalas) ’ is found in the Samhitas.

( Sh. Br. V. 5 16). In several passages hiranya

or hiranyani may mean pieces of gold ’

(
Sh,

Br. XII 7, 1, 7

Now if coined money were in circulation

in the Vedic India, it is hardly reasonable to

suppose that the Hindus owed their knowledge

of this device to the Greeks Yet we find writera

like James Piinsep, H. H IVilson, James-

Kennedy, and V. A, Smith maintaining the
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indebtelness of India to foreign sources ui the

•art of coining money. For example, V. A. Smith

writes The introduction into India of the

n^e of corns, that is to say, metallic pieces of

definite weight authenticated as currency by

maik-j recognised as a guarantee of value, may

be ascribed - with much probability to the

seventh century B 0, when foreign maritime

trade seems to haie begun. There is reison to

believe that the necessities of commerce with

foreign merchants were the immediate occisio i for

the adoption by the Indian people of a metallic

O-irreiicy as well as of alphabetical writing,

But the only thing necessary to account for the

growth of currency is the rise of the phenomena

•of exchange; and as e^rly as the Vedic period,,

there was a considerable volume of internal

traffic to give lise to the necessity of a metallic

currency. As Alexander Cunningham points out.*'

If the Hindus had derived their knowledge of-

coinage from the Greeks, the types, shape, andi

stuidard of all their money would have been’

Greek.” Pi of. Bapson also holds that the most

ancient coinage of India \^as developed indepen-

dently of any foreign influence.
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2. Currency in later literature.

Barter however did not entiiely disappear.

There are allusions to barter both in the

Sanscrit and in the Pali literatuie They that

are good do not applaud the purchase of uncooked

food by giving cooked food in exchange. Uncooked

food, however, may be given for procuring

cooked food. In a compact, of this kind there

is no sin Listen, O Yudhishthira I shall speak

to thee of the eternal practice, existing from

days of old, of persons conducting themselves

according to approved usages I give thee this;

you give me this other thing in return: Ex-

change by such agreement is righteous. To take

things by force, however, is sinful '’20 <c

stances used for flavouring may be bartered for

( other )
substances of the same kind, be it for

one mo.’e valuable or one which is less. But

fialt mu't never v be exchanged
)

for ( other
)

substances used for flavouring ( food ). It is

peimitted to barter se amum, rice cooked food,

learning and slaves ( each for its own kind and

one ior the other). ’21 Catoj of barter aie le-

corded in the Pali liteiature. “ Methought Sir,

1 saw sour butteimilk bartered for piecious

fiandalwood, worth 100,000 pieces of money.
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* On the border there lived a merchant who

was a coi respondent and a friend af Anatha-

pindika, but they had never met. There came

a time when this merchant loaded five hundred

carts with local produce, and gave orders to the

men in charge to go to the great merchant

Anathpind'ka and barter the wares m his

correspondent's shop for their value, and bi’ing

back the goods received in exchange * 23 Barter

was a' so the rule among religious fraternities

who were often forbidden to traffic " with gold

or silver ''2^ Sometimes barter is a mere

necessity as when a wanderer in the forest

obtains a meal from a woodlander for a gold

pin or when among humbler folk a dog is

bought for I Kahapana plus a cloak.25

As we have noticed previously, the meJium

of exchange was often cow or a rice-measure.

In the time of the Vedas, this was almo')t uni-

versal. Who for ten milch-kine purchaseth

from me this Tndra who is mine ? ' 26 Thus Prof.

Kaegi says. Trade existed only in barter, the

foundation of which as well as the money unit

is the cow in reference to which all things are

valued. ' 27 This is also the opinion of the authors

of the Vedic Index to some extent: Cattle
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2. Currency in later literature.

Barter however did not entirely disappear.

There are allusions to barter both in the

Sanscrit and in the Pali literature ' They that

are good do not ajiplaud the purchase of uncooked

food by giving cooked food in exchange. Uncooked

food, however, may be given for procuiing

cooked food In a compact, of this kind tdere

is no sm. Listen, O Yudliishthira I shall speak

to thee of the eternal practice, existing from

days of old, of persons conducting themselves

according to approved usages I give thee this;

you give me this other thing in return: Ex-

change by such agieement is righteous. To take

things by force, bo^vever, is sinful '’20 u

stances used for flavouring may be bartered for

( other )
substances of the aame kind, be it for

one moje valuable or one which is less But

Balt mU't never » be exchanged
) for

(
other )

fiubstances used for flaiouiing f food ). It is

peimitted to baiter se amum, rice cooked food,

learning and slaves
(
each for its own kind and

one for the other), Oai-os of barter aie 10

corded in the l^ali liteiature. ‘‘ Methought Sir,

1 saw sour butteimilk barteied for precious

Bandaiwoud, worth 100,000 pieces of money.
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« On the border there lived a merchant who

was a correspondent and a friend af Anatha-

pindika, but they had never met There came

a time when this mei chant loaded five hundred

carts with local produce, and gave orders to. the

men in charge to go to the great merchant

Anathpind'ka and barter the wares in his

correspendent’s shop for their value, and bring

back the goods received in exchange. * 23 Barter

was a'so the rule among religious fraternities

who were often forbidden to traffic ' with gold

or silver *24 Sometimes barter is a rnere

necessity as when a wanderer in the forest

obtains a meal from a woodlander for a gold

pin or when among humbler folk a dog is

bought for I Kahapana plus a cloak.25

As we have noticed previously, the meiium
of exchange was often cow or a ric?-measure.

In the time of the Vedas, this was almo>)t uni-

versal. ‘ Who for ten milch-kine purchaseth

from me this Tndra who is mine ? ' 2g Thus Prof.

Kaegi says. Trade existed only in barter, the

foundation of which as well as the money unit

is the cow in reference to which all things are

valued. ’ 27 tjjJs is also the opinion of the authors
of the Vedic Index to some extent: ' Cattle
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formed one of tbe standards of exchange and

valuation, ^qw continued to be a unit

even in the days of E.amayana; “ Bought for

a hundred thousand kme, lot Dapple skin. O
Saint, be mine gjta addresses the following

wo-ds to the Ganges: “ When my bravo lord

shall tuin again, and lojful o’er his kingdom

reign; to win thy grace, 0 Queen Divine, a

hundred thousand fairest kine, and precious robes

and finest meal, among the Brahmins will I

dea].’^^° The wealth of people consisted of cattle,

ar.d gold, and grain, and ornaments, and fine

dresses “ For poverty was there unknown,

and each man counted as his own, kine, steeds

and gold, and grain, all dressed in raiment bri-

ght and clean, and every townsman might be

seen, with ear-rings wreath or chain, Even

in the Pali literature, the same tendency to

take into account, the cattle, and stores of grain,

and stores of gold and silver continued: although

the importance of cattle evidently dwindles down
in the sum total of a man’s wealth. Suppose,

O King, there was a lich man, great in wealth

and property...one who had stores of gold and

silver and valuables, and stores of all kinds of

wheat, one who had rice and paddy, and
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barley, and dry grain, and oil seed and beans,

and peas and every other edible seed, one who had

ghi and oil and butter, and milk, and cuids,

and sugar and molasses all put away in store -

rooms, in jars and pots, and pans, and every

sort of vessel '
. Here evidently we move away

fiom a predominantly pastoral civilization wheie

-cattle form the mam article of a people’s wealth

to a piedominantly agricultural civilization where

the stores of giaiii bulk so largely in a man’s

belongings

.

But money - economy by this time definitely

takes the place of the old state of baiter. The

following tables from Manu clearly show that

the coins of gold, silver, as well as copper were

jn circulation32.-

Table I. Copper.

80 E-atis £= 1 Harshapana,

Table II. Silver.

2 Katis = 1 Masha.

16 Mashas = 1 Dharana.

10 Dharanas = 1 Shatamana

Table III. Gold

5 Eatis = 1 Masha
16 Mashas = 1 Suvarna.

4 Suvarnas = 1 Pala or Nishka.

10 Palas = 1 Dharana.
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It is however the Brddhist literature which

is replete with details regarding the circulation

of coined money in the country. The giant

fortunes which are recorded in it testify to the

advent of an industrinl and commercial civili'-ation.

Thus we re'id so often .
* There dwelt in Benares

a merchant whose wealth was eighty croies of

money ”33. This was the typical ligiire for a

millionaire’s money. It is higlily piobable that

only gold coins are referred to in such desorip

tions. Nearly 54 crores of gold coins wei e spent

by a millionaire -Anathapind'.ka - on the

Jetawana sites.

Three types of gold coinage are leferred to

in the Jataka literature ; the Ni')hkas, the

Suvarnas, and the Kaishapanas In one

place we are told that a farmer brings his hundred

nishkas of gold and buiies them in the hermitage

of a pious ascetic The \ery next day

othe ascetic after caiefully lemoving the money
takes leave of the faimer, but returns ^oon to

restore a straw which had stuck in his mUted
hair from the farmer’s roof. This ostentatious

display of his morality rou&es the suspicions of

a shrewd trader and the whole thing is brought

to light. Again, Vessantara, king of Sibi gives
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over his son and daughter to Brahmin, saying:

“ Son Jali, if you wish to become free, you

mutt pay the Brahman a thousand nishkas.”

Here a father puts a price upon his children;

and as the latter are of royal blood the price

niu-t be very high. The nishkas therefore must

be of gold In many jilaces we find hranva

and mvarno, associated together. Thus people

give to a snake - chaimer hiranya^ suvarna^

vastra, ala^ikara and the like Now both the^^e

words hiranya and suvania mean gold; and

hence one of these must stand for gold coins.

But if there is ambiguity about suvarnas, there

is none about suvarna - mashakas. King IJdaya-

bhadra after his death returns ftom the Heaven

to tempt his former queen by a golden dish full

of suvarna - mashakas. The suvarna - mashaka

stands for a gold coin which is equal to one

masha in weight according to the standard of

gold coinage.

The Karshapana is the standard coin of the

Jatakas. It was made rarely of gold, but usually

of silver, and of copper. Many fractions of thia

corn were in circulation as token coins: ardha

jnafahaka, and Kakanika.
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3 . Problems of Currency.

Fiom the earliest days we iiiid that the

names of coins and weights were often the same

It is evident that money was regnlaily weighed

before accepted. Kennedy’s observation' here are

reliable The stain]) on a com was required

not so much to guaiantee the weight as the

puiity of the metal, 'ihe weight could only be

guaranteed at the time of issue, and even in the

Middle Ages and still later among the iMughals,

silver after a veiy few yeai’s currency, was

reckoned not as coin but a'5 sjiecie To this day,

in India every banker and money - changer

examines every coin he leceives, and weighs it

if it be doubtful; and every payment is made
by weight, and not by tale,

Another question is: who was in charge of

currenc
3
^-the State or private agencies ? Hera

the remarks of Kennedy do not seem to us to

be quite true. The importance of private co-

inage and Its priority to an official coinage, are

not always recognised. According to Indian ( or

rather oriental
)

ideas currency is the business

not of the State, but of the banker and the

merchant. What they will accept in payment.
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monopoly is foreign to such a system; and the

close connection in practice as well as theory,

between money and specie, prevents any degrada-

tion of the standard Every peasant looks upon

silver coins and silver ornaments a-? of equal

value, after due allowance made for the labour

of the silversmith On the other hand, the State-

encounters many obstacles when it attempts to

put its own coinage into circulation. One way
alone is open; it may demand that all its dues

shall be paid in its own coins But Oiiental

States have always realized much the greatest

part of their income in kind, and this method

is not therefore within their power An official

coinage meant an alloy and a degradation of the

currency Now whatever may be the cate

elsewhere, India certainly k lew very early the

value of the royal prerogative and monopoly in

the issue of coins. The opposite belief has arisen

because many types of guild -coins have come

down to us. Thus Dr. Mookerji writes: “ One

unique feature of the North Indian evidence is

the existence of guild-seals and guild -coins. The

excavations at Basarah ( now Vaishali ) have

brought to light many seals with inscriptions...‘ re-
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ferring to the corporation or guild i nig-*.ra - )

of bankers (
shreshthin ), traders ( sarth -vaha ),

and merchants »
kulika )/ "It looks as if during

those days something like u modern Chamber

of Commerce existed in upper India at some

big tiading centre perhaps at Pataliputra/^c Xhe

ancient guilds also issued coinage. These coins

seem to have been issued by the negama or

guilds of the n^mes given, and were of the

nature of mercantile guild ~ tokens. - Besides

these there were " the autonomous coins of ancient

India ' 1. e those issued by the free clans or

autonomous communities. *' Fi om these facts

the conclusion is drawn that the coinage inO
Ancient India was a private affair, and not a

State monopoly. But it is quite possible as Bhan-

darkar points out that the Naigamas meant

not guilds but " townsmen ’ collectively i. e. city -

states However, the State may have allowed

in some cases the right of private coinage. But
the fact that most of the old coins were issued

by kings or States is a well - known fact. Here

is the evidence of Kautilya ; The superintendent

of mint ( lakshnadhyakshah ) shall carry on the

manufacture of silver coins ( lupyarupa
)

made
up of four parts of copper and one sixteenth
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part of any one of the metals tikshna, ( iron

or steel ), trapu
(
tin ), sisa

(
lead), and anjana.

There shall be a pana, half a pana, a quarter,

and one-eighth Copper coins made up of four

parts of an alloy shall be a mashaka, half a

mashaka, kakani, and half a kakani, '' Another

of&cer was also appointed to regulate the fineness

and purity of the cuiTency ‘ The examiner of

coins
(
rupadarshaka

)
shall legulate currency

both as a medium of exchange
(
vyahavrikam )

and as legal tender admissible into the treasury

(
kosapraveshyam )

”37

The functions of the last officer ~ the examiner

of coins ~ throw an important light on the

problem “( The premia levied on coins ) shall be

(
from the manuiacturer ) 8 per cent known as

rupika,
(
from the seller and purchaser

) 5 per

cent known as vya,]i, ( from the appraiser

)

one - e ghth pana per cent as pankshik, and a

fine of 25 panas from ' persons
)
other than the

manufacturer, the seller and the purchnser. ”38

This passage implies the existence of a

regular traffic in coined money. In the first

place, there was a system of free coinage: any
private man was entitled to get his bullion coined

into money. The State Goldsmith shall employ
artisans to manufacture gold and silver coins
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from the bullion of citizens and the country

people. ’ He was asked to return in coins the

same weight and the same quality of bullion he

had received, he had to take bick these coins

after a number cf yeais, piovided there was no

no effect of wear and tear on them A certain

charge however was levied on the private indi-

vidual, called Rupika. Secondly there was a ro

gular sale and purchase of these coins, for which

both the parties had to pay 5 per cent of their

profit to the Stite. Thirdly, there was a class

of Parikshitri or parekhs who would examine

the coins presented to tuera That man is to

be in charge of gold jewels, silver, and coins

who can distinguish their values by their weight,

shape, lustre, colour, and resemblances.

The sources of supply of gold are mentioned

by Kautilya; gold which was the product of

the river Jambu was called Jambunada, Shata-

kumbha gold was extracted from the mountain

Shatakumbha. Hataka gold was extracted fiom

the mines known as Hataka. The mountain

Venn yielded Vainava.

Various ways of alloying and testing the

varieties of gold are given. That which is of

the colour of the petals of a lotus, ductile, glossy
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incapable of making any continuous sound and

glittering is the best; that which is reddish

yellow is of middle quality; and that which

is red is of low quality The touchstones were

used to test the purity of gold. Having first made

a streak with suvarna on a touchstone, then

(by the side of the streak
) a streak with a

piece of the gold ( to be compared with it
;

shall be made. The touchstone from the Kaliii”

ga county Vas consideied the best.

Varieties of silver are also mentioned,

Tutthodgata was extracted from the mountain

Tuttha; Gaudika was the product of the Gauda

country; Kambuka was extracted from the

mountain Kambu; and Chakravalika was obtain-

ed from the Chakravala mountain.

Silver which is white, glossy, and ductile

is the best.

Prof. K, T. Shah thus sums up the

Hindu achievements in this branch of economics:

“ Sufi&ce it to say that the early Indo -

Aryans had reached a very high degree of

excellence in applying the principles of monetary

science
;

that they knew all the mysteries

of legal tender and the intricacies of standard

and token coinage , that they appreciated

8
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the importance of seigniorage and were

familiar with the dev^ices of counterfeiters. One

emperor, Skandagupta, had even to resort to

the doubtful expedient of a debasement in cu-

rrency in order to remedy the financial distress

of his administration. At the time of the Moha-

mmedan conquest the different kings of India

had their own coinage of gold or silver, con-

forming as far as possible, to the ancient stand-

ard prescribed by Mann and Chanakya and

Varahamihira. They each regarded-and justly

so - coinage as a royal monopoly and en^^eavoured

successfully to guarantee the weight and fineness

of their coins As regards the mere technique

of coinage, the design and shapes of their coins

were not all that could be desired, though even

there, considering the then st>it0 of metallurgy,

they had attained considerable excellence. Gold

and silver being current side by side we may
presume that they had a sort of practical bime-

tallism; and though we can not say what preci-

sely was the ratio of exchange between the two
metals, the weight of authority inclines to the

view that the pre-Mohammedan ratio was 8:1

between silver and gold
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1 Prices In Ancient India

The evaluation of things In terms of money

or a medium of exchange yields us prices Hence

the definite emergence of a state of money-eco*

nomy from a state of barter necessitated the

values of things in terms of a common standard.

We witness therefore the idea of a price as early

as the Rigveda. The word for price was vasna.

which meant the value of a thing, or the price

for it, or the thing itself as an object of pur-

chase; ‘ ware ^ The following passage shows

that there was some difficulty in fixing the pro-

per price of an article: and we have here the

first inst-ance on record of the characteristic

Indian phenomena of haggling. “ He bid small

price for a thing of value: I was content,

returning, still unpurchased He heightened not his

insufficient offer. Simple and clever, both milk

out the udder Both the needy buyer and

the. shrewd seller make as much as they can.

out of the bargain. In another place, we-

read, O caster of stone, I would not sell thoo*

for a mighty price, nob for a thousand, Thunderer^

not ten thousand, Lord of countless wealth. ’^2
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Wages are the price of labour; and from

eurly days we hear of attempts at regulation

of wage=. Thus we read in the Ramayana, ’^A

piece of gold, the smallest pay, was earned by

labour for a day. Manu’s standard was diffe-

rent. One pana shall be the daily wages of

menial servants, and six panas those of higher

ones. Each menial ?]iould get one drona of paddy,

every month; and a higher servant six dronas,

each menial should obtain .j cloth, every six

months; while a higher servant should get six

piecewO, * fchukracharya's theories of wages are

examined in another place

But real wages as opposed to nominal

wages require to be estimated in terms not of

money merely, but m terms of commodities as

well. It will be well therefore to have some

conciete idea of the prevailing state of prices

in those days. The type of information we get

i's valueless for the purposes of exact economics

or statistics; but it nevertheless gives us some

rough, working idea of the economic condition

bf the people. The facts in the Buddhist

literature beaidng on this question are carefully

collected by Mr^. Rhys Davids. Meat, green

groceiy and Spirits- could' be' purchased m very
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small quantities, with the smallest copper,

cqins ( Jat. 1. 350; 11, 424; 1^.419, VE ,346 ).

A kabapana could furUiSh a small modicum of

ghee, or of oil
(
Viii IV 248 - 50 ); sufficient

for n king^s dinner might be bought with a

handful of kahapanas or again, one plate of a
f

loyal epicure might coat 100,000 pieces
(
Jat.

11. 319 Y - 4.58

Clothing of course had a wide lauge of

})iice-from the bieihrents g.irmeuts vahied at

from 1 to 10 kahapanas. or the mauV cloik at

16 kaha])anas to .
the robes valued at lOOO

pieces each. -gifts of the king of Ko^ah to his

couit ladie^ or to the Buddha - or the robe of

ICashi muslin jiriced at ‘ 100,000 *
(
gold coais )

in which a wealthy, young setthi of Milhila

waits upon his king ( Vin. texts 11. 20

i

note, Vm lY. 25.'; Jat 11. 24, lY. 401, YI.

403 ). Shoes or sandals might vary in price from

100 to 500 pieces, and a pair presented by a

laymiii to the Buddha cost 1 000 pieces ( Jat.

lY. 15 ).

Eight kahapanas would buy a decent ass;

one thousand an average horse, but a thorough-

bred foal was valued at 6 000, and a splendid

chariot was valued at 90,000 pieoes. A pair of
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oren cost 24 pieces. A fawn, again, might be

had for only one or two kahapanas. ( Jat 11.

2S9, il05, 306. VI 343, 404 ).

No instance is yet to hand of the price of

elephant?, but the jewelled trappings of king’s

white luck’ elephant are priced in detail and

at a total of upwards of 2,000,000 (
pieces )

(Jat VI. 486 ).

A veiy average slave or slave girl's price

was 100 (
pieces ) ( Jat. I 224, 329; III. 343 ).

The dinner - dish of a Benares king is

priced at 100,000; so is that of a Benares king's

horse. ( Jat. I. 178; 11. 319 ).

Sandal - wood was costly, but the quantity-

valued at 1 00,000 pieces is not stated (Jat 1. 240).

One hundred nikkhas are offered for a gem
(^Jat VI. 160 ).

To hire a carriage in Benares by the hour

oust 2 kahapanas per hour. ( Jat 1 121 ).

For the services of a young bull to pull 500

carts in succession through a river - ford, a
merchant pays 2 kahapanas per cart, 1,000 in

all (
Jat. 1. 196 ).

A visit to a barber seems to have cost 8

kahapanas. ( Jat. IV 138 ).
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An archer, capable of exhibition of shoot-

ing, could command a high salary, 1 00 000 a

year. This aroused the jealousy of his older

colleagues ( Jat 1. 357. II. 57. V. 128 ).

The performers, acrobats etc hired by a young

spendthrift are said to have been paid a thou-

eacd, but the duration of each service so paid

is not given. ( Jat. IL 43. 121 01 ),

Conrteaans
^ municipal and others ) obtained

fO and 100 pieces from each visitor Those who
maintained ‘houses of ill fame,’ could ask 1 000

in one day. An equal expenditure was lavished

by a setthis's son on his mistress ( Vin 1. 268,

209; Jat, III, 59, 248, 475 ).

The famous physician Jivaka Komarabhacca

(
son of one of these women ), on healing the

wife of the chief setthi of Saketa, obtained from

her and her family a collective fee of 16 000

pieces with two slaves and a carriage and horses,.

( Vin. 1. ^72 ).

Tailoring repairs well-done, in a suburb of

of Benares, brought in mouey at the rate of

1,000 pieces in one day. ( Jat. VI 366 ).

A ‘ thousand ’ was the customary foo paid

by merchant caravans to forest constabulary. So-

much also was paid by a king^ to a Nesada
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( together with a pension for his family ), foi*

temporarily giving up his trade to guard a cer-

tain artiiictal lake and game. (
Jat. 11 335; V.

22, 35 f), 471 The same sum was sufficient to

procure the services of an assasin but not to

bribe the governor of a jail (gat. Ill 59. J 826,

Travelling expenses of a young man are

reckoned also at a thousand Kahapanas
( Jat.

Y. 290 ),

Education was cheap. The customary fee

for a first- class oducatioip such as kings, Brah-

mins, and wealthy .‘^etthis gave their sons, was

1,000 pieces laid by the pupil at the teachers’

feet on his arrival at Takkasila or Benares. The

son of a poor Brahmin collects 7 nikkhas for

his teacher's fee on leaving him If less or no

prepayment was made, the lad was expected to

render menial service in return for tuition. (Jat.

I. 239, 151; 11. 47, 27^ etc ). The Buddhists

did not accept a money fee, and onlj^/difts in

kind are permitted to the Brahmin -eachers in

Mann. (
Jat. 1. 340, Manu. 11. 245, 216, III.

156, XI 63. )

Fortunes were squandered on amusements

and gambling, but festivities seem to have been

open to the poorest. Two wator^carriers, man
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and wom^ii, are shown, spending ( in ah'icipa-

tion ) t^wo saved -up half mashakas on garland,

perfume, and spirits on a public festival.
(

dat.

Ill 446 IV'. *255 )

Bufilding almonries- one each gate, ono in

the cebtre of the town, one at the do.ior’s

residence, - and dispensing doles of monevL

food in Ithem indiscriminately was a jfS or a

expenditure' on the part of a pious 000

millionaire The maximum rate was places

^ pieces^ daily. The cost of building su//^o, 40

is reckoned at 1,000 each.
(
Jat. IV V

V 3*23. VI 484 )

2. Theory of Prices in Shukra?

Shukra gives prices of some articles - gems)

metals, and live stock. The following is the

jrelation betweu metals.

Gold =16 silver.

Silver = 80 copper.

Copper = 11/2 zmc.

Zinc = 2 tin.

„ =3 lead.

Copper = 6 Iron.

The following are the orcUnir'y prices of

<j0rtain animils:-
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Cow ea 1 pala silver = 8 rupees.

She - goat = 1/2cow = 4 rupees

She-sheep= 1/2goat = 2 rupees.

Sheep = 1 pala silver = 6 rupees.

Elephant or horse = 2,000 to 4,000 rupees.

Camel = Buffalo = .56 or 64 rupees.

reckoi

Y. 29C

High Prices for best things.

=3 8 or 10 palas = 64 oij 80 rupees

silver /

Ed»
'oat

for a
aeep

= 1 pala silver = 8 rupees

a 1 pala silver =3 8 rupees.

uffalo =
mins, ai _
1,000

feet,

^jBest camel

Elephant

,iO

jt horse

COW or Iji cowc= o4 rupees.

= 60 palas’ silver=4S0 rupees

= 7 or 8 palas = 5‘> or 64 rupees.

s= 500 gold =8000 rupees.

=3 100 silver pa^as=800 rupees.

= 2000 gold iiishkis = 6,666 rupees.*®

But the most interesting feature of Shukra's

Attempt is to go from facts to theories Shukracharya

is one of our earliest as well as greatest economists

because he first attempted a scientific analysis

of the causes and conditions of value. He was

the first to ask as well as answer the question;

what IS the cause of value ? why are some
things more valuable than others? His answer
contains in germ many of the modern theories

on the subject.
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(1) Price depends upon the utility of an

article No utility, no price. Unless the article has

value for some one, it clearly can not be a

marketable commodity, an economic good, a
thing \yith a price or exchange - value. In

other words, a thing should have value in use

in order that it may possess value in

the subjective value of utility is necessar^^ onlv^
create objective value or price. There

^ thyW"^
price for worthless thing that can not^^eg^ ’ 5

for any purposes

( 2 )
But the object must posse^^^

trade,

intrinsic value, in order that it may app.

some one, satisfy some human want Thus”"

are told that prices of commodities are high

or low according as they do or do not possess

attributes

Yet Shulsra was wise in perceiving that un

less the object was desired by somebody, mere

possession of excellence could not convert it in-

to an economic good. In economics we are

dominated by the conception of relativity. Mere

absolute good, standing in no intelligible relation

to humanity, has no utility, no value in use, no

value in exchange; hence it is not wealth, not
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ail economic good. Values emorgo only in rela-

tion to biimaii wants, but they emerge beciUie

there is that in the objBct wliich renders it a

fit object for hum in desire. Shiikra Fays

^'Dravya or goods is silver, gold cop})ec coined

for commercial pii'poses cowries and <^imi for

use. Dhana or weiltli h cittlo grains, clothes,
t

- (rass ’ This is a di-tinction of fiindimintil

reckoi botween weilth or economic goods

V. 29C ’ money or medium of excha igo

do they becomi human gO)ls ^ Xhe

for a
commodity is the price pxicl for

mins
unless man is ])repirel to

J 000
acquisition, they are not ccono.ii’c

fe0t
J 'Grold which belongs to oneself acquires

value in commeicial hansnctionb, and an object

coims into existence on this earth through tho

concarrence of several ciuses
’

( 3 ) But a thing may be intriiivSicdly

valuable and may also appeal to man and sitis-

fy his want; and yet it may not be an econo-

mic good. Shukra knew this quite well. Water,

air, and such other free bounties of nature po-

ssess both the above characteristics and yet peo

pie pay no price for acquiring them. They have

value in use, but no value in exchinge. Utility
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may be a necessary condition ol ’value; but itisN

ceitainly not a sufficient condition. Sbukra t’^ere-

fore added the concept of scarcity to the concept

of utility to explain the fact of price or value

in exchange * Prices of commodities are high

or low according as they are obtainable with or

without ease

( 4 , Now a thing is difficult to-’^

either because it is rare by nature or
|

has placed obstacles in the way of its ach

i e. it requires efforts Labour theor**^^^^'

therefore here anticipated* the difficu)'^^®
^

achievement means the sacrifices nece^^
"

it. The gi eater the effort spent on it>

ter its value. This is also expeessed more direi®^

“ The mulya of a commodity is the price pan

for acquiring it It is its cost of production

( 5 ) But as we have seen some things are

valuable because they are scarce: their scarcity

is the sole condition of their value. Such are for

example pearls, jewels, diamonds. Here therefore

the sole determinants of value are Scarcity and.

the demands of particular individuals. Except-

ing diamonds the value of small gems has to

be determined by number ( not weight ). But

that of very fine and rare ones is to be deter-
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mined by fancy ( Kama )’\ Desire, fancy, there

fore, is one of the determinants of value in the

case of all rare and fanciful things i

Thus Shukra virtually comes to tlie margi

nal theory of utility or in other words, the

theory of demand and supply as the sole determ-

igivntB of the exchange value or the price of a

^ut Shukra knows that market price is
^ pit

.

^

reckd
quantity, but something winch fluctu-

y'
,

-^th regard to the same article in

'oa ^(imes and places, and also it varies

„ ^^liee <1
luality of the goods Thus we may say

lOl* ft f

^

uff Jura's theory of pi ices is fairly complete

Togo
^'Hldcipates almost the whole

’ ,!.omic thought of the modern age on the
x66t> « • .

.abject

3 Prices and Prosperity

The analysis of the prices given above

throws some light on the economic condition

of the people. “ The details of prices above

referred to, enable us to draw some conclusion

as to the spending power of the poor, of the

men of the middle class, and of the wealthy

merchants, and nobles respectively. Of want, as

we know in our great cities, there is no
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evidence. It is put down as the dire misfortunfr

known that a free man had to work for hire.

And there was plenty of land to be had for

the trouble of clearing it, not far from the

settled districts. On the other hand, the number

of those who could be considered wealthy from

the standards of those times was very limit

We hear of about a scoie of monarchs „rans -

wealth consisted mainly of the Ian,tow or

supplemented by other dues and other parent th}i

of a considerable variety of wealthy nr wares. ’ ^

some priests to whom grants had be3tura of a

of the tithe arising out of certain p{4ii trade,

counties, or who had inherited similar

from their forefathers; of about a

millionaire merchants in Takkasila, Savatth

Benares, Rajagaha, Vesali, Kosambi, and the

seaports, and of a considerable number of

lesser merchants and middlemen all in the few

towns. But these were the exceptions. There

were no landlords. And the great mass of the

people were well-to-do peasantry, or handicrafts-

-men, mostly with land of their own, both,

classes ruled over by local headmen of their owa

selection.



X. Trade and Transport-

ri'h

I.
»

I Internal Trade Organization,

1. Antiquity of trade.
,

I

„ Bill ft •' T
^ of tiade are very ancient; aiitl

'eckoi with refeivnces to buying and selling,

V, 29 C goods, and prices in the Vedio

inal
exchange of goods for

for a or, the medium of exchange was

mins, ai
^Jj0,.o. But the medium of exchange was

1,000 or the ox, very rarely pieces of metal,

aed as well as uncoined were used. ‘AYho for

ilch - kine purcha'^eth from me this Indra who

is mine “O caster of the stone, I would not

sell thee for a mighty price, not for a thousand,

Thunderer I not ten thousand, nor a hund -

red thousand Lord of countless wealth. ’’2 The true

natuie of a bargain is indicated by sugges-

ting...that the buyer will naturally try to give

as little as possible, while the seller will try to

have as much as possible: hence some haggling

often takes place, before both agree to strike

the bargain. “ He bids a small price for a thing
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of value: I was content returning still unpur-

chased. He heightened not his insufficient offer.

Simple and clever, both milk out the udder ”.3

Rishis who traded for their livelihood are refer-

red to. “Whereby the cloud shed rain for Dirgha-

shravas, for the merchant Ausija” ^ The following

verse shows the essence of a mercantile trans -

action: '"Give me, I give thee gifts; bestow onj

me and I bestow on thee. To me present thy^

merchandise, and I to thee will give my wares. ’ ^

A hymn in Atharvaveda gives us a picture of a

merchant of those times: ‘ I store up in trade,

India...the many roads travelled by the gods,

th'-it go about between heaven and earth, - let

them enjoy me with milk, with ghee, that deal-

ing ( kri ) I may get riches. With fuel, O
Agni, with ghee, I, desiring offer the oblation,

in order to energy, to strength; revering with

worship, so far as I am able, - this divine power,

in order to hundredfold winning This offence

of ours mayst thou - O Agni. bear with what

distant road we have gone - Successful for us be

bargain and sale; let return - dealing make me
fruitful; do ye enjoy this oblation in concord;

successful for us be our going about and rising.

With what riches, I practise bargaining, seeking

10
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with iiches riches, ye gods,- let that become more for

me, not less; 0 Agni, put down, with the oblation

the gain-slaying gods. ‘"6 The Pains ( from the

root pan
)
weie the traders who moved from

place to place in large caravans and are once

referred to as defeated with slaughter Ludwig

thinks that ‘ those references to fights with

Pams are to be explained by their having been

aboiiginal tradpiia who went in caravans - as in

Arabia and northern Afiica - p^-epared to fight

if need be, to protect theb’ goods against attacks

which the Arjans would natuially deem

quite justified.
”

2 internal Trade In the Raniayana

Heereii in his monumental work, writing

about the internal trade of India, draws his

references from the Ramayana mainly; hence it

would be interesting to know his views. The

Hindus are represented, he says, in their most

ancient works on poetry, as^ a commercial people.

And it is one evidence of the prosperity and

well - being of a country, that i^s merchants

can traveb from one place to another with

perfect security to themselves and their mer

chandise ^ But further the regulations of
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society appear to have awarded a high rank to

persons who were employed Jti the basiness of

commerce In the Itama3^ana, we are informed

that at the triumphal entry of Rama into his

capital all the men of distinction, together

with the mei chants and chief men of the people”

went out to meet him^ and procession is closed

by the warriors, tiadesmen, a ad artisans.

The internal commerce of India could not

have been inconsiderable as it was in a certain

degree pi’escribed by nature herself For the sandy

shores of the peninsula, not producing in suffi-

cient quantity the first neoessaiies of life and

paiticularly rice, the importations of th^se articles

from the country bordering on the Ganges,

became absolutely indispensable; m return for

what the latter received chiefly spices: and among

other valuables, precious stones, and the fine

pearls to be procured only in the ocean which

surrounds the former. Although cotton one of

the most important materials used for clothing,

is common all over India, and manufactured

with the same activity on the coasts of the

peninsula, as in the land of the Ganges, yet the

fabric of the two countries differs so much in

texture, that a commercial interchange of both
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kinds would naturally be introduced. The mode

of life peculiar to the higher classes, especially

in courts and cities^ as represented to us by the

poets, implies the existence of a multitude of both

artificial and natural wants only to be satisfied

by a corresponding system of internal commerce.

The constant experience we have of Asia,

which shows that royal cities are always the

principal depots of inland traffic, will serve to

establish the same fact also with regard to

India. In one place the poet referring to mourn-

ing which took place on the death of the king,

says* ^ the tables for the sacrificial offerings are

empty; the shops where they sold garlands are

closed; and the., bankers and merchants do not

show them as usual.
”

3. Emporia described.

A description of some of the capital cities

of old times gives us a vivid idea of the state

of commerce in tho'je times. The following is a

description of Ayodhya:

On Saraju s bank of ample size,

The happy realm of Kosal lie?.

With fertile length of fair champaign

And flocks and herds and wealth of grain.
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There, famous in her old renown,

Ayodhya stands the royal town.

Imperial seat ’ her walls extend,

Twelve measured leagues from end to end.

And three in width from side to side.

With square and palace beautified.

Her gates at even distance stand.

Her ample roads are wisely planned.

Right glorious is her royal street

Where streams allay the duat and heat.

She seems a painted city, fair

With chess-board line and even square.

And cool boughs shade the lovely lake,

Where weary men their thirst may slake.

There gildtd chaiiots gleam and shine

And stately piles the gods enshrine.

There gay sleek people ever throng

To festival and dance and song.

A mine is she of gems and sheen,

The darling home of Fortune’s queen

With noblest sort of drink and meat,

The fairest rice and golden wheat.

And fragrant with the chaplet’s scent

With holy oil and incense blent.

With many an elephant and steed,

And wpins for draught and cars for speed
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And envoys sent by distant kings,

And merchants with their precious things

For poverty was there unknown

And each man counted as his own

Kine, steed, and gold, and graiii^

All dressed m raiment bright and clean,

And every townsman might be seen

With earrings, wreath or chain.

Even richer desciiptions are to be found in

the Pall works-attesting undoubtedly to the

advanced character of the industrial and commer

cial civilisation of the peojile.
^

“ And in course

of time that city might become mighty and

prosperous, filled with stores of food peace-

ful, glorious, hap[)y, free from distress and cala

mity, the meeting-place of all rorts and condi-

tions of men Then nobles and Brahmins, mer-

chants, and work-people, soldiers mounted on

elephants, and horses and on chariots; infantry, and

bowmen and swordsmen, standaidbeareis officers,

camp-followers; ..troops of professional wrestlers,

cooks and currymakers, baibers anxL bathings

attendants, smiths,and .^.fioweusts, woikers m gold

and silver, lead, tin, copper, brass, and lewellers; .

messengers, potters, salt-gatherers, tanners, car-,

riage- builders, carvers m ivory, rope -makers,
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cotton- thread spinners, basket-makers, bow-
manufacturers,bow-striug-makers arrow-fletchers,

painters, dye-manufacturers,...dyers, weavers, tail-

ors, assayers of gold, cloth merchants, dealers in

perfume, giass-outters, hewers of wood, hired

servants, people who live by gathering flowers

and fruits and roots in the woods, bawkeis of

boiled rice, sellers of cakes, fishmongers butchers,

dealers in strong drinks, playactors, dancers,

acrobats,... wrestlers, corpse-burners, casters out

of rotten flowers, savagesj will men of the woods,

prostitutes, swingers,...and lumpers, and slave

girls, bullies, people of many cduntries,

people from Scythia, Bactria, China, and

Vilata, people of Uggreni, of Bhirakachha, of

Benares, of Kosala, and of the border land,

people fiom hlagadha, and Saketa and Sura-

ttha and west- from Koturabara and Mathura

from Alexandria Kashmir, and...Gandhara,-all

these coming to take up residence there

Another great emporium is described in the

beginning of the same book. It is also very

picturesque “ Thus hath it been handed down

by tradition-There is in the country of the

Yonakas ( i. e. lonians ) a great centre of trade

(
nana-puta-bhedanam-the distributing place of
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merchandise of many kinds
) ;

a city that is

called Sagala. Wise architects have laid it

out, and its people know of no oppression

since all their enemies and adversaries have

been put down. Well laid out are its streets, squares,

cross-roads, and market places Well displayed are

the innumerable sorts of costly merchandise with

which its shops are filled. It is richly adorned

with hundreds of alms-halls of various kinds and

splendid with hundred of thousands of magnifi-

cent mansions, which rise aloft like the mountain

peaks of the Himalayas Its streets are filled

with elephants, horses, carriages, and foot - pas-

sengers, frequented by groups of handsome men

and beautiful women, and crowded by men of

all sorts of conditions. Brahmins, nobles, artifi-

cers, and servants. They resound with cries of

welcome to the teachers of every creed, and the

city is the resort of the leading men of each of

the differing sects. Shops are there for the sale

of Benares muslin, of Kotumbara stuffs, and of

other clothes of various kinds, and sweet odours

are exhaled from the bazaar where all sorts of

flowers and perfumes are tastefully set out.

Jewels are there in plenty, such as men’s hearts

desire, and guilds of traders in all sorts of finery
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display their goods in the bazaars that face all

quarters of the sky. So full is the city of

money, and of gold and silver, that it is a

very mine of dazzling treasuries. And there

is laid up there much store of property and

corn and things of value in ware ~ houses, foods

and drinks of every sort, syrups and sweet-

meats of every kind. In a street in one city,

we are told, these bazaars were open; - a flower

bazaar, and a fruit bazaar, and an antidote

bazaar and a medicine bazaar, and an ambrosia

bazaar, and a bazaar for precious stones, and

a bazaar for all manner of merchandise, The

city of Magadha is thus described in the Sabha-

parva: and they beheld the exceeding beauty

of the shops full of various edibles and wreaths,

and - swelling with every article of every quality,

and every kind of wealth that man can desire.^i^

11

1. Sale and purchase.

Let us first take the sale of immovable

property Possibly there was such a thing as

the right of pre-emption in the case of immo-

vable property. The kinsmen have the prior

right to its purchase, then the neighbours, and
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then the creditors of the seller. The fact of sale
I

must be properly advertised aud at least forty

neighbours who are not personally interested

m the matter should announce it The bounda-

ries of fields or gardens or tanks or other en-

closed spaces should be accurately defined in

the presence of elderly and neighbouring villa-

gers, before being put to sale. The crier then

shouts thrice “ Who will buy at this price ?

and no objection being taken, the purchaser

proceeds to buy it A certain tax n levied by the

State on all such sales. This together with any

increase in the price offered over and above

the fixed one goes to the State I'J It was also

laid down that tax-payers could sell their fields

tc tax-payers alone, and Brahmins could sell

their Brahmadeya or gifted lands to those Brah-

mins alone who enjoy such lands.^^

There are certain principles regulating the

sjile of movable articles. Publicity was the essen^

ce of all transactions of sale^ ‘ No blame

attaches to a sale effected m public, but a cland-

estine mIo is viewed m fho light as theft

according to law y. The purchaser has no right

Jn the thing sold to him by a wrong owner;

the right owner has a right to recover it-
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If a man buys from a slave who has not

been authorised to seU by his master, or from a

logue, or in secret, or at a very low price, or

at an improper time, he is as guilty as the seller.

The purchaser, therefore, has to point out

the way in which he got the chattel: then

he can recover the price from the vendor.

Another question is: non-delivery of a sold

chattel. Now sale takes place according to six

standards^ by tale, by weight, by nmasiire accor-

ding to work, according to its J:>,e,a^ty, and

according to its splendour Thus betel-nuts are

sold ‘by tale, gold or sandal wood are weighed

in the scales and sold according to weight, rico

and such articles are sold by measure, animals

giving milk or u^ed for slaughter or burden are

sold according to thew capacity for work ETand

some prostitutes are priced according to beauty;

and gems are priced according to their splendour.

Now after the article is sold for a certain price,

it ought to be immediately handed over to the

purchaser; otherwise if during the interval the
value of the property has increased, the profits

must go to the purchaser; if there is a fall in

the value of the article, the seller is compelled
to deliver the article plus the compensation to
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make up for the reduction in price In the case

of a foreign purchaser, the price prevailing in

his country must be taken into account Again,

the seller is responsible for any loss or deteri-

oration in the article after the act of sale, for

the non-delivery is due to his fault; if, however,

the purchaser is slow in taking charge of his

goods, he is responsible.

Another peculiarity of the ancient commer-

cial machinery is the liberty it allowed to the

purchaser, to cancel the purchase within a limi-

ted time III many cases the buyer often gets

dissatisfied with the bargain immediately after

the transaction, thinking peihaps that the thing

purchased is worse than the expected one or

that the price given is too high What is the

remedy ? Pure commercialism of course would

consider the bargains sealed when once entered

into. But Hindu view was more lenient to the

buyer whose gullibility often makes him a victim

of a bad bargain. It is therefore interesting to

find that the Hindu theory attempted to

reconcile the interests of private purchasers with

the interest of trade by laying down certain

rules which without sacrificing the certainty of

trade by allowing excessive and belated inter-
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ference with concluded transactions^ provided

some protection against being entrapped into-

and held fast by hasty and inconsiderate bar*

gains. ” The purchaser was entitled to return the

article on the same day in an undamaged con-

dition; on the second day he loses a thirteenth

part of the price and twice as much on the

third day, after that he is bound to keep the

article. Milci cattle may be examined for three

days; animals of buiden for five days; and in the

case of precious stones, pearls, and coral the

period of examination may extend over seven

days. Bipeds are to be examined within half,

a female slave within thrice the same time, all

sorts of gi’ains within ten days; iron and

clothes within a single day. The intending pur-

chaser must first examine an article before

purchasing it in order to find out its good or

bad qualities. That which has been approved by

the purchaser alter close examination cannot

be returned to the vendor.^^ Such are the rules

regarding the sale and purchase of articles.

Mill makes certaion interesting comments

upon these regulations. Though property in the

first stage of existence was probably measured

by occupancy, and the one ceased with the
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other, the privilege was early conferred of

alienating it for a valuable consideration or of

transferring it by purchase and sale. In an age

however, in which the means of detecting fraudul-

ent acquisitions and of proving the good faith of

contracts and bargains are imperfectly known,

purchases and sales made in public aie alone

consideied valid The right, however, conveyed

by a bona fide puicha^e, is not among the Hin-

dus, cairied to that extent which is found

requisite in a commercial and highly civili-ed

society. If the goods were not the property of

the person by whom they were sold, the right

of the purchaser becomes absolute only if be

can pioduce the vendor. This is quite sufficient

to throw BO much uncertainty into the great

class of transactions by purchase and sale, as

would prove in a civilised state of society, a

ruinous obstruction of business A manufacturer

purchases a quantity of the raw material and works

it up, he would lose in a mischievous proportion

if the owner of that material could demand the

indentical substance, on tendering the half of

its price. In many cases the identical substance

is exported; in many it is consumed, and can

not properly be restored. Among children and
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their decision upon full and mature consideration,

nothing is more common than to repent of their

bargain and wish to revoke them

2. Weights and Measures.

Narada says that things were sold in six

ways: by tale weight, measure, capacity of work
beauty, and splendour. It is clear that many
of the most common commodities would be sold

by weight or measure. Some idea of the exist

ing weights and measures therefore is necessary

The sales were known even in the Vedic period.i®

In later literature they are common. * As the

balance properly hung in the weighing -house

causes the end to swing up when the weight is

put in, so does a man cause his fate at last to

rise if he gathers together every piece of merit

little by little.

The Amarakosha mentions measures of

three kinds - weight, length, and capacity.

Manu, ' Yagnavalkya and Narada trace all

weights from the least visible quantity called

trasarenu, which is the very small mote which

may be discerned in a sun-beam passing through

a lattice
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4 kudavas = 1 prastlia 66 Tolas

4 prasthas 1 adhaka 224 „

4 adhakas ~ I droiia 896 „

20 dronas = Ilumbha = 17,020 tolas

10 Kiimbkas = 1 baba = 176,200 tolas.

The ultimate unit in Hindu weights and...

measures is either paramanu or trasarenu. Take

the following table from Varahamihira
(

the

same is given by Gopala Bhatta who quotes

from Viiddha Maim-his unit is trasarenu )

8 paramauus = 1 rajas or renu, 8 rajas = 1 vala-

gra ( filament of hair ); 8 valagras = 1 liksha;

8 likshas= 1 yuka, 8 yukas = 1 yava; 8 yavas=l

auguli, 24 angulis = 1 ha.sta ( cubit = 18 inches)

The thickness of the minimum visible (the finest

perceptible mots in the slanting sunbeam ) is...

therefore taken to be of an inch. That the-

se weie conventional measures arbitrarily assumed

goes without question, for of coutso, the Hindus

had no phj^sical data for a mathematical calcula-

tion of those...minute quantities. A valagia -

(
haii-tip ), foi‘ example, is taken to be, 3.2-^^ of

an inch thick; i e. less than one five -thousandth

fraction of .an inch in thickness; and a fibril of

the net works of Dhamani or Nadi
(
nerve )

that supply the poies of the skin, was supposed
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to be about a thousandth part of the finest hair

in thickness, or xirr of the mimmium visible;...

but it is evident that these measures v^ere arbi-

trarily fixed upon, instead of being arrived at

by calculation or actual measurement,

o. Machinery of Exchange:

Maine has tried to explain the gradual

growth of the notion of price in eirly society.

The early era is the era of customaiy price. It

was considered absurd to try to screw competi-

tive price from one who belonged to the group.

Custom must reign supreme in a small family,

elan, or village community and regulate the

rate of wages. The general proposition which

is the basis of Political Economy, ma,d0 its first

approach to truth under th> only circumstances

which admitted of men meeting at arm’s length,

not as members of the same g'oup but as

strangers - Gradually the assumption of the

right to get the best price has penetrated into

the interior of these groups, but it is never com-

pletely received so long as the bond of connection

between man and man is assumed to be that of

family or elan connection. The rule only triu-

mphs when primitive community is in ruins.
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At several points probably whete the domains-

of two or three villages converged, there were

spaces of...neutral ground. These were the

markets. They were probably the only places

at which the membeis of the different primitive

groups met for any purpose except warfare, and

the persons who came to them were doubtless

at first pel sons specially empowered to exchange

the produce and manufactuies of one little village

- community for those of another. Another idea

associated with maikets was that of sharp

practice and hard bargaining. The three ideas

seem all blended in the attributes of the old-

Hermes or Mercury-at once the god of boundaiies,

the prince of messoiigeis or ambassadors and

the patron of trade, of cheating, and of thieves. ’

It was in these maikets, accoiding to Blaine,

that the notion of a man’s right to get best-

price for his wares took its ri$f^, and it spread

over the woild.

The smallest depot of distribution mentioned

in eaily literature consisted of the fixed store

or shop ( apana ) . Here mostly retail trad-

ing was practised. The shop-keeper's various-

qualities such as his application, his judgment,

cleverness, skill, and connection are often refe-
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(rred to. The goods disposed of at these centres

were such as yellovsr cloths, spirits, rice, gruel,

and such other things as would not be exposed

to the light and heat in the open apana and of

the hawker with or without cart or donkey.

Slaughter houses aie mentionei at which people

bought their me it. Meat wis also sold at cross-

-load or corner shops The green grocers plied

their trade at the four gates of a town There

were shops for textile fabrics, groceries, grams,

perfumes, flowers etc. and taverns. It is curious,

sa}s Mis. 111133 Davids, that there is no men

tion in the Jatakns of any rural institution resem-

bling the still surviving barter fair or hat,

taking place on the borders of adjacent districts,

and which one would think must date from

^arly times.

4, Prices: their Adjustment.

The same writer remarks: “ The act of ex

'Change between jiroducer or dealer and consumer

was, both before and during the Jataka age, a

free bargain, a transaction by any system of

statute - fixed prices. Supply limited by slow

transport and individualistic production, but left

^ree and stimulated, under the latter sj^stem, to
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efforts after excellence on the one hand, and to

tricks of adulteration on the other, sought to

equate with the demand, which was no doubt

largely compact of customai’y usage and relati-

vely unaffected by the swifter fluctuations termed

fashion '' The free contract generally obtained

in the Vedic times.^^ The Shatapatha Brahmana

pronounced the general system to have been

initiated and sanctioned by a particular sacnfi

cial transaction: bacause he ( the adhvaiyu
)

bargains for the king
(
Soma ) therefrom any

and everything is vendible here. “ And because

they first bargain and afterwards come to terms,

theiefore, about any and everything that is for

sale here, people fiist bargain and afterwards-

come to terms.
’

In the Pall literature we find that only the

king's purchases were effected by an aitihcialiy

regulated price. It was the business of the

court-valuer His position was delicate

inasmuch as he would either displease the king

or drive away the merchants. A certain duty was

charged on all consignments of goods. ]\Ianu, how
over would have all prices fixed by the State. In

consideration of the distance from which an

4article has come or to which it shall be despa-
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tolled^ and for which period must it be kept in

stock and what prices it will obtain thereby

and the expenditures to be incurred under these

heads, the king shall fix the prices of articles of

merchandise At the end of each fifth day, or

at the close of each fortnight, the king in the

presence of the appraisers of prices and in con-

sideiation of their stock in the market shall

lay down the prices of commodities ^’.2-, JSTarada

asks the merchants to fix a just price, it is

for the sake of gain that merchants aie 111 the

habit of buying and selling merchandbe of

every sort That gam is, m proportion to the

price either great or the reverse. ‘‘ Therefore

shall merchauta fix a just price for their mer-

chandise, according to the locality and season,

and let them refiain fiom dishonest dealings.

Thus traffic becomes an honest profession \2o

It was perfectly consonant with the anci-

ent economic order to attempt to legulate pri-

ces according to some standard of justice. The

conception of fair price dominates ancient econo-

mic thinking on the subject *' Sale and pur-

chase shall be conducted daily according to the

value fixed by the king. The surplus, on the

fixed value, is to be recognised as the profit o£
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the trade. On indigenous articles, the trader^

who sells them immediately after purchase, shall

make a piofit of 5 per cent; and ten per cent

on those ccming from other countries. Oal-

culating the intrinsic value of commodities

and the charges for bringing them, the king

shall so fix their price that the seller

or buyer may not suffer any loss. ’ 27 The

pernicious influence of trusts and combines on

prices is foiescen. ‘The highest form of pecaniary

Dunishment is laid down for them, who,

knowing the standard value ( cf a thing ]- settled

by the king, in a body so increase or decrease

its value as is painful to the artist or artisan. The

highest form of pecuniary punishment is laid

down for those merchants, who 111 a body ob-

struct the sale of foreign articles, and those who
sell them

( at a higher price ). The State

monopoly is referred to in Maiiu and Kaut'lya.29

“That merchandise which is widely distributed

shall be centralized and its price enhanced. When
the enhanced rate becomes popular, another rate

shall be declared. That merchandise of the king

which is of local manufacture shall be centralised;

imported merchandise shall be distributed in

.several markets for sale. Both kinds of merch-
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6. Trade of the Aryans with the Aborigines^

We are thankful to Kte'ias for a descrip-

tion of the aborigines and their trade. They

were acquainted with but few of the technical

arts, had no houses or beds, dwelt in caves

and slept on couches of straw, leaves, or grass.

They knew how to tan hides, and the men as

well as the women wore fine garments manu-

factured from them. The richest only possessed

linen. They kept a multitude of asses, goats,

and sheep, and the greatest number of the latter

constituted their wealth. Besides milk they also

used as food the fruit of the Siptakhoia tiee,

which they dried and packed up in plaited

baskets, and exported to the other Indians.

They were very fast runners, good hunters,

archers, and hurlers of the javelin. They lived

especially on the produce of the chase. The

flesh of the animals which they killed they roas-

ted in the sun. Ihotected bj'’ their inaccessible

mountains, they were not attacked in war by ..

their neighbours; they are represented as just

men and harmless. They carried on trade with

the civilized Indians in their neighbourhood,

and stood in free relationship with the Indian

king. To him they brought annually two hund-
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the trade. On indigenous? articles, the trader,

who sells them immediately after purchase, shall

make a piofit of 5 per cent; and ten per cent

on those ccming from other countries. Oal-

culating the intrinsic value of commodities

and the charges for bringing them, the king

shall £0 fix their price that the .seller

or buyer may not suffer any loss ’ 27 The

pernicious influence of trubts and combines on

prices is foiescen. ^ The highest form of pecuniary

punishment is la’d down for them, who,

knowing the standard value
(

cf a thing ] settled

by the king, in a body so increa'O or decrease

its value as is painful to the artist or artisan. The

highest form of pecuniary punishment is laid

down for those merchants, who in a body ob-

struct the sale of foreign articles, and those who
sell them

( at a higher price ).
’^^3 The State

monopoly is referred to in Manu and Kaut’lya.^a

“That merchandise which is widely distributed

shall be centralized and its price enhanced. When
the enhanced rate becomes popular, another rate

^hall be declared. That meichandise of the king

which is of local manufacture shall be centralised;

imported merchandise shall be distributed la

several markets for sale. Both kinds of merch-
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•andise &ball ba favourably sold to the people,

lie shall avoid such large prolits as will haini

’the people. There shall be iio lestrictioa to the

'time of sale of those commodities for which

there is fiequent demand; nor shall they ba

subject to the evils of centraliz ition.
’

5 . Tricks of Trade:

It is the duty of the kmg to detect thr-

^ough his spies two kinds of thieves, tho^e who

open]}'’ lob other men, and those who rob them

in secret. The open deceivers are thosa

several kinds of tiadesmen Avho openly steal by

means of false weights and exorbitant prices.

Adulteration of goods is a capital trick

-of traders “ For having adulterated an

unadulterated article, or having bored a

gem which ought not to be bored, or for hav-

ing bored it at the wrong place, ’’30 one is

seveiely punished. Ke who sells unequally

( mixed )
goods to one who has paid the proper

price for the superior quility, or sells articles

of equal value to one for a greater and to

another for a lesser value, is li ble to pay a

line. “ The sale or mortgage of articles such as

timber, iron, brilliant stones, ropes, skins, earthen-
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ware, threads, fibrous garments, and wovea

clothes as superior though they are really in -

ferior shall bo punished with a fine of eight

times the value of the articles thus sold. When
a trader sells or mortgages infeiior as superior

commodities, articles of some other locality, as

the produce of a particular locality, adulterated

things, or deceitful mixtures, or when he dex-

terously substitutes other articles for those just

sold, he shall not only be punished v^ith a fine

of 54 panas but also be compelled to make
good the loss. Adulterations of grains, oils,

alkalis, salts, scents, and medicinal arti-

cles with similar articles of no quality shall

bo punished with a fine of 12 panas Manu
prohibits the sale of an article of one species

mixed with another of a diftarent species, a

pithless substance, an article weighing less than

its surface or manifest weight, and an article

that is under a cover or lies at a distance. The

greatest scoundrel is the goldsmith. " The gold-

smith 13 the woist of all thorns of the realm;

hence, a goldsmith found guilty of treading the

path of iniquity should bo put to death by

cutting him to pieces with a razor.
^
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6. Trade of the Aryans with the Aborigines^

We are thankful to Kte=ias for a descrip-

tion of the aborigiiips and their trade. They

were acquainted with bufc few of the technical

arts, had no houses or beds, dwelt in caves

and slept on couches of straw, leaves, or grass.

They knew how to tan hides, and the men as

well as the women wore fine garments manu-

factured from them. The richest only possessed

linen. They kept a multitude of asses, goats,

and sheep, and the greatest number of the latter

constituted their wealth. Besides milk they also

used as food the fruit of the Siptakhoia tiee,

which they diied and packed up in plaited

baskets, and exported to the other Indians.

They were very fast runners, good hunters,

archers, and hurlers of the javelin. They lived

especially on the produce of the chase. The

flesh of the animals which they killed they roas-

ted in the sun. Ihotected by their inaccessible

mountains, they were not attacked in war by ..

their neighbours; they are repiesented as just

men and harmless. They carried on trade with

the civilized Indians in their neighbourhood,

and stood in free relationship with the Indian

king. To him they brought annually two hund-
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Ted and sixty talents of the dried fruits of the

Siptakhora tree on rafts, and as many talents

of a red dye-stu(T and one thousand of elektron

or the gnm exuding from the Siptakhora tree.

To the Indniis they sold their wares, and obta-

ined from them in exchange, bread, oatmeal,

cotton clothes, bows, and lances, virhich they

required m hunting and killing wild animals.

Every fifth year the king piesented them with

three hundred bows, three thousand lances, one

hundred and twenty thousand small shields, and

fifty thousand swoids.
%/

The Mahabharata confirms and further illus-

trates the traffic of these tribes with the orga-

nised kingdoms of India
,

“And the Shudra kings

that dwelt in the regions on the sea-coast

brought with them 0 king, hundred of thou-

sands of serving-girls of the Karpacika country,

of beautiful features and slender waist and

luxurious hair. And many skins also that are

worn even by Brahmins, of the Banku deer,

as tiibute unto king Yudhishthira. And the

tribes Vairamas, Paradas, Tungas^ with the

Eitavas,-they who lived upon crops that depend-

ed on water from the sky or of the river, they

who were born in regions on the sea-shore, in
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woodlands, or countries on the ocean, waited

at the gate, being refused permission to enter,

with goats, and kine', and asses, and camels,

and vegetable honey and blankets and jewels

and gems of various kinds. And many tribes

coming from different regions, some possessing

two eyes, some three, and some whose eyes were

on their foreheads, and those also called Aushn-

ikas, and Nishadas, and Eomakas, and some'

that were cannibals and many possessing

only one leg, brought as tribute ten thousand

asses of diverse hues and black necks and huge

bodies and great speed, and much docilitj^ and

celebrated all over the world. The people that

came there possessing only one leg gave unto-

Yudhishthira many wild horses, some of which

were red as the cocinela, and soma white,

and some possessing the hues of the rainbows

and some looking like evening clouds, and some

that were of variegated colour. And they were-

all endued with the speed of the mind. And
they also give unto the king much gold of supe-

rior quality. They that dwell by the side of'

the river Oailoda flowing between the moun
tains of Meru and Mandara and enjoy the delicious

shades of topes of the Kichaka bamboos, viz.-
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-the IChasas, Ekasanas, the D.rghavenus, the

Paradas, the Kulind^s the Tanganas, brought as

tribute heaps of gold -measured in Dronas
(
jars )

and raised from beneath the earth by ants, and

therefore called after these creatures. The

mountain tribes endued with great strength,

brought us tribute numerous chamaras
(
long

brushes ) soft and black; and others white as the

beams of the moon, and sweet white extract from

the flowers growing on the Himawat. I also

beheld theie numberless chiefs of the Kiratas

armed with cruel weapons and ever engaged in

cruel deeds, eating fruits and roots, and attired

in skins, and living on the northern slopes of

of the Jiimwata. And, O king, having brought

with them as tribute loads upon loads of sandal

and aloe as also black aloe, and heaps upon
heaps of valuable skins and gold, and purfumes,

ten thousand serving girls of their own race, and

many beautiful animals and birds of reniote

countries, and much gold of great splendour

procured from mountains, they waited at the

gates. '^35
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1. Articles of Trade. Gold and Silver.

All the early works describe ^old as in

^bundant circulation throughout the country.

The nuptial present made to Sita consisted of a

whole measure of gold pieces and a vast quan

tify of the same precious metals in ingots. Golden

chariots, golden trappings, for elephants and

horses, and golden bells are also noticed as

articles of luxuiy and magnificence. Golden or-

naments were in every house-even that of the

poorest. Krishna gave to Snbhadra as her

peculium ten loads of first class gold poss-

essing the splendour of fire, some purified and

some in a state of ore Yudhisthira also received

from many tributaries gold in bullion as well

as coins The sea-side countries, Sindhu, Kama-

rupa, mountainous regions were some of the

of the places from which gold was imported.

The following note on silver is instructive

“Solomon is said to have hired fleets of ships

from Tarshish for the purpose of obtaining from

Ophir the silver used m decorating his place and

temple. The latter place has been identified by

some writers as a part of district on the Mai-
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abar coast; but at least it is undoubted that Pliny

who wrote about A. D. 77 referred to India aS'

a country whence silver was obtained for the

use of Komans. There seems good reason to

believe that the Chinese obtained silver from-

Malabar. ”38

Copper:-Nepal, Kamarupa, Banga’a, Mand-

aneshwar, Malacri, the country of the Mlechhas,

the Pavakadti, Euma ( Constantinople ), the

countiy of the Phirai gi^; these were thought to

be the sources of copper. In ancient times

copper mines were worked on a larger scale than

at present.

fron; lion and steel industry was an anci-

ent industry in India. Iron is frequently

mentioned in the Bible under Hebrew paldah

which is the Arabic {ulad and indicates Indian

Iron Professor Wilson says; “ Casting iron

is an art that is practised in this manufacturing

country
( England

) only within a few year'.

The Hindus have the art of smeltin^g iron, pf

welding it, and of making steel, and have had
these arts from times immemorial^, ’ Jbe Val

hikas had brought as presents for Yudhisthira,

sharp and long swords and scimitars, and hat-

chets, and fine-edged battle axes manufactured
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in the western countries. The geograhical

distribution of iron ores according to Dhatukriya

was as follows: Lohadri, Gayadri. Gautainadi’i;

Vindhya, seaside places

Tin, lead, and zinc. Tin has been known

in India even from a very remote period, and

had an important place in Sanskrit Materia

Medica, ~ being mentioned by Shushruta The

supply was probably obtained from Burma from

some of the tin - producing islands of tho Malaya

Archipelago; between which and India trade

must have existed in very ancient times. ^2 The

sources of lead were : Nepal, Kedara, Tij^ambaka,

Tripura, Karmakanda Although at the

present time lead ores are not largely worked

in India, Ball states that theie is probably no

metal of which the oies had been worked to

so large an extent in ancient times, excepting

those of iron. This is testified to by the

number of old mines in Southern India, llajputana,

Baluchistan, and Afghanistan. ” Zinc was

perhaps obtained from Kumbhadri, Kamboja,

Ruma, Balkh, and Bangala.^^

Precious stones and pearls: Both of

them were indigenous preduefcions and were

among the most ancient obiects of Hindu luxury

12
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and therefore of commerce; and expressly

recommends them alonof with coral and woven

stuff, as the most important articles of which

the Vai^hyas were carefully to inform themselves

as to the price etc. India w^is the first and far

a loiig pr*riod the only somce of diamond

known to the European nations. It appears to

have lieen worn by the nobility of India long

anterior to the earliest European mention of

it. The legend of the origin of Kohinoor is

that it was found in the mines of the south _of

India and was worn by one of the heioes of

the Mahabharata^ king of ^nga, this would

place it about thousand years ago or 3000

B. C. Nothing more of it is heaid till it appears

as the pioperty of Vikramaditya. In the j\Iaha-

bharata, kings of Chola and -Bandya are said to^

bring many gems of great biilliancys the king^

of Singh^a-bi ought the lauis lazuli, and heaps

of pearls kings of the eastern countries also

bi ought jewels and gems of various kinds.

Pearl fishery and pearl manufacture are

ancient industries. The Shukraniti refers to the

manufacture of artificial peails m tCeylon. The

Garudapurana aud Yuktikalpataru also describe

the industry of the Ceylonese in artificial peafl
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manufacture. Saurastra
( Gazerat ), Ceylon,

Tamraparm
( Malbara ), Persia, Kauvera,

Paudya, Vataks Haimadeslia, Paralaukika : are

the eight regions where o} ster-pearls are found.^^

" Tuticoim has leen celebrated for its pearl

fishery from a i emote date, and as regards

comparatively modern times Pnar Jordiims, a

missionary bishoD who visited India about the

year 1330, tells that as many as SOOQ boats

were then engaged in the pearl fisheries of

Timievelly and Ceylon ’’

Every : The use and manufacture of orna-

mental works in ivory is equally ancient throu*

'

ghont India Pendants for the ear, and

necklaces both of that material form the ordinary

decorations of the divinities ofElephaiita as was

observed to be the case even in Alexander's time.

Woven stuffs Weaving was undoubtedly

the most important manufactuie of ancient

India Ihe cotton Lmrments of the Hi. dus

weie the mst to draw the attention of Alexander

and his immediate successors from the extra-

ordinary whiteness of the cloth The nuptial

presents made by Janaka to Sira consisted of

woolen stuffs, furs, precious stones, fine silk,

vestments of diverse colours, and such other
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things. The rough woolen cloths to cover wag

ons are also referred to. Articles of furriery

would come from the northern climes. ^The

Valhikas presented to Yudhishthira numerous

blankets of woolen texture minufactiired in

Chin, and numerous skins of tlie Rankn deer, '/

/

and clothes manufactiu ed fiom Jute, and others .

from the threads of insects. And they also go^ve 1

thousands of other clothes not made of-cotton,

possessing the colour of the lotus^ Han gave

to the sons of Panda at the time of their

marriage vinous gold ornaments set with

pearls and black gems . and also the costly

robes manufactuied in vaiious countries, and

many beautiful and so<t blankets and hides of
^

great value, and many costly beds and carpets
|

and vehicles.51 The finest silk lobes used at

the time ef the Jatakas were Benares silk robes, ^
The great Being dressed himself, putting on \

his Kashi robe, worth a hui.dred... thousand

pieces of money ‘ Benares silk has been

their dress or linen hitherto. *’53 It is said in one

place that ‘‘ cloth of Benares on account of the

finest of its texture absorbs ro oil. "’54 Sivi cloth
i

also was considered specially valuable.^^
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Articles of food. Eica was the most

important article of food m the Eamayana, and

in the Buddhist literature. Of this various kinds

are distinguished; and in the flourishing city of

Ajodhya, the most esteemed as well as the most

usually eaten was that called Shah, ' which

ripened in the cold season. Here is a picture of

a party given by Vasishta to Vishwamitra.

Honey she gave, and roasted grain

Mead sweet with flower ai.d sugarcane

Each beverage of flower raie,

And food of every soi t, was there ;

Hills of hot rice, and sweetened cakes,

And cm died milk and soap m lakes.

With sugared drink prepared for him,

And dainty sweetmeats deftly made,

Before the hermit’s guests weie laid.5c

Liquors. M^ine is referred to as an article of

general consumption in all early literature. “Let

wine drinkers drink wine, let the hungry eat

Payasha, and tho.'e who are inclined to it eat|

clean meat, The Brahmins were later on

prohibited its use Palm-wine must have been

in use very early; mostly the liquors wera
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pbtniDed by distillation. The Ramayana refers

to a bevel age of this sort procured from fruits

and the sugaicane. iMiiiu refers to three varieties

of wine according as the liquors were distdied

from molasses
(
gandi ), bruised rice

(
paishti ),

^nd the flowers of the Atahui tree ! madhvi ).

"'The two former may be equivalent to the

5^ arrack and the rum of our times

Regulation of the liquor traffic was a special

concern of the State. It was placed under a

supei intendent. The sale of liqxLor is to Ue

centialised or depentralised in accordance with

the requirements of demand and supply, Liquors

were not allowed to be taken out of villages;

and the liquor shops we’e arranged at some

distance from each other. Bad liquor was given

sometimes to slaves or workmen in lieu of

wages. Liquor could be sold to persons of well-

known character in very small quantity, “ lest

woikmen spoil the work in hand, and Arys

violate their decency and virtuous character, and

lest firebrands commit indiscreet acts.'’ On special

occasions people were allowed to manufacture

white liquor, arishta for use in diseases, and

other kinds of liquor. On the occasion of

the festivals, fairs, and pilgidmage,right of
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manufacture of liquor was allowed for four days.

Normally those who dealt with liquor other

than that of the khig had to pay five p. c, as

toll. The Arthashastra refers to Medaki, Prasanna,

Asava, Arishta, Maireya, and Madhu as varieties

of liquor.59

Spices and perfumery: India is the

mother cou.itry of spices . and pepper was

pirticularly exported from the southern

parts of India to the western world. The

sandal wood and the aloe were in common
use in India. Frankincense was daily used in

worship. * The inhabitantsJ[ when Bharata ent-

ered the capital / after having .watered the str-

eets, had sprinkled them with sands and gar-

nished them With flower pots, ranged in order,

and containing frequent plants in full blossom.

The city was adorned with garlands,- and exhaled

the codours of frankiiicense a^d sweet smelling

peifumes^’.co Sandal and aloe wood were Drought

as presents by many kings to Yudhisthira, Flee-

ren says that frankincense was imported from

Arabia and was not indigenous. However Mr.

Colebrook has shown that the resinous gum
called the olibanum ( the frakincense of the

ancients ) is an indigenous production.^’i
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Horses: Sindh horses were very famous; and

a large traffic in them is reported, Sindh hor-

ses of the noblest breed stood harnessed at the

palace gate/^c2 < Four Sindha horses were yoked,

therein white as lilies, swift as the wind/’^^^ it

happened once that the Bodhisatta was born

into a tiader’s family in the northern province.

Five hundred people of that country horse-

dealers, used to convey horses to Benaies, ard

sell them there, "cs In another place we are

told that some horse-dealei s from the north

brought down five hundred horses for sale cs

IV

S. Transport Land transport. Vedic

India. Roads. The pathmaking is referrred to

in the Kigveda. All movements of men -

particularly that of trade - presupposed the

preparation of huge roads; connecting village wUh
village, and town with tow.n. It is equally

neces^ry that these loads must be well guarded

against tbe possible attacks of thieves or wild

beasts. Give us good paths for travel; guard

<us well at home. Now we have entered on the

road that leads to bliss; without a foe; the road

whereon a man escapes all enemies and gathers
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wealth. ’*66 “ I praise with eloquence him who

guards all Pathways. ”67 - On good and evil

ways be thou our Leader, thou who art known

to all as Path - preparer. Bring power to us,

O Indra, with thy horces. steeds that are best

to draw broad - backed, unwearied. ”68 “ jvfay

we find paths all fair and good to travel.

May these give us to - day broad paths for

travel.
^'’6 Sorrows are bidden to pass away as

cart- drivers avoid bad roads. The high road

between two villages was called mahapatha.Z2

“ What many roads thou hast, for people to go

upon, a tiack for the chariot, and for the going

of the cart, by which men of both kinds

excellent and evil, go about, - that road free

from enemies, free from robbers, may wo
conquer ’”3 Roads were often lined with trees,

specially the Ashwattha and Nyagrodha.^^

It was not enough, as we said, to have
excellent roads: it was equally necessary to
protect them from all types of insecurity. Danger
of thieves and lobbers was great Another
thief - like, watches well the ways, and knows
the places where the treasures he. ’’75

Sarama's
son, bark at the robber and the thief. ”76 «

\yi2o
lurks about the path we hake, the robber with
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n gnilefiil lieirt, far from the roid him cba-^e

away. “ Ilim who wiyl,a}s, yea, him who
would destroy in. - aim at him, pieroo him

with thy fihurponed weapo!!.
*'''

If any wolf

or robber fain would haim ns, thercfiom, O
Yaiuua. give thou ii-s protection.’'’

2. Vehicles. I'lom the eailie?t timas we fpo

a fair amount of the development of vehicular

traflic. I’he one gieit agency for tr.iiHc was the

beast of but don, the ox, or the mule, or the

^donkey. Moio developed agency was the cart or

wagon The Sliakata is old as the Veda®. Ths

Eatha or chariot is a refined carriage tinted to

persons of po'-iition. (laris as well as chaiiots

were diawii b} oxen, or mules or horses. These

weie the chief means of tiansport‘>o The rough

carts suited to lough roads were also there

known as vipatha*^^ Car - oxen weie emasculated

{ mushka-baiha JLt was considered disrespec-

table for a rich_maii todriv^m a nne-hnr.se car.

“ Men come not with one horse to sacred

seFsious. Thus they obtain no honour in

assemblies, ’’ss Two horses were usually joked

^ a chariot and .sometimes four Horses

were well tended, they were cleaned and bathed.®^

' Where are your horses ? where the reins ? how.,*
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came ye ? how had yoa the power t Hein was hi

no'e and seat was on back The whip is la^d

upon the flank. The heroes stretch their thighs

apart, like women when the babe is born,

Another hymn goes on: •* Strong be the pair

of oxen, firm the axles, let not the pole slip,

nor the yoke be broken, may Iiidra keep the

yoke pins from decaying, attend us then ( 0 cha-

riot), whose fellies are uninjured Give us

enough to lade a thousand wagons "s- One hymn

refeis to fair fruits of earth borne home in

waiiis.ss

3. Land Transport-hater times Roads.

India was connected by a network of roads

from early times. But as central!zition advanced,

it was found necessary to lay out vast roads

in all directions linking up the various parts of

an empire both...strategically and commercially.

It was perceived that communicatious are the

very arteries of a great empire, which will

send Its pulsatians to all the paits through them
Kautilya discusses the comparative use--

fulness of various kinds of roads. It is said
that a trade route by water is better than
than a trade-route by land, because it is less
expensive and productive of large profits.
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But Kautilya says ‘no’; for water route is

liable to obstruction, not permanent % a source

of imminent dangers, and incapable of defence,

but a land route is of reverse nature. Of water-

routes, one along the shore and another m mid-

ocean, the route along and close to the shore is

better, as it touches at many trading port

towns; likewise river navigation is better, as it

is uniterrupted and is of avoidable or endurable

dangers.

pf land-routes, that which leads to the

south is better than tliat wbicb leads to tbe

north, for with the exception of blankets, skins,
^

and horses, other ai tides of meichandise such as

conch-shells, diamonds, jjrecious stones, pearls,

and gold aie available in plenty in the south.

Of routes leading to the south either that

trade-route which traverses a laiga number of

mines, which is frequented by people and which

is less expensive or troublesome, or that route

by taking which plenty of raerchcindise of various

kinds can be obtained is better. On the same

principle the selection of trade-routes leading

either to the east or the west should be made.

The j:-ypes of^ roads described are of all

varieties. The roads were classified (1) according
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as they were used by beasts of burden, men oil

foot, or in conveyances; ( 2 )
according to the

destination they led to. The most important

was the king^s highway or the Eaima.rga.

There were usually six such roads-threo

running fiom west to east, and three from south

to north. They were constructed from the palace*

in all directions. The best rajmarga should be

SO cubits wicle^ the average 20 cubits, and the^

worst 15 cubits only These rajmargas were both

in towns and villages and used for the conveyan-

ce of marketable commodities.

Other kinds of roads of the first tipewerei

the rathya or a rathapatlia; the malvapashnpjtha .

or the small^ pashupatha; the chakrapatha the

pada-patha, the amsapatha. The rathya was the

chariot road. It was four dandas or 32 feet wide;

the rathya patha was for smaller chariots; it

was ten feet wide. The pashupatha was a load'

for cattle in general; that for larger animals

was 8 feet wide, while the one for smaller ani-

mals was 4 feet wide. The kharoshtrapatha was

meant for asses and camels : it was used in all

seasons and m all soils. The cart-track (ohakra-

patha) was better than a padapatha : becauso

the latter was meant for pedestrians only, while
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the foimer admitted a larger volume of traffic

The amsapalha or shoulder patha was traversed

by men alone carrving marohaudise on their

shoulders.

There were also joads which received their

names fiom their destiiiations. The ra&htrapatha

was the road leading to districts. It was 24 feet

wide. Other loads of the same bieadth were
tne roads leading to pasture grounds ( vivita-

patha), the loads leading to the forts called

droiiamukhpatha and sthaniyapatha. Itoads

leading to fields, military stations, cremation

giound? and villages where all Qi feet wide.

There were besides loads leading to gardens,

gi'aves, and forests, each one nearly 32 feet

wide and roads leading to elephant foiests which
were 16 feet wide. Koads passing over difficult

places were known as setupatha. Other loads

also are referred to such as the vishikha, the

skandha, the piatola etc®^

The 1 oads in the city ( distinguished in the

Shukraniti as marga and rajmaiga and in

the villages ( distinguished as padya, vithi,

marga, and rajmarga
) aie to be made like the

back of a tortoise and provided with bridges;

they should be provided with drains on both
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sides for the passage of water; they should be

repaiied every year with gravels by men who

have been sued against or imprisoned; and the

roads between villages and towns should be

regularly lined with sei ais. The right of way

was one oHhe important rights, and all attempts

at blocking public paths weio punished by the

State.

4. Vehicles The old conveyances mentioned

in the Vedas continue to be in use in all later

peiiods. The Arthashastra mentions seven

varieties of chaiiots all fe i feet high, but varying

in width from G to 12 feet The chariot for

the gods or devaratha, the festal chariot

( pushparatha
) the war chariots ( or the samg-

ramika ratha and the travelling chariot

( pariyanika ) are referred to. The carts were

in geneial use for tra4e purposes, the shakata

or the big cart is contrasted with the laghuyanam

or a small cart, and the golingara or one o£

medium size These were all dra,wn by camels,

bulls, or horses. The palanquins were also iii

use-the shibika and the pithika. Mann as well

as Kautilya lay down rules for the regulation of

traffic. All acts of rash driving were punished.

5. Land traffic Heereii thought that
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trade by caravans was always strange to India;

because the whole Pali literature was inaccessible

to him. It was indeed occasionally resorted to,

as we find from the episode of ISTala, where

Damayanti in her flight is represented to have

joined a caravan of merchants. But the beasts

of buiden made use of in this instance were

tame elephants; and the caravan m question

belonged to some royal personage. It was not

a company of private persons. Camels could not

be as extensively used in India as an Arabia,

because a large part of India is covered with

rocky mountains. However, the multitude of

pilgrims and penitents who were continually

resorting to places of sanctity may be said to

have compensated for the want of caravan

traffic, according to him. Markets and fairs

would inevitably arise to meet the wants of

these people. The following description of a

gathering at Hardwar throws some light on the

economic possibilities of such places. This fair

is an annual assemblage of Hindus, to bathe

for a certain number of days in the water of

the Ganges, at this consecrated spot. The

multitude collected here on this occasion

might with moderation be computed at two
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and half a half millions of souls millions of souls.

Although the performance of a religious duty is

their primary object, yet many avail themselves

of the opportunity to transact business, and carry

on extensive annual commerce.

But trade in caravans is perhaps very early

developed in India: and the fact of the Panis

putting up a fight with their eneaiies possibly

^hows that even then the people u&ed to move

in large formations for the pui poses of trade.

In fact It could not be otherwice, owing to the

insecuiity prevailing all over the country. The

Vaishyas or the Sarthavahas used to transmit

goods from one place to another. They emplojed

the Gomls
(
or Banjaras of the modern times )

as they weie called in the Mdhabharata._^ Xlm

Gomis kept hundi eds of bullock'^ for transporting

gram and other commodities^ It was the duty

of the king to treat these Gomis kindly and

tax them lightly. They were a nomadic people

owing allegiai'Ce to no particular king,

but a sort of international body moving from,

place to place and supplying tba wants of these

places by carrying on tralfio in things.

The Jatakas, however, give very concrete

evidence of an extensive traffic that was ca”ried

13
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on in tliofo dajs, and the \vay5 r,nd means

of jf. O' ce the Bodbifatta was born into a

tiaders fainily When he grew up he uS3d to

travel about trading with five hundred carts.

On one occ'Sion he came to a sandy wilderness

sixty leagues acro-s. As soon as the sun got

vip it grew as hot ais a bed of charcoal -embers.

Accoidingly those ti aveisixig it used to fak3

tlrewcod, water, oil, rice and so forth on their

cait^j and only travel by night. At dawn thry

used to range their cuts in a circle with an

awning sore id overhead, and after an early

meal used to sit in tlie .^hade all day long.

Tiavellifg on this deseit was like voyaging on

the {^ea. ‘‘ De'^ert pilot ” as he wao called, had

to convey them over by a knowledge of the

stars. And this -was the way in which our

merchant was now tiaveliing that wilderness.

When he had some seven miles before him*be

thought to hiniFelf: ‘ to-night will see us out of

this sandy wilderness. ’ So after they had their

supper, he o»^deied the wood and water to be

thiowu away, and yoking his carts set out on

the road. . In the front cart sat the pilot upon

a couch looking up to the star.=!, and directing

the course thereby. But so long bad he been
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Without filee]) that he wo.s fiifd jukI fell nslee|>

with the irsiilt he did not, m.uk that the

oxen barl tinned round and 'weio letiaoing their

fileps Til the inonung they were ngmi at their

original jjI.ico 'J hen tho }>odIii‘-atfa rang'd to

and ho until lie c me o > a clnmp of kn-ha ura^-t.

Ihis gr.i'=? could only hive giowni np that ki

to the pie^en((3 ^t' waicj undiMiieath *' llobegau

to dig the g.ound, till uaiei lu tin* hole lO'e as

high jtahn tier Ku’m horh dr;ink and halhe.l

and in the eteniiiLr jmee* dt'd to the do *111 tinn.

There tliey b<ulei<d away then goods for

twice ai'd foni tmie^' then \alno and ?e in ned/‘'J

Aiiolbei sfoiy idaie.show a cerlam we-iUhy

Ikahinin who tia ed wuh llV<^ hnn(h(‘d 'waL'ons

ti avi^/jing f;om llie east m a we-teiJy

dneciioi); and lio pa’ci a ihon'.md pieieR of

moiKY (0 the people who Iiiid at the eiifroiee.

of the foie.'-t bidding iliem co!iv<y liKn ^afdy

through it and J-ol out. on ihe (oad with

tlicm. He placed all h».s caiava >s in fontofhnn;
and liaving bdheil and annointed huuself .in<l

put on a f'Unlptuou^ appaiel he i>at hiiU'elf in an

Ljisy cu' riage d/awn by \vdii:o own, last of all

Another ^tory ir^coid-^ mi in-'taiicM < f an in-

teresting competUk/U ihe Dodii “at 1 1 h id hauled^'

five hnndiGcl caits with costlv waies of Bsnaies-"
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tind had got them all ready to start And so-

iiad a foolish young merchant too Thought

the Boddliisatta : if this foohbh j^oung mer

chant keeps me com^iany a'l along and the

thousand carts travel along together, it will be

too much for the road; it would bo a hard

matter to get wood, water, and so forth for

the men or gra^s for the oxen. Either he or

I must go fipft/* He therefore asked the other

mei chant “ would joii rather go first or last?^'

The other thought, there will be many*

advantages if I go on first. I shall have a

road which is not jet shut up
;
my oxen will

have the pick of the heibs for cu. ly ;
tlu water

will be nndistut bed
;
and lastly I will fix mj’^

own price for the barter of my goods ’’ The

Ilodhisar.ta, on the other band saw many
advantages m going last

;
* those who go first

will level the load where it is rough, their oxen

will ha^e glazed off the coarse old gias?, while

mine will pasture on the sweet joiing giowth

which will spring up in its place; where

there is no water the first caravan will have

to dig to suoply themselves and we shall diink

Bt the well they dig Haggbng over prices is

killing woik; whereas I following later, shall
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^barter my wares at the prices they have already

fixed.
*

Five kinds of wildernesse-? are inention-'dr

robber wilderness, wild bea^t wildernes®, drougiit

wildeinais, demon wilderness, and famine

wildcinees

Preparations were made to ke=‘p fresh

means of tiausjiort ready at convenient distances

when the .lonrney was long

Once the BodbiFatfa was born into a family

of foresters. Wlien lie giew up ho took tlio lead

of a band of five liundied foro'ters, and liv’d

in a village at ili ^ en’rance to the forest. He

»

sised to hire himself out to guide men through

it. I'he usual fee was a thousand pieces for

ef-coit thiougb a ioiesr.^-

^ -0. Trade routes and Commercial Objectives.

• • 1 East to West: The owrlani caravans*

are fometinips i ejireiena’d as gong ' ea-t anl

west . Such caravans mav have been bound
t

*

' from 35enares. the ciiief induitnal and com-

> ipej c]iil„centj^^ in tho e days aero ->8 the de^icrts

of Hajuutana weetwaKl lo die tea poitis of

Bbainkaccha. the mouem ihoacli, an i the eea-

-board of Sovua ami i**' eapual 11 n'lika.

2 North to iomh'-east:- Anat)iapuidika’3-
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caiavans tiavcl soiith-oa-'t from Savallhi f(>

Baja^^aba and l)ack ( about tin co Imndiei milei}-)

anl also to the 'bolder’ piobably towaiils

Gandbaia. The 1011‘e in the foimei journey was

apjiatenrly [ilanned to secuie ea^y fording of the

nvois by follouong the foot of the niountamr ^

to a |,omt noitii of Ye'^ali. and only then^

tuinuig south to the Ganges. ^
1

3 Nortii to South-west. Another loute
*

eoutli-weat fioin Savatthi to Patitthana with

six chief haUing places is given in the Sutta-^-

Kipata. "We are aho to’d of tiadois going on

fiom Videha to Gandhaia, from Alagadha to

Soviia, fiorn Bhurukaccba lonnd the coast to

Buima, fioin Champa to the same destination

B'oitbwaid lay the gieat tiade route connecting

India wi(h central and weutern Asia, by way
of Taxila in Gandhaia, near Eavalpindi.

Magaathenes also alludes to the Eoyal Hoad
connecting Pailiputra with the Indus valle3."’^



XI. 'I'rade and Transport.

II Foreign.

Trade Organisation

I Transport. Water traffic Internal
trade; 'Water tiansport may bo viewed under
two beads river tiaflac and oveiseas traffic wlndia

is, above all, a land of livers Communications
of water heie have been developed side by side

With land communications Many references,. to

boats and ebips are scatteied all over eady
liteiatuie-but specially in the Eigveda. ‘ May
Indra bear us in a ship, eafely be}ond all ene-

mies "Yaruna Mitia. may your path of order

bear us oier tiouble as a boat over waters \2
Femes for crossing the iivers are mendoned
hotU in tlm Buddhist and San-krit literature

Kivef'iiavigation and t He coast ng bade aft’or^d

unusual facilities Tor transporting merchandi-e

1 The Ganges and its tributary streams were the

|i
grand commercal loutes''^of Northern India.

Arrian.~saya that the commercial intercourse

between the eastern and western coasts was
carried on in comifry-built vessels, and the
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loaiing tiafiSc in pearls from remote antiquity

implies an existence of water traffic along the

coasts from a very eaily time.

Ship building was a regular industry from

eaily times giving employment to many; but

\ to'VN a« ds J525 B. C. we find it organised as a'

special depajiment under _a goveiaimmt^sjiperin -

1

tendent. Alexander’s pa-ssage of the Indus was:

effected by means of boats, supplied by native '

eraftsmen. A stupendous fleet was formed of

all a\ailable boats, numbering accoidiug to

Ptolemy about 2,000 vepsels which accommo

dated 6000 troo{S, seveial thosand horses,

and vast quantities of supplies. All these vessels,

says Br. Vincent Smith, * were built entirely

of Indian wood by the hands of Indian crafts-

men The demands of the river traffic must
f

therefore have been very considerable to give

rise to this great industry.

The evidence of Kautil}a entirely agrees

with the evidence of Strabo regaiding the^ State

monopoly of fchqiping. Ships were built iu_ the

royal &hip-ya_rds. Ihe ship-builders were salaried

public servants, and were not permitted to work
for any private persons. Ships were let out on

hiie both to those who undertook voyages and
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to professional merchants. The superintendent

of ships had a general supervisioir^oyer”'tfie

navig^ion of the oceans as well as inland

navi^fi6h1)r the~l)j3eans_ as v/ell_ as inland na-

vigation' on rivers andJakes^ natural and arti-

ficial. One of his main duties was the collection

of^port jdul^^v/hich were regularly l6yled_j?a

all viTlages on^seashpte, or on th^.^^nks of

I’lvers or la^es Fishermen merchants, passengers

had to pay their customar}' taxes. The various

ferry fees also indicate a brisk trade and

throbbing commercial life The freight for

taking a vehicle across a ferry is one ])ana,

that for taking a load winch. can be carried by

a man across a ferr^^ js^ half a pana the fre-

ight for taking a beast or a woman across a

feiry is a quarter pana, and that for taking a

man without luggage is one-eightb pana. Ferry

lates in lespect of vehicles full of ^oods or

merchandise should be determined according to

the preciousness or otherwise of thos3 commodi-

ties, those in l espect of indigent- persons and

empty sacks and gunnybags must be very small.

The hire of the boat should be proportionate

to the distance of the journey, and must be

determined in consideration of the nature of the
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season and tbo current of tbe liver. Pregnant

women fill during tbe second montb of gesta

tion, sages wbo have taken tbe vow of asceti-

cism Brabmins, and Brabmacbanns are exempted

from paying ferry tolls '

It w.is also a part of tbe superintendent's

business to eiifoico many barbour regulations.

He shall show fatbeily kindne s to a weather-

beaten ship arriving at a poittowii; p'rate ve-

ssels or those bound for tbe enemy country are

to be destroyed, b'ording or crossing tbe liver

without pcrmis'-uoii at an improper time or place

was piobibited. A pa'i»port however was granted

to fishermen earners of lire wood, gias?, llqweis,

fruits vegetable dealers, beidsmen, d^^tectives^

messengers, servants of tbe army and vendors

of necestsanes of life^ to cross tbe meis at all

times and places.

!'(^5£,^^-|'§everal classes of water route.s are mentioned:

firs^ tbe ordinary river-routes, a- id tbeordina.ry

water wajsor canals ( Kulja t Water transport

jwas cheap but risky. Secondly, there w'ere the

routes for coastal traffic. Lastly^ there were
ocean loutes carrjdng on overseas traffic.^

Many hpcs of ve.ssels are referred to; the

boats used for peail fishiiig; ' tbe big boats for
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US0 in lar<?0 nvois; tlio bai!gB, saiali boa^s

meant for small rivejrs, the ^private boats, the

jDirate ships and boats, boahs made of the

pieces of timber or bamboo pieces or baskets

coveied with skin, orj^eather baga^„ or cajio.es

or a boat of reeds.°

Other means of crossing the river were the

bridges of various kinds, the budges of boat.s,

and the bridges formed bj elephan^s standing

in a row.

2. Overseas transport: There are

passages m the Kigv^da which clearly refer to

^marine navigation - Varuna is suppos^sd to . have

*a luFf knowledge of the ocean routes along

which the vessels, sail ^ Mei chants desirous of

wealth send ships to the sea.^ Parties of meioha

nts are said to go to the oceans in pursuit of

gaiii.^ Another passige refers to a voyage by.

Vasishtha and Varuna; ‘When' Varuna and I

embark together aiid urge our boats into the

midst of ocean, when we ride over ridges of

the waters, we will swing within that swing

and be happy.”^® The biggest voyage alluded to

in clear terms relates to Bhujyu son of Tugra

who was saved from a ship -wreck by the

Ashwins, ‘‘ Ye made for Tugra^s son amid the
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water-floods that animited ship with wings to

dly withal. Four ships most welcome in the midst

of ocean, urged by i\shwins save the son of

Tugra, him who was cast down headlong in the

waters, plunged in the thick inevitable darkness.’^ii

Bhujju, ye bora with wingei things Nasatyas,

which for three nights, three days, full swiftly

travelled, to the sea's farther shore, the strand

of ocean, in three cars, hundred-footed, with

six horse?. Ye wrought tliat hero exploit in the

ocean which giveth no support, hold, or station,

what time ye carried Bhiijyu to his dwelling,

borne iii a ship with hundred oars, 0 Ashwiiis."i 2

Another pa'^s.ige lefers to to its “ well-oared

heavenly ship, that lets no water in, free fiom
defect." One gieat mei chant named Bribu, gave

a thousand liberal gifts to the Rishis “ Bribu

hath set himself above the pains. ”^3 The panis

weie compai atively stingy, - and were branded

as niggards The mei chant ai he trace? back

his foot-steps, from far-off lands, where he had

gone for interchange of merchandise, bursts out

in a touching hymn, expressive of deep passion

for home iii man’s heart. House do not fear,

do not tremble, bringing strength we come back.

Bringing strength, gvving wealth I come back
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to the house rejoicing in my min^. Of which

f* the traveller thinks, in which much joy dwells^

1 the house I call. May it know us as we know

Hither are called the cows, hither are cilled

'^the goats and sheep: and the sweet essence of

food IS called hither to our house. Hither are

^
called many friends-the sweet companionship of

friends May our dwellings be always unharmed,

with all our men. Rich in sap, rich in milk,

refreshing, full of joy and mirth, free from

hunger and thiist, 0 house do not fear us To

thee I turn for the sake of sahty, of peace.*

3 . N actiy|ty_in the. ®

*

The Ramayaua refers to a preparation for a-

naval fight in which hundreds o_f Kaivartas are

asked to lie in wait, m five hundred, ships, and

obstruct ememy’s passage Sugriva asks the

monkej'S to go to the cities and mountains in

the islands of the sea in search of Sita; m
another passage the land ol the Koshakaras is

mentioned as a possible place for Sita*s

confinement. Another passage refers to Yavana

Pwi])a and Suvarna Dwipa i e. Java_and guma^-

trd, of the Malaja Archipalago; another j^assage

refers to Lohita Sagara or the Red sea There’
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wpie in A3
odh

5
a envo}6 sent by clicfat.t

'kings and meicbaiits vvith their precious things”

4« Navaf activity in the Mahabharata.'

The Pandavas were able to escape from the

desfrnetion planned for them by followii g the

fiiendly advice of ^ sUp^

,
ready and constructed for the purpose provided

"4with all necessary niachmeij^^ abb to defj^ huni-

_canes^8 xiic description of tho Eajasnya sacri-

fices 13 full of allusions to various countiies

outside India with which she bad intercourse

fSaliad'^'va IS credited with a conquest' of many

ishinda of the sea^ ^ Many pa^^sages allude to the

ship-wreck of "vessels i>' a vide ocean. True

knowledge is once compared to the gam which

a merchant derived from sea-“borne tiade The

Konians
(
Eainakas

)
had bi ought precious

piesents for the emperor Yudhisthiia at Delhi or

Indi api ashatha

Evidence of the SutrasJ}r. Buhler writes;

^ Refeiences to sea vojj^es aije^ako fout d m
two of the most ancient Dhanna-Siitra§,-Baudba.

Dh S II. 2 2. foibids them to the orthodox^'

Brahmuia, and prescribes a seveie penance for a

transgression of the prohibition, but he admits
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Dh. S. I 2. 4 llial such ti ansgrossioos wero

common among the Norilipmors or strictly

ej)eakii>g tlio Aryans living north of the author^s

home, the Diavidian districts. The foibidleii

practices mentioned in the same sntia as cm-to-

mai}^ among the Notherners such as the tiafiic

in the wool and in cinimah with lo^vs of teeth

( hor'e-, mule-* etc ) leave no donut that the

iulubitaul-5 of the western and north-western

India aie meant. It follows PS matter of conise

that then trade w.is canied on with western

Alia I he sime author, Dli. S I 18 14 and

Gautama X. Sd, lix also the duties pa} able by

shiji-owneis to the king.*

0. Evidence of Alan u: Mtoiuiefoia to sea-^

faiing Iji’cihmiiH as unworthy of enter tanmwnfc

at a Sliiaddha and exule^dy a-ks the Vaishyas

to make tliemselvcb familiar with the productions

and rerpnrf meiit« of other connt^ries, wiTh various

dialects and languages and with all that has

leference to pm chase and sale The rate of

inteiest on the money lent on bottomiy i-s to

be fixed by expeits in sea vojages or journeys

by land. Maim also lays down rules for mar-

ine insurance holding the sailors collecitively

responsible for the damage caused by their fault
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to tli0 goods of p'lssengers, excapt when tli&

damage is clu*^ to an accidont beyond human

control.

7. Evidence of Arthashastra : Various

expressions in tho Arthasbastra suggest that

commerco was carried on with distant countries

during Chaudiia Gupta’s tune : for example,

ij-r parvieha;jikah, samudtah, Sarthyanayatrani.

c'j?. deshkalantaritanara tu panyanam. It is ako

explicitly said that a kind of sandal -wood cilled

kaleyakx was imjiorted from Svarnabhumi

or Burma, fabrics of Chinese manufacture were

imported from China, ani nloe-woob and gems^

of various kinds were imported fiom Cejloiu

( Parasamudra
)
2«

8 Evidence of Pali literature The Jata-

kas are full of stories of-ex-tensiv-e ssa-voyages

undei taken by merchants for purposbs of trad^.

. Once five hundred trading folk took ^hip and

1 set sail and on the seventh day when they were

out of S’ght of land, they were wiecked in

mid-ocean, and all save one man became food

for fishes.“^ Another story relates how a few

merchants got ready a ship and engaged the

services of the blind but wise _Supparaka as a

skipper. They then sailed in their jship upon the
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liigb seas. Then an unseasonable wind

arose until she arrived at the KhuraraaU

sea. In it diamonds were found. In

another sea gold, in a third silver, in a

fourth emeralds, in a fifth coral, were

found.22 Another story relates how a body of

carpentei’S being harassed by their creditors build

a ship and migrate^ to some unknown island,

and there to try to e.^^tablish a colony. Here
T

they were anticipated by one man who used to

think :
‘‘ Ho such happiness as this they know

who dwell m India and plough and sow; better to

me is this tdarid than IndkV’^J^ Another story

relates the adventures of a young man who

wants to seize his father's kingdom of which he

is deprived In order to get hold of money, he

takes to trade, puts his stock in trade on board

ship with some merchants bound for Suvanna-

bhumi. “My son’ the mother said, *the sea

has few chances of success and many dangers,

do not go * But he would go. There were seven

caravans with their beasts embarked on board. In

seven days the ship made seven hundred leagues,

^but having gone too violently in the course, it

could not hold out.^^ One me’ chant go!i his

wealth exhausted by charity. ^ My store of

14
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wealth once gone, I f>ball have nothing to give.

While It is Btill unexhausted, I will take ship

and sail for the gold country, whence I will

biing back wealth.’ So he caused a ship to be

built, filled it with merchandiRe, and bade fare-

well to his wife and child. On the seventh day

his ship sprang a leak in mid-ocean, and he

was miraculously saved by a kind fairy in a

magic ship 800 cubics in length, GOO in width,

and 20 fathoms deep.-"*

In the Question of the King Milinda, the

various ])arts of a ship are described a3_well as

the ship„a8_a_wJiaIe. Just as a ship, 0 king,

by the combination of quantities of the different

kinds of timber of which it is composed, con-

veys many folk across. And again, 0 king, as

the ship journeys over the great ocean, immea-

surable and infinite though it be without a

further, shore unshaken in its depths, roaming with

a mighty noise, and filled with a crowd of fish,

and monsters, and dragons of all sorts. The

anchor is said to fasten the ship and keep it

still, the mast carries ropes and braces and

sails. The pilot knows all that is in the sea,

whether good or bad, puts a seal on the steering

apparatus lest any one should touch it, and
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'navigates a &bip, day and iiiglifc, with continuous

zeal. The eailors are hirelings and woi k for wages.s®

Thus we find various commercial objectives

mentiored: Bhanikachaha, Suvannbhumi ( Bur*

niah ), Sobhira ( Ophir ). Tambapatina dipa

{ Ceylon ), Baveru
( Babylon ), China is men*

tioned in later literature, in the Questions of

the King Milinda. Just O king as a shipow-

ner who has become wealthy, by constantly

levying freight in some seapoit town, will be

able to traverse the high seas and go to Vanga,

or Takkola, or China, or Sovira or Surat, or

Alexandria, on the Koromandal coast, or further

India, or any other place where ships do
•congregdte.’^-^

9. Pliny’s evidence: The tonnage of the

vessels is 3000 amphorae. In making sea-

voyages the Ceylon marirmis make no

observations of the stars and indeed the greater

Bear is not visible to them, but they take birds

out to the sea with them, which they loose

from time to time and follow the direction of

their flight as they make for land. This is also

•confirmed by the evidence of the Buddhist lite-

rature. Thus Dr. Kick observes: “ Also another

thing which the Indians employed, like the

seafaring rhoenicians and Babylonians of ancient
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times for fiijclmg tbe direction daring navigation,

we find mentioned in the Jatakns^ namely, ‘tbe

direction giving crows. *

( disba-kaka ). They

showed fbe navigators, %vben they lost sight of

tbe land, as thej^ flew towards tbe land in wbat

direction tbe coast was to be found Plinj^

refers to tbe evidence of Cornelius Nepos who

mentions tbe case of some Indians, who sailing

from India for tbe puipo^e of commeice bad

been diiven by storms into Germany. It is

however for us to conipctine whether tbe Indian

adventuieis failed round tbe Cape of Good

Hope through tbe Atlantic ocean, and thence

into tbe Kortbern seas, or whether they made
voyage still moie extraordinary, by passing the

island of Japan, the coast of Siberia and tbence

round Lapland and Norway info the Baltic ocean.-'’

II

1 Antiquity of Indian Trade with Fore-

ign Countries:-Tbere is an ample body of most

reliable evideime attesting the existence of a

vast traffic between the Indian and tbe outside

countries from the very earlioat tinms.

(1) The E-igvedic references to ships ani

merchants sailing out into the open main for

the sake of riches, braving the perils of the
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'deep wbeie there is no support nothing to

lest upon or cling to, ^ imply the existence of

Indian sea-boiue trade in the very beginning of

recoided time, probably with Chaldaea, Babylon ,

1 and Egypt.

( 2 )
Dr. Siiyce . maintains that the

commerce by sea between India and Babylon

^ust ha\e been caiiied on as eaily as 3000 B.

C, when_Ur_.Bagas the first king of United

Babylonia ruled in Ur of the Chaldees."^® The
" ~

-

_ ^-,«i >1
jljiioof IS the_4iii3S_ence of Indiah'teak in the

j^of Ur It IS possible as Mr. llewitt suggests”

that teak must have been exported from the

Malabar coast. The use of the word Sim^hu for
« V

muslin in an-oId-BabyIonian—list-of clothes-is-

^inother prooLof tlie_saTne,^i

(3) Shalmaneser lY. of Assyria ( 727-722

B. C5. ) received presents from Bactria and India, h

especially Bacrian camels and Indian elephants.^^ \\

(^4) The story of Baveiu Jataka,JPr. Buhler
is of opinion that “ the story indicates thal

the Yanias of the Western India undertook^

trading voyages to the shores of the Persian

gulf, or its rivers in the 5th perhaps even in.

the 6th contury B. C. just as in our days. This

trade very probably__ existed already m very

much earlier times It is an interesting story.
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Some merclianfs came to the Kingdom of Bavoru
bringing with them on board t,hip with them a
foreign crow. At (liat time it is siid, there
weie no biidi in Bayeiii. The lutivesof Bavern
were chaimed by tno colour of its skin,
the lewel-like ojes and beaked mouth
and approached the Indian merchiiit,
baying ‘ Sirs, give us this bud. ”

-Then take
it at a price.

- " Give it us for a single piece
of money. '

• We will not sell it for that.
Gradiully increasing their offer, the people said
“ Give it us for a hundred pieces of money ”.

The natives then put it in a golden cage and
fed it with various things. The next time these
merchants brought a royal peacock. The people
were highly delighted with it and bought it for
a thousand pieces. The peacock now got all the
honour, and the poor crow lost its prestige.u

( 5 )
“ 111 the abundant booty loading the

vessel of Pharoah for conveyance to the land of
appear a great many Indian animals at d

products not indigenous to the soil of Yemen

-

elephants’, teeth, gold, precious stones, sandal-
wood, and monkeys. "

( His Anc. del. Oiiei.t.

Jnd. Ant. Vol. XIII p. 228. )
The presence of indigo, tamarind wood, and
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otlier Indian nrjodiicts Jbas. boe i detected in the
,

tombi of Egjijit; and Lassen also has pointed out

that the Egyptians dyed cloth with
_
indigo aiid

wrapped their mummies in Indian muslin. «

( 6 ) The Old Testament also allude^ to

Indian trade with Weatern Asia and JPalestine.

^ro^ Ball says; ** Even in the Mosaic period

( 1491-1450 B. C.
)
precious stones which were

to a great extent a speciality of India and the

neighbouring countries, appear to have been

well-known and
^
very highly value^’\ A

passage in the Book of Genesis refers to a

company of traders with their camels bearing

spices, balm, and myirh, going to Egypt. Now
India alone supplied in the days of Solomon

(1015 B. C. )
the ivory, garments, armour,

spices, and peacocks, which found customers, in

ancient Syria. It is again stated that the ships

of Solomon came to Ophir and fetched fi ora then

ce gold plenty of almug trees, precious stoues

and the like. Tne Book of Ezekiel mention* ivory

and ebony, commodities which are ujidoubtedly

of Indian origin. Dr. Caldwell has pointed out

how the word ‘peacock’ is rendered by tuJci in

the Bible, which corresponds to Tamil-Malayam

name toheij the bird with splendid tail, Tho
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Hebiew words alialim or ahaloth meaning 'aloes’

coriespond to tlio Tamil -Mnlayalam ofihl

III

I Trade with Western Asia. Trade routes.

Mr, Kennedy mentions three possible routes for

a trade between western Asia and India. The

first climbs up the ]iiec’pitoiis and zigzag passes

i

of the Zagros range into the tieeless regions ofj

Persia. This route was barred for centuries by

the inveterate hostilitj'- of the mountaineers.

The seond route traverses th^_ mountains of

Armenia to the Caspian and Oxus and descends

^ into, India by_the passes^ofjthe Hindu_Coo3h.

There was trade going on this way from very

early times; but thetradejwas oflittle importance,

fitful, intermittent, and __£a3SiiTig_ through inter*

mediate lands,^ until the Parthian domination

forced trade into this channel. Lastly, there is

the sea, and this alone afforded a means of

diiect and constant intercourse.

2. Evidence of Trade with Assyria; -The

first traces of trade with the far East are

disclosed by the Assyrian monuments. An elephant

“ unmistakably Asiatic’" on the black obelisk

of Shalmanesar
(
858-854 B. C

)
supplies the
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•fti’st certain evidence of intercouisa with Indii.

The name was haziati from vasita skt. for femile

elephants. The e’ephant must have travelled over

the {)a^se3 of the Hindu koosh The poet prays

in the Rigveda VIII. 78. 2 to Indra for ‘ a

jewel, a cow, a horse, an ornament, together

w’th a golden Mana. If the poet means the

Assyrian Maneh it would go far to prove a

regular commerce with Assyria.^o

3 Evidence of Tr^»de with B^ibylon:

(1) The story of Baveru Jataka relates the

adventuies of Indian merchants who took the

first peacock by sea to Babylon

( 2 )
Two rough logs of teak-wood are

found in the temple of the Moon God at .Ur,

which was rebuilt by Nebuchadnazzar.

( 3 )
The Greeks very well knew certain

Indian commodities by tliejr Indian names in

the Mtjh century B C-Tticejcalled in the Greek
language after its Tamil name

, was a co-

mmoiL..article of food-a-n the time of Sophoides.

The Greek word for peacock is also derived from
the Tamil woid tolei; and Aristophanes often

mentions the peacock. Peacocks and Indian san-

dal-wood were well-known under their Tamil
names in Palestine from the days of Solomon.
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The Babylonian commerce ceased after 480 B. C.

so these articles must have been imported a

little earlier.

4. General Features of Babylonian

Coniiiierce with India:

Babylon inported specially gold and silyeiv

precious stones, ivory, ebony, the sandal - wood,,

peacocks and dogs from India, The chief dem-

and however, was for the frankincense, the

cinnamon Cassia, myrrh, and fragrant woods

from outside countries.

Who carried on this vast trade? Probably

in the earliest d.‘i)^ the Phoenicians were th,e

eole masters of t^ Eastern seas. With the de

parture of the Phoenicians much of the sea-bor

ne traffic of the Persian gulf probably passed'

into the hands of caravans from Arabian empo

lia. The Chaldeans next emerged as the sea-

power in the 9 th century B. C. Strabo informs

us that they carried on an active trade from

Gherrah with India.

Baiidhayana condemns the Korthern Aryans

for taking active part in the sea-borne trade;

yet evidently they were not the chief agents in

this trade. The commerce was chiefly in the

Lau(^ of the Dravidians, although Aryans had
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a share in it Lassen has also shown that the'

Indian traders Ind settled in Arabia, and they

had settled al^o on the erst coist of Africx,

Some of them also settled in China; and they
had their settlements in Babvlonia also.

The commerce of Babylon with India must

have its share in building up the greatness of

Babylon, which reached the zenith of her glory

in the sixth and seventh centuiies B. C. She

now suddenly apjiears as *' the greatest com-
mercial mart of the world. There was no limit

to her riches or her power. She arose, and

utterly overthrew her ancient rival and oppressor

Nineveh, With Webuchadnazzar she became-

the avonder of the world. No other city could

rival her magnificence.,.The merchants of all

countries made here their resort...Her com-

merce feIl_jio whit behind her splendour, as hm*

tablets signify. But the secret of her greatness^

lay in her monopoly of the treasures of the

East, in the shouting of the Chaldeans in their

ships, and the swarthy orientals who frequented

her bazaais. Pharaoh Necho ( 012-596 B. C.

)

vainly sacrificed his subjects in order to reopen

the canal which Seti I. had made from the

Nile to the Red Sea; and he dispatched the

Phoenician fieets round Africa in the hope of

li
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dicoveiiJg a new world for commerce. And'

thus long ago the rivalry of the Spaniards and

Portuguese for the ti ensures of the Ind which

led to the disco veiy of America was antici-

pated and equalled by the rivalry of Bibylonians

and Egyptians and by the cn cumnavigatioii of

Africa, wi en the woild was as jet one and

twenty centuries jounger. ^ ^2

5. Trade with China: China was the only_

country in the north with which India develo|i:,

^ed commercial lelations. Nature has placed

serious obstacles in the way of such intercourse

such as inaccessible mountains, and pathless

deserts Yet from very early times the two countries

had commercial intei course with each other.

Befei enc33„tp China and Chinese manufacture
_ »

aie jeattered abundantly over the Eamaj^ana,

the ^ Mahabharata^ and later books lihp

-Arthashastra. Silken stuffs were universally used

among the rich people, and China was the classic

land for the prpdu,ctiGLu_i)f silk. It was called ia

the Bam^'ana,,the land of Koshakams or the laud

where grows the worm which yields the threads of

silk cMlLes._ In Sanskrit literature the silken

€iOth is known as chinamshuka or chinachela-

which means the ^loth from China. The Feriplus
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also refers to silk stuffs and spun silk as articles

for foreign importation / The manufacture of silk

amongst the Chinese claims high antiqult3^ native

authorities tracing it as a national industry for

a period of five thousand years^^From Chin the

looms of Tyre were supplied with raw silk, and

through these States the Greeks and the Komans

obtained the envied luxury of silk tissues. The

introduction of silkworm eggs into Europe was

due to two missionaries who brought them

concealed in a bamboo to Byzantium. The food

also of the silkworm, the white mulberry is of

Chinese oiigin. Later on, the silk industry was

established in India too, and the Rudia-Yamal-

Tantra mentions a special caste or Pudrakas and

Pattasutrakaras or feeders of silk-worms and

silk twisters

How was this commerce, carried- on ? A few

ports or places of commercial importance on tho_

eastern side of the Indian Pemnsula are mentioned

in th^ I%jplus, which give us some clue

Masalia ( or Masulipatam
)

famous for the

manufacture of cotton piece good^; the Ganges ^

situated on the river of the same name, where

betel, pearls, and the finest sorts of muslm

were sold: the peninsula of Ciicyse which is
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pientioned as the furfliefct ])ai’c of Indii towards

^be east, comprising in fact the modern Ava,

Pegu, and ^^alacca; to the North of this, and

contiguous to the ocean lay a countiv in the

interior of which was the large city of Thina

-from whence raw and spun silk and silk stuffs,

were conveyed by land.Uirough the countr3^qf_^

the Bactrians to Barygaza, .and also by the

Ganges to LimjTica. Thina whether the f-ame

86 Pekin or not, must have been a large town

in western China, and a great emporium of silk

merchandise in those parts.

The earliest traces of any connection between

China and the Western world are to be fouiid

in a passage of Kt^ias (quoted m Apud Aelian

His, An. IV. 27). “ The Indians who live near

the Pactrians, make expeditions into the

gold deseitm aimed companies of a thousand

j'Or tvro^ thousand men But, according to

report, they do not return home for

three or four years. ” Now the expeditions

ijihrough the desert of Cobi made in such

ujlarge caravans and for suchja long jieriod of

time must have been directed to China. These

mercbants^inudi have been North Indians, the

inhabitants of CabuL They were represented as
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travelling through Bactria to reach India. Accor-

ding to the latest Russian accounts, the prin-

cipal lendezvous of the caravans which

set out for India, Persia, and Asiatic Russia,

as well as China, is the modern Bokhara ( the

ancient Bactria
) Bobhaia is now, what Bactra

was formerly, the grand mart of Jndo-Chinese

traflSc. From Ba.ctra to _Barj[gaza, the route

might have been either by land or partly down
the Indus,_

^nptbex imta mentioned in the Periplus

by which silk was imported into India was down

the Ganges to its mouth and from thence to

. Liip3Lriy>a. This way was very short but

as it must have passed the lofty monn^’nius of

Thibet. The existence of a modern route there

enables us to conjecture the probability of an

ancient one too. From the Ganges to Limyrica

the transport of goods might have taken 'place

sea, as the whole Coromaiidal coast was na-

vigated in^thos^ days.

^Iie main a,rtielfi«? of import from China

'^ere : silk and the skins from Serica ( or China ).

The skins may have meant either furs or pre-

pared leather. There is no doubt that all types

of skins were extensively used and often impor-
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ted in tbe daj^s of tbe Kamayana, tbe Maba-

bbarata, tbe Buddhist writings, and tbe Artba
shastra. f See Artbasastra II. 11 ),

Direct ojierieas intenconr.se with Obina was

a late developmenf.. In tbe Pali literature tbe

earliest referenco to sea-tiade with China occurs-

only 111 later works like tbe Questions of tbe TCing

Milinda Profe Lacoiy^rie is of oiiinion that tbe

intercourse of India witb China dates from about

680 B. C., when tbe sea tradeis of tbe Indian

I

ocean, whose chiefs were Hindus founded a coloiw

called Laug~ga»Tbe£o wei e subsequently merged in

the kingdom of Cambodia , fojandecl. by tbe

^Hindus ill tbe Indo-CbineAe^peninsula about the

first century _A. U But throughout this period •

they bad tbe monopoly of the sea-borne trade

of Chinese in tbeir bands, and tbe articles of

of this trade were rubies, pearls, sugar, aroma-

tics, peacocks corals and tbeJlker Many embas

sies from Indian sovengns who brought mer-

chandise under tbe name of tribute to tbe

Chinese court, weie received by tbe Chinese

emperors T-Toti and Hiwanti
(
A. D, 89-105

158 9 ). As Mr. Kakasu Okakura remarks,

“ Down to tbe days of the Mohammedan conquest
tbe intrepid miriners of tbe Bengal coast

went by ancient highways of the sea, founding
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their colonies in Ceylon, Java, and Sumatra,

and binding Catha ( China ) and India fast id

inutusl intercourse/ ^6 Later on the intero^urs©

between the two countries received a special

stimulus bom the Indian propaganda of Budd-

hism, and the result was that at one time and

in one province more than *‘3000 Indian monks

and 10,000 Indian f imilies,*’^? were there to

inpress their national religion and art on

Chinese soil.
i

6 Trade with further India: Another

direction which the commerce of India took

was towards the East, that is ultra-gangetio

peiiinsula, comprising Java, Pegu, and Malacca*

The Jataka stories are full cf references to

an active Indian, trade with the Suvannabhaml

or the Golden Chersonese All these ai’counta

point to a complete navigation of the Bay of

Bengal and the Indian ocean and flow of a

steady and ceaseless traffic between Bengal and

Ceylon, Madras and Emma, Mr.,^ ypiciept

Smith says: Ancient Tamil literature and the

Greek and Boman authors prove that in the

first two centuries of the Christian era the

ports on the Coromondel or Chola coast en-

yojed the benefits of active commerce with both
15
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'West and East The Cbola fleets did no', con-

^ne tl^emselves to coasting voyages, but boldly

crossed tbe B ty of Bengal to the mouth? of

the J&ai)g^ and tlie Irrawaddy^^niid the Indian

Ocean to tho iblands of the Malay Arch'pe*

-1^0. ’ The Yavaii Dwipa and the Suvarna

Dwipa mentioned bi the Bima
3^ana are also

identified with tlie islands of Java, wnile mo-

dern wiiters cilled it iha Barley IsUnd. Albe-

rum also has remaiked thit the Hindus call

the l^lands of MaLiya Archi.eligo by the gene-

ral name of Suvarna island. Btolemv remaiks

that the coast-lme of the Milaya A'chipelago

^as inhabited thioughout ils length by the

Sindoi ( Hindus ).

Uhe author of the Periplus throws some

interesting light on the state of commerce .bets,

weyn son them India, and Malaga ArchipfUgo^

which uceived tbe name of Chij'se from him

as w’ell as Ptolemy. However the use iu the

Periplus of this term 'is vague as it stands for

the whole region on that side of the Ganges The

Hindus traded in their own vessels in the Bay

of. Bengal. This is proved not only by the

abundant allusions in the Jdt-ikas and the Artha-

shastra, but also by the evidence iu the



Periplus. The smareat kind of vessels formed

of a single piece of timber, and used for the _

navigation of the coast, were called sangara;

the larger sort in which voyages were made

to the Malaya Archipelago bore the name of

colandij.Jionia, Ihus tjiere is no doubt that

there was an acjjve traffic going - on between

the two Indian peiiinsujai;. Mavalrpuram (
Ma-

liaipha of Ptolemy
)
was the central point of

intermediate commerce between the two in
n

those days, as Malacca^became in subsequent

It may be inferred from the names given'

to the ifelctnds-Yava and Suvarna dwipa-that

barley in the one and gold m the other war
the speciality of these places. Hovever the

bailey did not grow in Java: and hence it is'

conjectured that Yuva may be an abbreviation

of Yavana. But goU mu-t have been abundant'

in the Golden Chersoneso, called ihe Suvarna*

dwipa by the Sanskrit writers, and Chryse by

the Periplus and Ptolemy, But above all, the*

characteristic pmduers of these iaJands which

^

first tei^ited the Hindus^_Iben the Arabs, then'

the Europeans^ _war0 6pic03rth0_pJpv0 ?, the nuts

i^gs^and ,o,thers._
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‘ The Hindu colonization of i^pno ot

^0 most brJIiant acbievemeiitB the mari>

I

tjrao actiyjty of the Hinda racB. There are two

^versions of it. According to one version the

impulse to the coIoni*;ing activity came from

Kalinga H^)hinstoxi0^thu3 summarises thqjfact^:

** The histories of Java give a^distinct ?ccount

of a numeioua^body of Hindos fiora Clinga

u ( Kalmga ) who landed on this island^v civilized

" the inhabitants, and who fixed the

their 'airivai liy e3tablishing„_the er x still s ib’

fiisting, the fir-it year o.Ljv'hlch fell on thcLxPlh

year_ajJ:er—Chti3t. The tiuth of this naiTaiivo

is proved beyond doubt by the numerous and

magnificent Hindu remains th’it. are stilLexsit

JaVt^^and by the fact that, although

the common language is Malay, the sacred

r language, that of hi=torical and political

u positions and of the most inscriptions, is a.

Mjalect of San‘<krit The eaily, date is almost as

decisively proved by the journal of the Chinese

pilgrim ‘in the end of the «ith century who found

Java entirely peopled by Hindus, and who sailed

from the Ganges to Ceylon, from Ceylon to

Java, and from Java to China, in ships manned

by crews professmg the Biahminical religion/'^^
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Pergusspn, also observes : Th« splendid remains

at Amravati show that from the mouths of tho

Krishna and Godavari the Buddhists of North

and North-west India colonized Pegu, Cambodia,

and eventually the island of Java,

Another legend preserved in the native

fhronicles of Java gives the credit of its colqni*

jzation to Gujarat. The firct attempt was niadp

by a powerful prince of Gujarat named Aji Saka"

^

about A. D. 75, but he was compelled to with-

draw owing to some calamity or other. Later

on in A. D. 60S. a_ ruler from Gujarat fearing

^e approaching destruction of bis kingdom sent

his son with an army of cultivators, artisat^s;

warriors, physicians, and wi iters towards Java.

Two thousand men moie were invited, and soon

an extensive commerce sprang up with Gujarat

and other countries. In comparing the relative

importance of the Western and Eastern Indian

-strains in Java, it* is to be remc-mbe.ed that the

western element has bean,™ overlaid _ byLji date

Bengal. and-Kalinga layer_oL fugitives from the

Tibetan conquest of Bengal in the 8th century

c>nd during the 9th and later centuries by bands

of Buddhists withdiawing from a land where>^

Iheir religion was no longer honom’ed.
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7. Ceylon : Ceylon is identified with Linoa

of the Ramiyana. In the Pali__litarature it is^

known as Tambap^aiinidi|m. The Shukraniti

lOfers to the Sict "that Ceylon was famous for

the roanufajDtiire_jQf, artificial pearls. Its existence

was first revealed to Europe at the time of. the

invasion of Alexander whose followers called it

^ aprobane ( from TamraparniJ)., Megagthenes

was the first among the foreign travelers to

recognise it as an i.*'land, Cosmas a merchfuit,

who had become a mouk wrote his Christian

Topogiaphy about 500 A 1). Ce>loii is called

by him Serendip. Ceylon, according to him, wiis

a, great rmojit of ships fipm Indii, Persia, .aiicL

Altheophia and it likewise despatched its own
^ships to foreign ports. It impoited silk from-

Sina { China ) and aloes, cloves, sandalwood from

Eastern countries, and it expoited tbeie articles

to Male ( the coast of Malabar
) where * the

pepper grew, to -Kalliaiia ( or Kal)aa near

Bombay ), where copper sesame wood, and

materials for dress'^s were produced, and to Siiidu

(
Siiidh

)
where musk or cistor was got Ceylon

in fact was the centre of commeice between

China and the guU of P^^rsia and the Bed Sea. >

Ceyjoii is said to be t)iu oiigmol home
16 ^ J
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the cinnamon tcee .Ile'-oiDta^ mentiom cinuam ri

among other articlea which the Arabs brought

from the south of the eaj'th. The conch or

chaiik shell - concha of the Romans and Saegala

of the Sanski it writers has been from the eirlieafc

times one of the chief products of ^Ceylon and

probably a source of Revenue. CuankfiHhiag

differs from that of the pea»l oyster. When the

£64 is calm, and the lisherman pu’ceives in the

limpid water such a chank moving in the d spth^

he follows Its track and is sure to be lei to

a large chank bank, where he cm obtan a

rich hnd. The farming out ot this tiahary a-. Wc*U

as the export duty placed on the shells yielded

considerable revenue to the Government of

Ceylon. The shelly is exported iii great quantities

from Jalhinai^atain to India where it_js hawn--

up into rings of ad siz is to foj m bracelets and

anklets for llinda women, especially of liongd,

Fisamg for the pead oyster takes plao now as

in ancient tim?s in the gulf of Mannar si

8. Treda of India with the Wests
The age of the Ai.dhrdS ot the South aui

TCusbans pf the'Noith witue-^^ed a reina.kibla

development of the forpign tiade of India . R.

Seweh makes the iodowing lemaika with



refeienoe to the commerca of the An^ihra period.-,

( 200 B. C. to A. D 250 )
:

** The Andhrja

period seems^tpJiaxe _b^ii_^one of considerable

prop^r^. There was trad_e„ bpth, overland and

by fie^ with Western Asia, Greece, liome, and

- weU-AS, yjh China and the_East.

l^bapsies are raid to have _ been^ sent _from

^oi2tbJ[ndia.J!:a Rome. Indian elephants were

nsed for Syrican warfare. Pliny mentions the vast

quantities of sp^ie that found its way every year

from Pome to India and in this be is confirmed

by the author of the Periplus.
^
Poman^

^
coins have bean in profusion in the^pBUnsul^

and e^eciaUy_^ in tha south e_ In A. I). 68 a

iiiumbar of J,8wSj^_aeina;J»_cim Pomxn^pprsecutloa*

yseems to have_ taken lefuge among the fnendly

Icoast-people of South India, and to have settled

J^Malabar.^ ’ Duiing ^e Kushana period^

^he Poman influence on India was at_its height.

I^bole of the civilised world, excepting

India and China, passed under the sway of the

Ca^esars, and the_ Empii^i^of Kanishka marched,,

or almosc marched with that of Hadrian, the

^ancient isolation of India was infringed upon,

^^nd Poman arts and ideas tra.yell0d with the

^tream of l^man gold which flowed into thq
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treasuries^ of the Rdiias in payment for_tji9.

-Bilks, gems, and spices of th^ejOn^t. 'C4

Egypt ; In early diys the EgypHan trade

•consisted in buying goods from their nearest

^neighbours on one side and selling them to those

^on the other side of them. Thus the Egyptians

carried the merchandise of India and Arabia Eelix

from the parts on tlie Red sea to the ports on

the Mediterranean, The Arabs bought goiide

from the caravans from India, and, the Egyjitians

bought them from the Arabs. But the whenfie

and the whither of this tradarits ultimate

rootsf^remained obscure to the Egyptians*

One day the startling news was received

that a strange manjan Indian who had sailed

straight from Itjdia and had lost its shipmates

^ 200 B. C. )
was found out in a boat on the

Red sea coast. Eudoxus of Cyzicus iu Asia

3\iinor persuaded Euergetes to give him the cammand

of a vessel for the voyage of discovery with the

guidance of this Indian FTa reached India

by sea and brought back a cargo of spices and

precious stones. In the same way the Greek

Bailors of Euergetes made a settlement in the

island Dioscorides ( now Socotra ) in the Indiaa
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ocean, and there raet the trading Teaeels from

India and Ce^lon.®^

King Ptolemy Philadelphjs (
235-147 B. C. )

who had inteicour.-e with Asoka the Great,

.founded the city of Alexatidri^, which beoirae_

,

jthe principal emporium' of trade bejtweea ,.Eisfc

land Weet JLt offered the pa-’sage^to the^ gooid-

^f India and Arabia_to Enr-ope. wAIeXandna was

connected with the pea-ports of Biirenici and

A Mjos HoriiLQS. Strabo lecordyd the fact that._lu

Ibis day 320 vesfel;# failed from Myps IIorrno3_f(^

India^._ The E^yptiau Greeks were the piia-

^ cipal caiiiers of thit trad0.jThus the Greek names

for lice \Or>zi), ng^ber) and cinimmoa

{ karpepn ) clofely leprmblo tb.eir OUrad equb

"iahnts. viz amt^Jnchv^' karava_jjSiS\iQ'it*'

j'^ely. Ohefe we? tern merchants were known as

the Yavanas in India, and the Y^ivana is eqai-

valent to a Greek, being derived from %ioneSy

the name of Giveks in their own lfiMirnai{9. It

was Git-t-k merchant^ accai ding to (he Peiiplas

who bi ought Wine, brass, lead,; glass etc.

Jor salejo I^Iu^iijs^and Bakio and who pnr-

chriBed from ihesH pons pepper*, betel, ivoi*y,

jjeails. and fine murlins These Giteka saile^

ficm E^Jpt in duly and aimed at Muzir i&
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in forty d^s; and sailed aw^ay again in Deoem*-

ber or January.

Roiiie; soon became a world-power during

tbe period from Augastus to Nero. It accord-

ingly acquired a control over all the trade,

routes between the East and the West.
,
Durii^

thisjjeriod the Indian commerce with the West
reached its height. A fac.tor' of great importance

in the situation which gave great impetus

to this tiade was the discovery of_the_lLegulari?_

ty of the monsoons in tbe Indian ocean, d hi&

^eooveiy was made by Hippalus about the

^ear 47. A. T). with the result that direct

trade giew up between the Bed sea ports and

India. At the same time there was a sudden
i_ ^ ~ PKA.- _ ^ • _

, <«r

jjse ill -the demand among tbe wealthy Bomins

iar th^ luxuries of the East. This state of

filings called forth the protests of men like

Pliny, who condemn»-d tbe reckless expenditure

oi lEe riiiher clws^fs on pei fumes, unguents, and

jieisoiial dt.coraUons.s8 Every jear this me/iu^

ihe dram of a hundred million sesterces ta

India which sent wares in retain which were

sold for a hundred times their original value;,

such was' the tragic cost accoiding to Pliny

of the Bomaii luxuries.
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India expoiled_to„Epjn0 apices, and pacfa-

\m% iH:eciou6„8tjanes,and peaidi, silk^!, muslins^

JUnd cotton. There was a huge consumption

"of aromatics at Rome^. o^vlng^ to jrehglous- andL

^neral customs.^iO loads of spices were strewn

upon the funeral pile of Sylla. Vincent ^jth
"pmtes: Tamil land had the good_ fortune to

possess _^tep_preoious commodities .not prpist

jable^eleewh^e, nampJ^iP4ip,0^,_ .beryls,

'Pepper fetched an enormous price in the Tnar> „.

Imta of Europe...The pearl-fishery ofjha South-^

orn Sea, which stdl is productive and valuable,

had been woiked for untold ages, and always

^attracted a crowd _of for^gn merch^tifs. The

nnnes of Padiyur in the Coimbator district wei!a^

^1^ the only gpurce known to ^the a'mlent

jwoild from which good beryls could be obta-

ined and gems ^were mo^ esteemed, by:

both Indians and Eomans. The ^amil States _

maintained^pgweiful nayie^ and were visited

freely, by ships from both Eastland , \>iest^_whicli.

biought merchants of various places eaorer to

ifijJbe pe^s,_pepper, _b0rjds.,_and„other choice-

.commodities of India and to pay for them with._.

the gold, silver, and art-ware of Euro4iai"\59
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IV

I. Ancient Indian Comnierce: An ana?y^

fiis* Articles of Trade: I Animals:

1. Handsome girls for the harem,, imported

into Barugaza for the king. ( 49 )

2. Tamil slaves procured at Opone, impor-

ted into E^pt ( 14 ).

8. Female Slaves, procured from Arabia

and India imported into the island of Diosoori-

des. ( 31 )

4. Slaves imported from Omana and Apo«

logos into Barugaza
( 86 ); and from MoundoU'

and Malao. ( 8, 9 )

f. Horfes imported into Kane for the

king, and into Mouza for the despot. ( 28, 24 )

6. Simpler Mules imported into Mouza

for the despot. ( 24 )

11. Animal products:

I. Butter or the Indian preparation there-

from called ghee a product of Ariake ( 41

exported from Barugaza to the Barbarine mar-

kets, beyond the straits. ( 14 ) The word accor-

ding to riiny
(
XXVJII. 0 ) is of Scythian

Origin.
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2, Chinese hides or fuis* exported from

13arbarikoii, a mart on tiie Indus ( 89 ). Pliny

mentions the Seies sending their iron along

with their vestments and hides, and among the

presents sent to Yudhishthira by the Saka,'rU'jh-

ara and Kanka skms are enumerated.

8. Ivoiy Exfjorfed from Adouli ( 6 ), Au-

alites ( 8 ), Ptolemais ( 3 ), Mossalon ( 10 ),

,and the ports of Azama ( 10, 17 . Also from

Baiugaza ( 49 ) Mouziris. and Nelkunda ( 50 );

a sj.euies of ivoiy is produced inDesarene, (62).

4. Chinese cotton: Imported from the coun-

try of the (’hirini through Bactria to Biiu^azi,

and by the Ganges to Bengal, ai d thence to

Bimunke ( 64 ), Vincent unde. stands here

silk m the raw state.

5. Horns: Exported from Batugaza to ths

marts of Omana and Apologos ( 36 ).

Q, Coral: Imported into TCane
{ 28 ), Bar-

barikon on the Indus ( 89 )
Baiugaza ( 49 ),

and Kaoura, Tundis, Mouziris, and Nelkunda (56j.

7 Coloured lac. Exported to Adouli from

Ariake 6). The skt. word is laksha connected

as Lasfen thinks with raga from the root raij to,

dje. The lac gum is a substance produced on.
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the leaves and branches of certain trees by an

Imect, both for its covering for its egg and food for

its young. It yields a fine red dye. BhtgwinUl

points out that' the colour is called aliktaka: it

is used by women for dying the nails and feet.

8. Pear
( Skt. Mukta-lilndi mott.

)
Ex-

ported in considoiable quantity and of superior

quality fron Monziris and Kelka ida
( 56 ).

9 Silk thread: From the country of Thiiiai:

inported into Barngaza and the marts cf Dirau-

rike i 64). Exported fiom Barugizi ( 49 ),

and also fiom Barbankon on the Indus. ( )

10. The Pearl 03'sfer: ( Skt, Shukti ).

Pished for at the entranca of the Persian Gulf.

( 35 )
Peatl inferior to the Indian sort expor-

ted in great quantity from the marts of Apolo-

gos and Omaii.i . 36 ). A pearl fishery in the

ueighboui hood of Kalkhoi; in the kingdom of

Pandion, near the iaUnd of Epiodoraa, the pro-

duct tiansported to Argalaii, in the interior

of the country, where mu'^lin robes were

fabricated ( 59 ),

Pearl is also obtained at Taprobana ( 61 ),

is imported into the emporium on the Ganges

called Gange 63 ),
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12. Purple: of a common as well as supe-

rior quality, imported from Egypt into Mouza

( 24 ) and Kane (28), and from marts of Apolo-

gos and Omana into Barugaza ( 3(5 ).

12 BLiiicceics: llie bcin, tbe teeth, and

probably tbe »kin. Exported from Adouli ( 10 )

and the rnsns of Azania
( 7 ).

13 Tortoife. tortoif-e sbell. Exported from

Adouli
( 6 )

and Aualites (7 ;
a small quan-

tity of tie land toitoise, and a white sort

wjtb a tniall ibcll, cxjorted from Ptolemais (3);

small shells eX[,orted from Mosmlon ( 10 )» a

fujeiioi sort m g'eat quantity fiomOpone (13)j

tortoise is abo procured in Taprobane ( 61 ).

Ill Plants and their products.

1. The aloe (again). Exported from ICane

( £8 }. Olie sort referred to is probably the

bitter cathartic, not tbe orcmaticsort supposed

by feme to be randal wood. It grows abundantly

in Socotra.

2. Aromatics: Exported from Aualites
( 7 )

Mossulon ( 10 ).

3. A kind of Cassia* Exported from Tabai

( 12 ) ( Asuphe : asadfae ida Skfc, hingu or

bahlika
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4. Bdella, Bdellium, produced on the sea-co-

ast of Gedrosia ( 37 ), exported from Barbari-

kon on the Indus ( 39 ), brought from the

interior of India to Barugaza ( 48 }, for foreign

export ( 49 ). Bdella is the gum of a tree

growing in Sind, Katthiawar, ,and the Disa

district.

( Skt. guggula used as a tonic and for

skin and urinary diseases ) It is used both as aia

incense and as a cordial medicine.

5. Gizeir of wood: Exported from Barugaza

to the marts of Omana and Apologos. ( 36 )

6.

Beams of wood. Exported from Barugaza

to the marts of Omana and Apologos.
( 36 )

7. -a kind of Cassia, exported from Malao

and Moundou (
8. 9. ).

8. Log of Ebony: Exported from Barugaza

to the marts of Omana and Apologos.
( 36 )

9. Oil. Exported from Egypt to Adouli
( 6 );

oil of sesame, a product of Ariake
{ 41 ), ex-

ported from Barugaga to the Barbarine markets.

( 14 )

10. Irdigo:
( nili

) exported fron Scythic

Barbaricon
( 39 ). It appears pretty certain

that the culture of the indigo plant and the
preparation of the drug have been practised in
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India from a very remote period. ( Pliny

XXXV. 6 ) ( Vide Mo Cullocli’s Commercial

dictionary ). Before the American colonies

were established all the indigo employed in

Europe came from the East Indies and till the

discovery of a passage round the Cape of Good

Hope, it was conveyed like other productions,

partly through the Persian Gulf and partly by

land to Babylon, or through Arabia, and up

the Bed Sea to Egypt, from which it was trans

ported to Europe,

11. Kankamon. Exported from Malao

and Moundou
(

8. 10 ) It is said by some to

be the exudation of wood, like Myrrh, used for

fumigation, and by others to be gum -lac used

as a dye, ( Pliny. XII. 44 )
It is the ^ deka-

malli ’ gum of the bazaars.

12. Karpassus
( Skt. Karpasa : Hebrew,

Karpas
)
Gossypium arboreum, fine muslin, a

product of Ariake ( 41 ).

13. Skt. Kuta. Heb. (Kiddah) exported from

Tabai, Malao, Moundou, Mossulon and Opone

( 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, )
It is considered by Dr.

Vincent to be a species of cinnamon. Pliny (XII.

19) states that the Cassia is of a larger size

than cinnamon, and has a thin rind, and its

value consists in being hollowed out.
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14. Dragon’s blood. Pliny calls ifc ' Indian

^jinnabar ( XXIX )

15. Kostus: Exported from Barbaricon (39)

and from Barugaza which procured it from

l<abul. This was considered the best of the

aromatic roots as spikenard was the best of

aromatic plants. Pliny (XII. 25) describes this

root as hot to the taste, and of consummate

fragrance, noting that it was found at Patalene,

where the Indus bifurcates from the Delta,

and that it was of two sorts black and white,

black being an inferior quality.

16; Crocus: Saffron (Skt. TCashmiraja). Ex-

ported from Egypt to Mouza
( 24 ) and to

Xaiie ( 28 ).

17. Cypi'us: Exported from Egypt to Mo-

uza ( 24 }. It is an aromatic rush used in

medicine. ( Pliny XXI. 18 ) ( Hero. IV. 71 )

18. Linen: Exported from Egypt to Ado-

uh
( 6 ).

19. Frankincense ( Heb. Lebonah, Arab.

Luban, Skt Shrivasa ) Libyan frankincense

exported from the Barbarine markets-Tabai (12),

Mossulon ( 10 ), Malao, and Moundou ( 8, 9 )

produced in great abundance and the best
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quality at Akamiai ( 11 ), Aiabiaii frankin-

cense eX])orted from Kane ( *23 ).

20. Lycium, Exported from Barbarikon in

Indo~Skythia ( 39 )
and from Barugaza ( 49 \

Lycium is a thorny plant, so called from being

found in Lykia principally. Its juice was used

for djeing yellow, a liquor drawn from it was

used as a medicine. It was held in great esteem

by the ancients ( Pliny XX tV. 77 }

21. Magla-kind of cassia exported from

Tabai
( 12 )

22. Macer. Isxported from Malao and ]\fo-

midou ( 8, 9 \ The baik is led and the root

large. The bark was used as a medicine m
dysentry ( Pliny XII. 8 ) ( Skt Kutajatvak )

23. Malabathium, Betel
(
Skt. Tamala-

pattra ), obtained from Thinai from the Sesatai,

and exported to India. ( (55 ); convej^ed down
the Ganges to Gange its mouth ( 63 ), conveyed

from interior of India to Monziris and Nel-
*

kunda for export
{
56 ]. That malabathrum

was not only a masticatory, but also an unguent

or perfume, may be inferred from Pliny ( XIL
69 ) From Ptolemy ( VI. II. 16 ) we learn

that the best malabathrum was produced in

Bangpur.
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24, Honey from canes called sugar. X Skt.

Sharkara }. Exported from Barugaza to the

marts of Barbaiia
( 14 ). Strabo states on the

authority of Nearchos that reeds in India

yield honey without bees This was a prevalent

•error in ancient times.

25. Melilot, Honey-lotus exported from

Egypt to Barugaza ( 49 ). It is a kind of

clover so called from the quantity of honey

it contains.

2G. An incense exported from Mossulon.

n-nd Moundou ( 9, 10 ).

27. Moto. A sort of cassia exported form

Tabai and Opone. ( 1-?
)

28 Myrrh. Exported from Egypt to Ba-

«*ugaza as a present for the king
( 49 ). It is

a gum or resin issuing from thorn found in

Arabia Felix.

29. Hard or Spikenard ( Skt. naiad )

•Gangetic spikenard brought down the Ganges

to Gauge near its mouth ( 63 ), and forwarded

thence to Mouziris and Nelkunda
( .36 ). Spike*

jiaid produced in the regions of the Upper

Indus and in Indo~Skythia forwarded through

Ozene to Barugaza ( 43 ). Imported by th&

Egyptians from Barugaza and Barbarikon in.
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Indo-Skythia ( 49, 39 ). Ifs price is estima-

ted by Pliny at 100 dinani for a pound.

SO. Nauplius: Exported from the marts of

Azania ( 17 ). It may be the Indian cocoanut

which the Arabians called Nargil (Skt, narikel.)

31. Muslin. Seric muslin sent from Thinai

to Barugaza and Dimurike (64). Coarse cottons

produced in great quantity in Ariake, carried

down from Ozene to Barugaza (48); large su-

pplies sent thither from Tagara also (61); Indian

muslins exported from the markets of Dimurike

to Egypt (56); muslins of every description, Seric,

and dyed of a mallow colour exported from

Barugaza to Egypt (49); Indian muslin taken to

the island of Dioscorides (31), wide Indian

muslins called monaJcJie i. e. coarse cotton unfit

for spinning and used for stuffing beds, cushions

etc exported from Barugaza to the Barbaricon

markets (14), and to Arabia, whence it was
exported to Adouli (6).

32 W^ine; Laodikean and Italian wine ex-*

ported in small quantity to Adouli ( 6 ); to

Aualities (7), Malao (8), Mouza, (24) Kane\28>
Baragaza (49j; sent in small quantity to Moa*
5:iris and Nelkunda (56).
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33. The juice of the sour gi’ape of Diospolis

exported from Egypt to Aualites. (7j

34-. Rice (Skt. vrihi) produced in Oraia and

Ariake (37, 41) exported from Barugaza to

Barbarine markets (14) and to the island of

Dioskorides (31).

35. Long pepper pepper ( Skt. pippali

)

Kottonarik pepper exported in large quantities

from Mouziris and Nelkunda (56); long pepper

from Barugaza (49). Kottonara was the name

of a district famous for pepper* Some taka it

to be a district about Tellicherry; others put it

in Calicut country.

36. Wheat. Exported in small quantity from

Egypt to Kane (*28); some of it was grown in

the district around Mouza (24).

87. Sugar.

38. Sandarake, a resin of faint aromatic

smell and is used as an incense. Imported from'

Egypt to Barugaza (49), conveyed to Mouziris

and Nelkunda (66;.

39. Logs of sandal and sesame. Exported

from Barugaza to the marts of Omaua and

Apologos (36).

40. The first Bengal muslins exported from

the Ganges. (63); other muslins in Taprobane
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(61); muslins of all sorts ami mallow-tinted;

sent from Ozone to Barugaza (48), exported

thence to Aiabia for the sup^jlying of the mar-
kets at Adouli (6).

41. Corn. Exported from Egypt to Adouli

(7) Malao (8), a little to jMouzi (2-(.) and to

Kane (28) and to j\ruziris and Kelkunda for

ships^ stores (56), exported fiom Dimurike and

Aiiake into the Barbanne markets ( 14).

42. jMyrrh. Exported from Malxo, Dlound-

ou, hfossulon (8, 9, 10 ) from Aualites, a small

quantity of the best quality (7).

48. Storax (selarasa of the bazaars ), one

of the balsams. Exported to Kane (28), Bar-

barikon on the Indus (39), Barugaza (40). It is

the produce of a tree which grows in the South

of Europe and the Levant.

44. The Palm or dates expoited from the

marts of Apologos and Oraana to Barugaza .(36,37)

IV. Metals and Metallic articles.

1. Vessels of silver: Exported from Egypt to

Mossulon (10) to Barbaricon on the Indus (39),

Sliver plates chased or polished; sent as presents

to the despot of Mouza (24), to Kane for the

king (28). Costly plate to Barugaza for the

king (49).
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2. Arsenic (somal). EN:portel from Egypt

to Mouziris and Nelkanda (56].

3. Denarii; Exported from Egypt to Adouli

(6). Gold and silver denarii sent to the marts of

Barbaria (8, 13 ). Exchanges with advantage

for native money at Barugaza (49). The denary

was a Boman coin equal to about 8J d in value.

4. Kaltis. A coin current in the district of

the river Ganges (63^.

5. ( Skt. Vanga
)

Exported from Egypt to

Aualites (7), Malao (8), Kane" (28], Barugaza

(49), Afouziris and Nelkunda (56) India piodu-

<5ed this metal, but not m those paits to which

the Egyptain trade carried it.

6. Lead ( Skt. naga
)
Exported from Egy-

pt to Barugaza, Mouziiis, and Nelkunda. (49, 56)

7. Orichalcum
(
Skt. tripu-pittala ) Brass.

Used for ornament and cut into small pieces

* by way of com. Exported from Egypt to Ado-

uli
( 6 ) .

8. Iron, iron utensils Exported from

Egypt to Malao, Mouiidou, Tabai, Opone (8, 9,

12, 13 ) Iron spears manufactured at Mouza,

and hatchets and swoids exported from Monza

to Azania
( 17 ). The Arabian poets celebrate

swords made of Indian steel.
r
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9. Stibium. ( Sauviranjana or surma )

.

Exported from Egypt to Barugaza ( 49 ), to

Mouzlns and Nelkunda (5G). It is sulpbureb of

antimony, much used in the East for dyeing

the eyelids

10» Copper. Exported from Eg5^t to Kane

(28) and Barugaza (49) Mouzirie, and Nelkunda

(56). Vessels made thereof seat to Mouza as

present to the despot (24). Drinking vessels

exported to the marts of Barbaria ( 8, 13, ).

Big and round drinking cups to AdouU (6): for

cooking with, and being cut into bracelets and

anklets for women to Adouli ^5),

11. Gold. Exported from the marts of

Apologos and Omana to Barugaza (36). Gold

plate exported from Egypt to Mouza for the

despot
( 24 ) and to Adouli for the king.

{ 6 ).

V. Stones.

1. Gems ( carbuncles ? } found in Tapro-

bane ( 63 ); exported in every variety from

Mouziris and Nelkunda ( 56 ).

2. Diamonds
( Skt. vajra ). Exported from

Mouziris and Nelkunda ( 56 ).

3. Gold-stone, yellow crystal, chrysolith.

Exported from Barbaiikon in Indo-Skythia (39).

4o A^labaster. Exported from Mouza
(
24
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Onyx. Sent in vasfc quantities from

Ozena and Paithana to Barugaza (48, 51 )

and thence exported to Egypt.
( 49 )•

6. Flour-spath. Sent from Ozene to Baru-

gaza, and exported to Egypt ( 49 ). Porcelain

made at Diospolis exported from Egypt to

Adouli ( 6 ); vessels of this stone were exported

from India and also from Karmania to the lioman

market, where they fetched extravagant prices.

7. The Obsidian stone, found in the Bay

of Hanfelah
( 5 ).

8. The sapphire Exported from Barbari-

con in skythia ( 39 ).

9. Hyacinth. Exported fiom Mouziris and

Nelkunda ( 56 ).

10. Glass of a coarse kind. Exported from

Egypt to Barugaza ( 49 ) to Mouziris and

Nelkunda ( 66 ). Vessels of glass exported from

Egypt to Barbaricon ( 39 ). Crystal of many
sorts exported from Egypt to Adouli { 6 ) ;

from Mouza to Azania ( 17 ) ,

11. Chrysolite. Exported from Egypt to

Barbaricon (43) ,
to Mouziris and Nelkunda (56).^

VI. Wearing Apparel.

1. Cloths. Manufactured in Egypt and
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thence exported to Adouli ( 6 ). These were

disposed of to the tribes of Barbaria.

2. Cloths for the Barbarine markets dressed

and dyed of various colour?. Exported to Malao

and Analites ( 8, 7 ).

3. Cloth or coating for the Arabian mar-

kets exported from Egypt ( 24 ).

Different kinds arc enumerated-with sleeves

reaching to the wrist, with the single texture

and of the common sort wrought wtith fingers;

checkered, shot with gold; a kind of great price

sent to the despot of Mouza; cloth of common
«ort and a cloth of simple texture and of sup-

eiior quality for the king ( 28 ) ; of angle

texture in great quantity and an inferior sort

imitating a better, in small quantities sent to

Barbaiikon ( 39

4 Biding or watch cloaks. Exported from

Egypt to Mouza
( 34 ) , to Kane ( 28 ). It

was a woollen cloak of close texture.

5. Cloths with a double fringe. Exported

from Egypt to Adouli.

6. Flowered or embroidered girdles, a cubit

broad. Exported from Egypt to Barugaza (49);

giidles shaded of different colours, exported to

Mouza ( 29 ).
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7. Garments of frieze. Exported from Ara-

bia to Adouli ( 6 a pure sort exported to

the same mart from Egypt ( 6 ),

8 Qaiits or coverlids Exported in small quan-

tity from Egypt to Monza (21) and TCaiie 28 .

9, Sashes, giidles. Exported from Barugaza

to Adouli ( 7 ) and into Barbana
( 14 ).

10 Stuffs in which several threads were

taten for the woof in order to weave flowers

or other objects. Exported from Egypt to Bar-

barikon ( 39 ), to Mouziiis, and Nelkuuda 56).

11. Coarse cloths made at Arsinoe, dressed

and dyed. Exported from Egypt to Barbana.

(B, 13).

12. Womens robes made at Arsinoe>

Exported from Egypt to Adouli
( 6 ).

13. Tunic. Exported from Egypt to Malao,

Moundou, Mossulon ( 8, 9, 10 ).

VI. Works of Art.

Images sent as presents to Khariball. (48)

Strabo enumerates among the articles sent to

Arabia, pieces of sculpture, paintings, statues.

V.

The Leading Emporia
: (1) Myos Hornio&

in Egypt- a great trading mart upon the Eed
Sea Coast.
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Berenike like MyosHormos was a terminus

of a great road from Coptos along which the

traffic of Alexandria with Ethiopia, Arabia,

and India passed to and fro.

2. Adjoining Berenike was Barbarla.

3. Ptoleinsis Theron*, 300 stadia distant

from Berenike. Here the hunters used to go

into the interior to catch elephants. In this

mart is produced the true toitoise-shell. It also

produces a little ivory. It is approachable

by boats.

4. Adotili 3000 stadia from above. It was

an emporium for rhinoceros" hides, ivory, and

tortoise-shell. It bad not only large sea borne

traflic, but was also a caravan station for the

traffic of the interior of Africa.

5.

Ha>nf@iah Bay. 100 miles beyond Ado-

uli. Here only the obsidian stone was found.

6. Aualites 79 miles from the straits-mod-
ern Zeyla.

7. Ms!so ( Berbereh )-mart

8. Moundou. a trading port ( two days’
sail from above. )

9 /rlossuloti. a mart
( Guesele now sit-

uated there
)

Canals uniting the Mediterranean with the Bed

Sea existed in remote times.
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10. Cape Elephant.

11 Nlart of Aromata marked the termi-

nation of Barbaria and the beginninga of Azania.

Eastern Coast of Africa.

(12) ) these import corns, rice, ghi, oil of

(13) ( sesamum, fire, and coarse cotton,

Tabai & j
sashes, sugar from Barugaza and

Opone. ) Ariake.

14. Apokopa
15. Rhapta
From Beremke across the Northern head of

the gulf aud along the coast of Arabia to the

emporium of Mouza near the straits.

16. Leuke Kome
17. Mouza marks the termination of the

oast side of the gulf.

18. Eudainion.

19. Kane
(
Hisn Gholab now \ Here is

collected all the incense produced iu country.

‘20. Sogros-a promontory near it is an

island called Dioscorides (now Socotra).

21. Moskha-it receives for export all the

franksincense of sakhalitis.

Arabia Felix-Aden-the central emporium

for eastern and western goods before the dis-

covery of regular trade-winds.
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22. Oniana-a seat of (rarle belonging to

Penia. Barugaza bad regular commercial inter-

course with these Peisiaa porlS; dispatching

thither large vessels fieighted with copper, san-

dal wood, beams for rafter/; boin, ebony, and

receiving from them poail, cloth, v/ines, dates,

gold, and slaves.

28. Barbarikon-a tiadmg sea-port on the

Indus. Imports, clothing plain and in considera-

ble quantity, clothing mixed; flowered cottons;

jellow stones, coial, storax, fjankincen«e, glass

vessels, silver plate, specie, and wine. Exports:

costus, a spice, bdellium, a yellow-dye, spikenard,

emeralds or green stones; sapphires, furs from

China, cottons, silk thread, n digo.

The Gulf of Cambay.
(

the mainland of

Aiinke : Aparantika : an old name of the

Western seaboard of India-Bhagwanlal
) Ariake

was the beginning of India, The sea-board of

Ariake was called Surashtiene-the Skt. Surashta.

Piom Mmnagar, the capital of Indo-skythia ^the

wide tract watered by the river Indus in the

lower part of its course } and Ozene (Ujjamb a

great variety of merchandise was sent dotvn the

l^aibada to Barugaza. Saurashtra is a region

which produces abundantly pearl, rice, the oil
i
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of sessmum, butter, mutlin, and the coarser'

fabrics which are manufactured from Indian

cotton. It has also numerous herds of cattle.

24. Barugaza (Bharoach)j tbe,gre^est ejat

of commerce in western In(^. “ The Bhaigavas

derive their designation from Bhargava, the

adjective form of Bhrigu, the name of one of

the ancient Rishis. Their chief habitat is the

district of Bharoach, which must have got, its

rame from a colony of the school of Bhrigu

having been early established in this TCshetra

probably granted to them by some conqueror

of the district.’^ (Dr. Wilson: Indian Castes'

Vol. II. ) Imports : WinSj, principally Italian,

Laodikean and Arabian wine; brass or copper,

^1 , and 1^, co^l, gold -stone, or yellow-stone;

^th plain and mixed, of all sorts; variegated

saslies half a yard wide; storax; sweet clover;

melilot, white- glass, gum, tincture for the eyes

or surma; gold and silver specie; perfumes or

unguents; costly silver vases; instruments of-^

music, handsome young women for concubinage;
superior wine, apparel plain, but costly, and the
choicest unguents. Exports: Spikenard, costus,

bdellium, ivory, onyx-stones, and porcelain'
cottons of all sorts; silk, niallow-coloured cotto a

17 '
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silk thrgd, long pepper.

25. Ozene (Ujjain) In the same region

eastward is a city called Ozone, formerly the

capital where the king resided. From it there is

brought do?vn to Barugaza every commodity for

the supply of the country and export to foreign

markets-onyx-stones, porcelain, fine muslins,

snallow-ooloured muplins, and no small quantity

of ordinary cottons. At the same time there

is brought down to it from the upper country

by way of Proklais. for transmission to the

coast Kattybouiine, Patropapigic and Kabalitio

spikenaid; also costus and bdellium.

There is Bagh~dunger i. e. tiger mountain,

very rich in game. On these mountains the

Cornelian mines ‘are situated from which in

the most ancient times onyx and 'murrhina -sto-

nes were carried to Barugaza whence they were

exported to Egypt and Rome.

26. Paithana and Tagara. Among the

marts in the south country there are two of

more particular importance-Paithana which

lies south of Barugaza at a distance of 20

days and Tagara 10 days east of Paithana, the

greatest city in the country. Paithana is Bai-

thana now and Tagara means the present Deo-
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giri. Their commodities are carried down on

wagons to Barugaza along roads of extreme

difficulty-that is from Paithana a great quan-

tity of onyx-stone, and from Tagara, ordinary

cottons in abundance, many sorts of muslins,,

mallow-coloured cottons and other articles of

/ local production brought into it from the parts
*

along the coast.

27. Surat: the district along the gulf of

Surat was already called Larike in the west;

this is confirmed by the Lar dynasty men-

tioned on coins and insopiptions At Surat,

near the mouth of the Tapti, ships of all na-

tions from India, Arabia, and Persia, cast

anchor, loaded and unloaded all kinds of goods

of the East and the West.

28. Nausaripa ( Kavsari ) is mentioned

by Ptolemy KalUena is Kalyaii near Bombay.

Y' It must have been an important place.

29. Heptanesia. Bombay. Pliny, Ptolemy,

and the Periplus all agree that the pirate ceast

was between Bombay and Goa. They aUude

to Mumbaros, north of Bombay the true name

of which is Mumba after the goddess of that

name. Its splendid harbour fitted it for a great

' emporium, but its importance was inferior
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even to Surat before it became a British

possession. Ptolemy’s expression Heptanesia

( VII. 195 ) applied to Bombay, the harbour

of which may be said to be formed by seven

islands . Colaba, Bombay itself, Salsette,

ButchePs island Elephanta, Garanin, and lastly

a sandbank to the latter.

SO. Notira,Tyndis, Mouzirls andNelktinda

Naura and Tyndis were the first marts of

Limuiiki ('famil country). Naura is Onore now.

Muziris-a city at the height of piosperity

frequented by ships from Ariake and Greek ships

from Egypt. The ships which frequented the?6

poits are of large size, on account of the great

amount and bulkiness of the pepper and batel

of which their lading consists Imports : Great

quantities of specie, gold-stone, chrysolite, cloth,

flowered robes, stibium, coral, glass, brass, tin,

lead, wine, cinnabar, aisemc, corn for the us&

of the ship’s company. Exports : pepper in great

quantity,
(
of Kottonara

) large quantities of

superior quality, ivory; fine silks, spikenard of

the Ganges, betel, precious stones of all sorts;

diamonds; hyacinths; tortoise-shell from the

Golden Island, and another sort from the islands

off the coast of Limyrica.
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31. Koinarl-(Cap0 Comonu) is the southem-

most extremity of India. It imported all

the commodities which reached Limyrioa for

commercial purposes.

32. TapfObane. Ceylon : Galled Palaisi-

moundou in the Penplus. It produces pearl,

precious stones, muslin, and tortoise-shell.

31. Kolkhol-Tuticorint-Kere the fishing

for pearls is carried on; the condemned criminals

are emplo^^ed in this service.

34. Masalla-Masulipatam, Here great

<luanti8S of cotton were manufactured.

35 Khruse-Chryse : the Golden Cher-

sonese -the Snvarna Islmdji-the Malay Archi-

pelago; the extremity of the eastern continent

in the Periplus; it includes all country be^mnd

the Ganges Near the river stands a great em-

porium called Gauge, exporting Malabathrum,

and cottons, and other commodities. Ptolemy

refers it to the peninsula of Malacca.

36 Thina; ( in China ) m the interior of

the comitry from which silk whether in the raw
^tate or spun into thread or woven into cloth

is brought by land to Barugaza through Bactria

or by the Ganges to Limurike. To penetiajte i>
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is not easy, and but few mercbanta come from

it and that rarely.

VI.

1. General characteristics of Ancient

Indian Coniuierce: The comparative absence of

organisation in the world polity and the consequ-

ent insecurity prevailing over border lands and

over high seas is the fundamental fact in the

commercial situation in old times. This fact

accounts for many of the characteristic features

of ancient trade. The existence of a body of

mutual understandings between all recognised

States of the world regarding interstate commerce

by land as well as sea is the one solid fact upon

which is erected the whole fabric of intema-

tiorial commerce to-day. There was no such

mutual knowledge in those days, much less a

series of mutual understandings. Under the cir-

cumstances it was extremely hazardous to ven-

ture on commerce with distant lands. The absence

of systematic geographical knowledge, the absence

of international law, the prevalence of ignorance

between nation and nation, the absence of high

metallic roads, of eflScient vehicular trafflo and

of scientifically organised steamships; the extreme
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insecurity prevailing on the high roads, all

combined to give a peculiar shape to ancient

trade, and seiiously limited the scope of its

operations.

The contrast therefore is almost complete

between ancient and modern trade. The sudden

march of European civilisation after the sixteenth

century, and the great advance the world has

made in sciences and arts, have altogether trans-

formed the situation.

2. Trade by Groupsi-The one fact about

ancient trade which impresses itself on the most

casual observer is the fact of trade by groups,

caravans, companies. Direct trade between

individuals was comparatively rare. The long

journeys over pathless deserts exposed to the

attacks of the lawless hordes rendered combi-

nation in trade necessary. The travelling

caravans were not merely commercial bodies,

but often military bodies too. This we have

witnessed with regard to the Fanis. The
travelling merchants often assumed both aggre-

ssive and defensive functions and sometimes

converted themselves into pirates Thus Prof.

Maspero wrote on the Phoenicians, It is hard

to say whether they were as much merchants
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as pirates and indeed they hardly knew

themselves.
”

3. Middlemen:~Another characteristic of

ancient commerce was the general absence of

direct trade relations between distant cenntries.

Everywhere the two distant pi ices ware like

the two extremities of a long chain between

which there was a series of intermediate links.

Trade was carried on from tribe to tribe, each

tribe passing on its goods to a neighbouring

place, and the goods go on changing hands

numerous times before they are finally delivered

to the consumers Many articles from the

interior of India used to be regularly sold in

European markets, but the English and the

French and the Spanish had not any connection

with any part of India. Goods would go from

the Indians to the Arabians, from the Arabians

to the Egyptians, from the Egyptians to the

Venetians and from the Venetians to the

other nations. The Egyptians complained that

many payments had to be made for goods

which “ were brought from one another There

were intermediaries between India and Egypt,

between Egypt and Babylon, between India

and China, between any two distant countries • As
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the greater the hold of the distributor over the

producer in dealing with distant markets.

This was of course undesii’able. The inter-

mediaries would devour much of the profit of

the trade. The nations which played the role

of trade became commercially very rich although

they might be very poor at production. What
accounts for the riches and greatness of Venice

upto the IGth century is this fact of its being

the great distributing centre of Eastern goods in

the West. Frequent attempts were made to

open up direct trade relations, sometimes success-

fully as by the Bomans, to the great annoyance of

these intermediaries The multiplicity of middle-

men was a great handicap to the growth of

ancient trade and manufacture. The elimination

of these middlemen and the opening up of the

direct lelations between the different countries

are the most significant facts of modern times.

3. Absence of Railways. -The absence

of railways in old days rendered the develop-

ment of large scale traffic on land extremely

difficult. Yet all over Asia a huge trafiic on

land was going on from the earliest times. The

us 3 of beasts of burden like the camel, often
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facilitated long journoya over deserts The Indian

wagon was alwaja tbo most useful irstrument

of transi^ort in tboso dn}6, altliougli often a very

cumbrous Oiie Tbo presence of big roads very

early must have been due to tbe strategic and

militor} necessities of despots
;
but in tbo end

it sened tbe iutercafs of commerce as well,

"In gieat raonaicbics” observes I Icrren, ^ erected

like those of Asia by force of arms, tbe necessity

for lines of military communic^ition is soon sen-

sibly felt, for tbe purpose of maintaining distant

possesions and insuring conquests already mado
wbicb can only be ellected by keeping open tbe

communications for tbe victorious armies.
”

Tbe result was tbe establishment of royal

highways all over Asia, constructed with

an amount of cost and labour which can

only be commanded by despotic governments,

having the power of concentrating on a single

point all the energies and resources of their

subjects. A special feature of these big roads

IS the establishment of caravansaries at suitable

distances. The establishment of such worlrs was
considered an act of special religious merit by
Manu, Mabommad, and Buddha. The Shukraniti

recommends the erection of these serais on
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main highways. These were large quandrangular

structures enclosing an open court, on every

side of which was disposed a single or double

row of empty chambers. These serais were

meant to accommodate thousands of travellers

with their beasts of burden for the night, the

boarding an’angemenfs of travellers being left

entiiely to themselves.

4. Intermediate Stations The journeys

thuij undertaken by the commercial bodies were

often long; hence these men were expected

to take long hales at intermediate stations. It

was impossible to go straight from one end of

India to the other; even if it was possible, it

was scarcely convenient. Suitable entrepots

therefore were established towards which many

important trade routes would converge. Thus

the territories Bactria and Maracunda-modern

Bucharia-were the depots of the wares of

Northern Asia, as well as of those imported

from China across the desert of Gobi, as of

those brought to the mountains from Great

Thibet, and those which were conveyed from

India to the Caspian. These were therefore the

resting-places of caravans from those various

countries. Here the goods coining from various
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parts may be suitably oxobanged. aud then the

caravau'^ may commence their pinncys again.

In the same way the big Asiatic or Egyptian

ports-snch as Alexandrii for example-

became the grand marts of the Ea^-t and

the West, here the silver of Spain, the amber

of Piussia would be baiiered for example for

the spices of Hindustan, and the frankincense

of Arabia, India itself is so vast that suitable

intermediate depots for mercantile I'csorfc were

established on the mam routes. Tims there was

one big loute from North to South-West, from

Savalli to Patithona and back: the ])rincipal

si aliens on this route were: Mahisatti, IJJjiia,

Vedica, Kosambi, and Sakoto. Another route

lay from Savatthi to Pajagaha. tiie stopping places

were Setavya, Kapilavastii, Kusmara, Pava,

Haithi-garaa, Bhaudagama, Vesali, Pataliputra,

and Nalanda.^^ The author of the Penplus

mentions three intermediate depots: Ozene

i Ujjain ), Tagava, and Pluthaua. Ozene was at

fuBt a mart for internal traffic; later on it be*

came an emporium for foreign commerce, for

island productions such as onyx-stone, muslins,

wares, and fine calicoes, which it transmitted to

Barugaza for exportation. It was probably also
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a depot for the produce of more distant Nor»

them countries. It was a resort of pilgrims as a

sacred place and the residence of kings; hence it

was quite natural that it became the principal

depot of internal commerce. In the south, Tagara

and Muthana are mentioned as the most important

commercial staples in the whole province. Tagara

was Deogiri, the hill of the gods; it was cele-

brated for its pagodas and its proximity to the

Ellora. Here also is a proof of the intimate connec-

tion subsisting b0t^yeen the establishment of inland

commerce and religion. From Tagara, coarse-

and fine cotton goods, different kinds of muslins,

and other indigenous productions were conveyed

over different roads to the port of Barugaza to

be shipped for foreign countries. Pluthana was

the general market for onyx stones which were

transported from it over very bad roads to

Barugaza. The most active internal commeice

however w^as cairied along the course of the

Ganges. Here was the royal highway extending

from Taxila on the Indus through Lahore to

Palibothra on the Gauges. It was calculated to

be upwards of ten thousand stadia in length

6. Passive vs. Active Trade Some-

controversy has raged round the subject whe-
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Iher ancient Indian commerce was of a passive

or active kind. Thus the Phoenicians, the

Greeks, and the Arabs developed an active

trade; the Babylonians, the Egyptians, and

according to some the Indians had a

passive trade. Heeren takes this view. Private

individuals indeed were enterprising enough to

pass the seas, and establish themselves in foreign

countries in order to profit by commercial

speculation. Thus the Pigveda refers to mer-

chants who go to seas in pursuit of gain; the

Bamayana mentions merchiiits who traffic

beyond sea, and bring presents to the king.
*'

Mauii refers to seafaring Brahmins. All jirohi-

bitioiis to cross the black water were of later

origin. But the body of the nation was content

to have passive trade relations with the outside

xvoild. Iidia comprised in I heir estimation the

then known world. The geographical isolation

was complete when the formidable mountain

chains shut off India from Asia on one side and

the ocean shut it off effectively from all other

world, on the remaining three sides. But above

all, “ the nature of the country together with

^he peculiar genius of the people themselves

both contributed to render Hindu commerce of
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a passive rather than an active character. For

as the productions of India were always in high

request with the Westein world the Hindus

would clearly have no occasion to transport

them to foreign countries themselves; they

would of course expect the inhabitants of the

latter to come and fetch what they wanted,

and again the Hindu national character

has no pretensions to the hardy spirit of

adventure; while their fables abound

with prodigious enterprise the people themselves

are content to lead a quiet and peaceful life

with just BO much activity as is requisite to

guide the plough or direct shuttle, without the

risks of hazardous and unnecessary adventure.
’’

The Indians did develop an amount of

active trade with foreign countries. The influence

of Buddhist architecture is visible in East
/

Aftica, testfying to the active character of

Indian trade with it. Schoff has shown how
Itjdian ships from the Grulf of Cambay sailed

to Capa Guardafui * and how between India

and Cape Gurdafui they apparently enjoyed the

bulk of the active tiade shared to some extent

by Arabian shipping. ’’ It may be noted that

it was an Indian who piloted the ships of Vasco
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de Gama acrofis the Indian Ocean.

The Arabs were the most active traders in

the Eed Sea : thej^ were active and Indians

were not. But with the e-fablishment of the

Pax Eomana, Indian tiade became more active

and Indian ves-els as the Periplus writes, went

regularly from Barugaza to Omaiia, and Indians

made a settlement in Socotra, and the Indian

ships visited Opoiie south of C’ape Guardafui.

On the eaetein side Indian trade was quite

active ^nd the establishment of colonies in Siam

and Java and Sumatia w.s one of the most

brilliant achievements of the naval and commer-
cial genius of the Indian peojile. Shipbmlding

was carried on a gigantic tcale in India; and
this testifies to the active character of a huge
part of their trade.

6. Reaction of Political Situation on
Trade. Politics react upon economics; and there

were fluctuations in the direction of commerce
whenever there were big changes in the political

world. There were interruptions indeed m the
trade both on land and sea, but these did not
peimanently dislocate ancient commerce. There
was a sort of elasticity in the trade machinery;
and no sooner the storm passed the nations
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would again, resiimo wonted intercourse, altho-

ugh there may be shiffcings here and there in

the nature of agency and the sea-ports. In

Asia particularly politics were always fleeting;

and nothing was more common than a change

of dynasty in various Asiatic oountrie=f. But

“ the victorious nation soon perceived the ad-

vantages to be derived from a continuance of

the former state of things, the wants of the

conquered soon became theirs also; the customs

and presents extorted from the caravans which

traversed their country enriched them or their

chiefs, and it may be added that a sort of

taste for commerce and trade prevails even

among the ruder tribes of Asia. The real

commercial crisis would result not from these

wars of victorious nations and changes of dyna-

sty, but from the anarchy into which despotic

governments were apt to be dissolved. On such

occasions the hordes of banditti would arise,

destroying all internal security. The Bamayana
eloquently testifies to this.

These political vicissitudes affected trade,
on sea as well as land. Migrations of nations,
transfer of political power, rise and fall of large
cities the rise or decline of luxurious oivilisa-
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tions in lands: all substantially aflfected

the course and character of ancient sea-trade.

The Phoenicians come first and become the

carriers of trade in ancient times. The Arabs

enter the field next and for a considerable

period remain masters of western trade of

India. The situation of Arabia was very favou-

rable. Its long coasts, the proximity of its

shores to Africa accross the Red Sea, and to

Persia across the Gulf of that name, its central

situation with regard to trade between India

and Egypt and the military character of the

Arabs themselves led to Arabia being the chief

staple place for Indian, Egptian, Ethiopian,

Arabian, and Phoenician trade. But during all

the times the Ai’abs kept the monopoly of this

trade, there were numerous tribal revolutions

among the Arabs themselves, and these must

have affected the course of the trade. The rise

of Rome to the position of a world-power dealt

an effective blow to Arab supremacy; and the

Egyptian Greeks, Romans, and Indians drive

out the Arabs from the field to some extent.

The discovery of trade-winds by Hippalus made

an epoch in the ancient sea-borne trade of India

on the West. It made a direct trade with
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India possible without the intermediate agency

of the Arabs. The rise of Constantinople must

have changed the lines of commerce. The centre

of importance shifted from the Red Sea to the

Persian gulf. The Turks began to share the

gains of active commerce with the Arabs; and

Constantinople became am important centre

of distribution of the goods of the two conti-

nents. The rise of tba Persian power in the mean

time gave to Persia for the time being the

mastery of both the old and the new road.

The Arabs again came to the front, secured

the moie eastern route by the foundation of

Basra and occupied the lands at the mouth of

the Indus. The most revolutionary change however

in the whole trade of India was ushered in by

the discovery of the Gape of Grood Hope; and

the historic rivalries of the West European

powers for the mastery of the Eastern seas

began Such is in brief the history of the vici-

ssitudes of cemmerce in the East.

7. Ancient Trade-Trade in Luxuries. It

must be remembered above all that ancient

trade necessarily centred round the articles of

luxury. Articles of great value in small bulk

^ formed the cargo of the vessels in those days;
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while the modern steamship has made possible

the traiispoitation at huge distances of articles

of considerable bulk and small value, 'j'he East

offered to the West specially ( 1 )
precious co-

mmodities including gold and silver and precious

stones and pearls,
( 2 )

articles used in clothing,

wool, cotton, silk, and furs; and
(
H j spices

and aromaM'cs. All these articles fetched fabul-

ous prices in the European markets The result

must have been the drain of specie to the East.

This diain of specie to the East as a natural

consequence of the excess of exports over im-

porfs IS one of the most remarkable characteris-

tics of Indian trade. There was indeed an abun-

dance of gold all over Asia It has been the

constant taste of the Asiatics, remarks Heiren,

“ to employ their gold not so much in coinage

as in ornaments of every sort and embroidery.

The thrones of their princes, the furniture of their

palaces and especially what belongs to the service

of the royal table, from the time of Solomon

to the present day, have been of massive gold;

their weapons have always been decorated and

dresses or carpets, embroidered with gold, have

been at all times the most valua ble commodities

of the East
’’
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8. Excess of Exports over Imports. India

produ(3ed in BuperabundancB almost every possible

aiticle whether required for the necessaries of

life or the refinements of luxury. She could

therefore export a good deal; but she im«

ported very little in return. Ifs position in

the ancient commercial world was unique: she

was the main source of supply of the world’s

luxuries. The result was a very favourable

balance of trade. The only way in which the

West would discharge her commercial debt would

be to send the precious metals to her in return

for the Indian goods. India has been 'for many
centuries the final depository of a large portion

of the metallic wealth of the world, Her supply

of gold she obtained not as Europe did fiom

America in the 16th century by conquest or

rapine, but by the exchange of such of her

pi eductions as among the Indians were super-

^,Suities but were at the same time not only

highly prized by the nations of Western Asia,

Egypt, and Europe, but were obtainable from

no other quarter except India, or from the

farthest East by means of the Indian trade.

This led to the complaint of Pliny who regretted

that fully a hundred million sesterces (£ J0,000)
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left the Roman Empire to purchase useless ori-

ental luxuries.c^

9. Drain of Gold to the East. This dram

of gold or specie to the East has always

struck as a peculiar phenomenon to the

Western writers on economics. Thus Prof.

Taussig writes: “In the trade between the West

and the East and especially between Europe

and India as far as back as we have any

definite knowledge about it, the merchandise

sent by the East has exceeded in money value

that sent in return from the West. A balance

has remained steadily due to Eastern countries,

and has caused a steady flow of gold and silver.,,

to go to them in payment of the ])alancB.,.

Hence specie flows steadily to the East. ” Now
the real peculiarity of the situation of trade

here is not the excess of exports over imports

and the consequent flow of gold to India, but

the disappearance of that gold or specie from

the world-market. This is the meaning of the

saying attributed to Pliny that India is a sink

of precious metals. Prof. Taussig goes on to

explain the position: ‘^This specie is lost to tha

Western countries as if it had been absorbed

once for all in the arts,-almost as if it had
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been dropped into the sea. It disappears from

the monetary and industrial supplies of

Europe and America*. ..India. ..has been aptly

described as a sink, into which flow gold and

silver, and especially silver, never to return. The

explanation of this complete diversion and almost

disappearance lies in the unusual industrial con-

ditions of India...The region has long had an

enormous population. This population is mainly

agricultural; it is ignorant and stolid. It uses

metallic money almo.st solely-very little paper

money or other substitutes. The rapidity of the

circulation of its money is low. Moreover the

people are given to the use of both gold and

silver for ornament and for hoarding. The

bracelets, rii gs, and jewels serve both to gratify

vanity in the present and to store purchasing

power for possible use in the future. Hence

great amounts of epscie can find their way into

India and flow into use, without much effect on

general prices; indeed for long periods, without

8' y measurable effect at all on pricss.^'^o Else-

where a large inflow will raise prices, this will

tempt imports and check exports, then the flow

of specie in payment for exports will cease. But
in India the response of prices to increasing
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specie is slow indeed.

10 Monopoly. Early trade could not be ca-

rried on under conditions of free competition. The

risks of trade were so great that only monopolistic

profit would induce the merchants to launch their

ventures. An ‘open door** policy was as yet not

possible. The Arabs bad a virtual monopoly

of the Indian trade Scboff bis given tbe

following curious example of a monopoly based

on inter-racial understandings. “ So strong was

tbe age-long understanding between Arabs and

Hindus, that, cinnamon, which had made the

fortunes of traders to Egypt in earlier times,

was still found by Romans only at Guardafui,

and was scrupulously kept from their knowledge

in the markets of India, where it was gathered

and distiibuted, while the leaf of the same tree

producing that specious bark was freely offered

to the Roman merchants throughout the Malabar

Coast. **

11. State Regulation. In many ways the

State in those days tried to regulate commer-

cial life of the people. The theory of Laissez

faire had no advocates in those days. JSTor was
ancient traffic conducted under the influence of
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mercantilistic notions. There was a pneral

encouragement of trade-both export and import.

Thus Narada asks Yudhisthira :
'' Do the offi-

<;er8 of the Government, 0 king, that are paid

from the taxes levied on the community, take

only their just dues from the merchants that

-come to thy territories from distant lands, impelled

by the desire of gain ? Are the merchants, 0

king, treated with consideration in thy capital

und kingdom, capable of bringing their goods

thither without being deceived by the false pre-

texts of both ( the buyers and the officers of

government )
^ ” Kautilya writes : '‘The superin-

tendents shall show favours to those who import

foreign merchandise; mariners and merchants

who import foreign merchandise shall be favoured

with the remission of the taxes, so that they

may derive some profit Foreigners inserting

merchandise shall be exempted from being sued
for debts. Unless they are

( local
) associations

and partners ' cs It was also a part of the

business of governments to create all sorts of
facilities for peaceful interchange of wares, by
building roads, establishing the reign of law, by
setting special market tovni ipxaayapittanaj .69

Attempts were made to regulate prices as well
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as profits in the ultimate interest of the consu-

ming public. The superintendent of commerce was

authorised to fix a profit of five per cent over

and above the fixed price of local commodities

and ten per cent of foreign produce. '^The super-

intendent shall on consideration of the outlay^

the quantity manufactured, the amount cf toel.

the interest on outlay, hire and other kinds of

accessory expenses, fixed the price of such mer-

chandise with due regaid to its having been

manufactured long ago or imported from a dis-

tant country. Especially all attempts to arti-

ficially raise prices were sternly put down. ‘'Those

who conspired to lower the quality of the worfe

of artisans, to hinder their income or to obstruct

their sale or purchase shall be fined thousand

panas. Merchants who conspired to prevent the

sale of merchandise or to sell or purchase corn*

modities at higher prices shall be fined one

thousand panas. In certain cases the govern-

ment even kept monopoly of production or sale

in their own hands. Whenever there was an exce-

ssive supply of meichandise the superintendent

was authorised to centralise its sale and prohibit

the sale of similar merchandise elsewhere before

the centralised supply was disposed of. This type
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of glut used to take place ofteu, owing to the

•mail size of ancient markets. Prices used to

fall considerably whenever any advent of ship

was announced; hence there was special need of

regulation to brieg about an even distribution

of goods without violent fluctuations in prices.

Cf rtain articles seemed to be a special monopoly

of the State; and the State used to derive pro-

fits from Its trade. The king’s merchandise was

sold both at home and abroad. The imported

articles were distributed in several markets for

sale. Ihe meichandise of local manufacture was

centialised. In either case the State was to

avoid such large profits as would harm the

people.

12. Favourable factors. Here ends the

story of India’s trade. India indeed occupied

and long maintained the glorious position of the’

Queen of the Eastern Seas. The richness and

diversity of her production, her geographical posi-

tion in the centre of the ancient commercial

world, her extensive coast-lines, her magni

ficent harbours, all combined to give a

unique position to India in the ancient world.

Pr. Seal writes; One broad historical genera-

lization stands out clearly and convincingly of
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which all histories of world culture will do

well to take note, v’z. the central position of

India in the Oriental world for well nigh two

thousand years, not merely in a social, a moral,

a spiritual, or an artistic reference, but also

equally m respect of colonizing and maritime

activity, and of commercial and manufacturing

interests. ’ The geography of India points to

her natural isolation, says Dr Mookerji, but

histoiy of India reveals other facts. The very

mountain and sea barriers which nature has

placed between her and the outside world

me converted by her own native energy and

abounding life, into the pathway of commerce

with the external world; and how ^ The

oarly growth of her shipping and ship-buildmg,

coupled with the genius and energy of her

merchants, the skill and daring of her sea-men,

the enterprise of her colonists, and the zeal of

her missionaries secured to India the command
of the sea for ages, and helped her to attain

nnd long maintain her proud position as the

mistress of the Eastern seas. There w^as no lack

of energy on the part of Indians of old in ut-

ilising to the full the opportunities presented

by nature for the development of Indian mari-
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time activity-the fine geographical position

of India in the heart of the Orient, with Africa

on the West, and the Eastern archipelago and

Australia on the East, her connection with the

vast mainland of Asia on the North, her posi-

tion of a sea-board that extends over more

than ‘^.000 miles, and finally the net-work of

rivers which opens up in the interior. In fact,

in Itidia there is to be found the conjunction

or assemblage of most of those specific geogra-

phic conditions on which depends the Gomtn:3r-

cial development of a country.

13. Conclusion. Indian overland and over-

seas commerce in old days must have been a very

powerful factor in linking up race to race, nation

to nation, country to country, culture to culture.

It is impossible to overestimate the vast signifi-

cance of this. Isolation for individuals as well

as nations means first stagnation and then death.

If this isohtion was overcome successfully in

those days and very distant civilisations came

in fruitful contact with each other, this was

above all due to the development of primarily

commercial and secondarily cultural relations-

between India and the oitside world.



XII. Public I'inance.

I

1. Finance in the Vedic IJterature. The

beginnings of Public Finance may be seen as early

as the period of the Rigveda. The people then

were not nomadic tribes wandering from place

to place, but had attained a high level of orga-

nization. Monarchy was a normal form of

goverr ment in those days. War begets the

king ^ and in India also military necessities

forced upon the Aryans tne institution of king-

ship. War was the breath of nostrils to the

early Aryans : wars defensive and aggressive

were a constant feature of the early Aryan life.

Various grades of kings are referred to : the

Rajaka was inferior to a Raja^ : Svarat was an

independent king,2 Samrat was a paramount

king.'5 There was also a pur-pati^ or the town-

king, below the Rajaka or petty prince. Now
the Idng was above all the leader of the people

in times of war and peace. He was essentially

the protector of the people. ( ).
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Now it is reasonable to conjecture that the

early evolution of Government among the Vedic

Aryans and itd vigorous functioning in times of

war as well as peace necessarily presuppose the

existence of some form of Finance among them.

The Government, we are told used to command

the obedience of the people. Victorious

in the wood, friend among men ever he (Agni)

claims obedience as a king 'Tn his own house

he dwells in peace and comfort; to him for ever

holy food flows richly. To him the people with

free will pay homage, the king with whom tlie

Brahman hath precedence. He, unopposed, is

master of the riches of his own subjects and of

hostile people ”6 Here it is very clearly pointed

out how in the last resort the State has

an unlimited power over the wealth of its sub-

jects as well of the enemies whom it happens

to conquer, As on the approach of the king,

men of violent deeds ( or people of a particular

tribe-ITgra
) (

o,ud ) such as are addicted to

every crime, charioteers, and governors of villages

stand prepared with food and drink and palaces,

( saying ), he comes, he approaches, so on ( the

approach of ) the conscious one, all beings stand

prepared, (saying) this Brahma comes, this
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Brahma approaches/ ^ "'A great king, assembling

his followers, tends them about in his Idngdom

according to his pleasure/

^

Such settled relations as obtained between

the people and the king lead us to infer the

the presence of some system of tax:ation, some

form of pajment on the part of the people,

voluntary or involuntary. The world Bah is

frequently used now in the sense of ^‘offering ta

a god” and now in the sense of ‘ tribute to a

king. 9 It is a conjecture of Zimmer that the

offerings in both cases were voluntary 1^*0 doubt

in the evolution of finance, voluntary contri-

butions must have preceded the compulsory

paymetit of taxes. It was so among the G-er-

mans, as reported by Tacitus. Benevolences

( pranaya-kriya
) were known very early

and these weie in origin due to the voluntary

action on the part of the tribesmen But
there is ample evidence to show that the

Vedic Indians had already emerged out of this

stage. Many times, the king found himself lord

and master of the hostile tribes: here in the

beginning the obedience as well as the payment

must have been compulsory. “ When as puri-,

fied he sists as king above the hosts, among
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his folk. •” Prof. Ludwig means by the host&

here, the contending tribes or people. But anO‘

ther passage is more unambiguous, Young

Agni. who >vith conquering stiength subduing

the tribes of Nauus made them bring their

tribute. ’’ It is also stated in one passage

how Indra deprived Bheda of all his treasures:

and as a consequence of it, the dwellers of the

Yamuna and the Tritsus got tribute or the

beads of the horses from the the Sighrus

and the Yakshas who had been subject to Bheda.12

Thus the revenue of the king in the early

Vedic period consisted mainly of the voluutaiy

contributions of the rich: “ he who bears gifts

unto the kings, the true Leaders moves

with his chariot first in rank and wealthy,

munificent and lauded in assemblies, ‘'i^ the

compulsory tributes levied from the conquered

tribes; the tribute which the weak kings used

to pay to the strong kings for protection or

noil-molestation; a kind of tax
(
kira ) that

must be given to a king of superior power by

another king of deficient power situated on his

frontier, and the payments in times of peace

from one’s own subjects; * and then may Indra

make the clans bring tribute unto thee alone. ”i^.

19
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It is true that these tributes may have boon

occasionally heavy: the heavenly "world is des-

cribed as a place where no tribute is paid by

the weak to the mighty But the burden mainly

fell upon the rich classes; who were made to

give “ abundant tribute ” to the kings.^^

eats the woods “ as the king devours the

rich. ”18 But this phrase ' devouring the

people ''19 so often applied to the king, is apt

to be misleading. It does not mean the exist-

ence of habitual oppression on the part of the

king, '' It obviously had its origin in a custom by

which the king and his retinue were fed by

the people's contributions; a plan with many

parallels. ’’20

It is very probable that the exceptional

position of the king as the receiver of tribute

was to some extent shared by the body of men
who were his comrades in war, known as the

Kshatriyas. In one passage the plants or herbs

are said to congregate as the princes of the

ruling house in a field of battle.21 From this

it appears probable that other members of the

ruling family often shared the royal privileges

and responsibilities. The Brahmins were also

exempted from taxation in the Vedic times.22
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rn one passage it is said that the Brahmins

serve only king Soma, not the temporal king.^s

Kecessarily then the whole weight of taxation

fell upon the V^aishyas, who formed the richest

class in the community. In fact, the Aitareya

Brahmana thus snmq up the characteriatics of

a Vaishya in the following adjectives:

'Anyasya bali krit Tributary of another”:

Anyasyadya “ To be lived upon by

another. ”

Yathakamajyayab To be oppressed at

will ".2^ Therefore it is abundantly recognised

that the Vish forms the basis of the State on

which Brahma and Kshatra rest.^^

The main sources of our information re-

gaiding the post-Vedic financial organization

of ancient India are: The Mahabharata, the

Dharmasutras and Dharmashastras. the Jatakas

and Bnddhist sacred books, Shukra-Niti, and

Kautilya's Artha Shastra, There are many more

minor sources: but these bring out the salient

features of Ancient Indian Finance well, and

hence are quite sufficient for our purpose.

ir.

1. Revenue Organization In the Maha-
hharata. We do net hear of big territorial
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fiub-divisioDS of a kingdom like the modern

Presidency or a Suba, It is likely that the

majority of the States in the Epic India were

comparatively small : and very rarely one of

these small States used to attain the status of

a big kingdom or an Empire. The unit of ad-

ministration is the village. Every village is

placed under the charge of a headman or gra-

madhipati. A superintendent was placed in

charge of ten such villages. Similai ly, there were

officers over 20. 100, and 1000 villages

respectively.

It was the duty of the headman to report

to his guperior officer the general state of his

village, noting carefully the characteristic of

each person in the village and all the faults

thdt needed correction. In the same way each

subordinate officer had to submit a genera)

report to his next superior officer. The

village headman had control over all the pro-

duce and piovisions of the village, and he

has to contribute his share for maintaining the

lord of the ten villages, and the latter had to

do the same towards his superior Ihe head of

hundred villages got the revenue of a ^Yhole

Tillage, and the head of one thonseand villages
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received the revenue of a small Ovei?

cities there must have been separate superintend-

ing Revenue Officers. The revenue administra-

tion of the whole kingdom was under the care

of specially appointed ministers. It was the

duty of the king to protect the people from the

harsh and unjust administration of these officers

who often terrorised over the helpless people,

as the Mahabharata says, like the evil planets

over the Nakhsatra.

2. The Sources of Revenue. Land was

a main source of revenue to the State. The tax

here varied from one-tenth of the produce of

laud to one-.sixth of the produce in normal

times.2' Another source was commeice, ^T^aking

notes of the sales and purchases, the state of

the roads, the food and dress, and the stocks and

profits of those that are engaged in trade, the

king should levy taxes on them, Usually the

king’s share was fixed at one-fiftieth or more of

the sale price, after the above factors are duly

noted.

Another item of revenue was the tax on

artisans. Ascertaining on all occasions, extent

>of the manufacture, the receipts and expenses of

Iho30 that are engaged in them, and the state

/
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of the arts, the king should levy taxes upon th©’

artisans in respect of the arts they follow. ’’29

Taxes on transport formed an interesting

source of revenue. The Gomis or JBanjaras used

to be the main carriers of goods from place to

place, with the help of animals. But these were

to be lightly taxed, as their importance to the

agricultural and commeicial system of the time

was recognised to be great.^®

Among the other sources were mines, salt,

shulka, river-crossings, and elephants. A king

should appoint ministers for mines, salt, shulka,

river- crossings and elephant forces, ministers who

are his own relatives, or men particularly trust-

worthy Xhe Government owned mines itself

and used them. The same seems to be the case

with the production of salt. The Shulka is taken

by the commentators as the place where corn

was sold. Tolls at the river-crossings belonged

to the king. The catching of elephants was

also a government monopoly.

The institution of compulsory labour (

now ) is a very old institution in India.

The artisans and labourers were made to work

free once a fortnight for the king. It was found

-difficult to meet the demands of the army and
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palace in any other way. Even the Brahmins

came in for their share of forced work. ** All

Brahmins who have not learnt the Vedas and

kept the sacrificial fire should be made to pay-

taxes and to do forced labour, by a king who
is religious. ”^2

It is interesting to note that no Abkari or

excise revenue is mentioned. 'Drinking-shops,

public women, shows, actors, gamblers, and keep-

ers of gaming houses and other poisons of the

kind, which are sources of disorder to the State,

should be checked. '^3 There was also no forest

revenue, because the forests, mountains, rivers,

and places of pilgrimage are emphatically declar-

ed '^ownerless'^ ( and as such public

property, open to all for free use.

The gains of conquest may be said to be

an occasional source of revenue. The following

passage throws some light on the state of opin-

ion on the question. ' King Pratardan sub

jugating his foes in a great battle, took all their

wealth, including their very grain and medicinal

kerbs, but left their land untouched. E'lng

Divodasa after subjugating his foes, brought

away the very remants of their sacrificial fires,

their clarified butter and their food. For this
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reason, he was deprived of the merit of his

conquests. King Nabhaga gave away whole

kingdoms with their rulers as sacrificial presents

to the Brahmins, excepting the wealth of learned

Brahmins and ascetics.

3. Items of Expenditure. The responsibi-

lities of the Grovernment were manifold. The

cost of the army was the heaviest item of ex-

penditure. The salaries of officeis was another

important item. The protection of the learned

Brahmins, the weak, the distressed, the famine-

stricken, the bereaved, the recluses, was always

the concern of the State. The maintenance of

public works-specially irrigation works and roads

was a substantial charge upon the resources of

the State The following quotation gives us

some idea of the scope of governmental activity

in those days, and the consequent demands on

the public purse. 'Ts the State not oppiessed

by you or your princes, or by thieves of

by avaracious people ^ Are these tanks large

and full located in suitable places in your

kingdom, so that agriculture may not depend

solely on rain from the heavens ^ Does not the

seed and the maintenance of the men who tills,

go unrealised 2 Do you award money lent with
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interest at one per cent ? Is your Vartta or

department of livelihood looked to by effioieat*

men ’ For in Yartta lies the happiness of the

people. Do your five officers of the village,

brave, well-versed, and of good behaviour,

achieve the good of the country by their united

efforts ? For the protection of your cities have

you made your villages as strong a^ your towns,

and the border land as strong as your villages ?

Do dacoits roam m your country, harassing the

towns and are they not pursued by your forces

in even and uneven places ? ^’36

4. Right to Tax. The right of taxation is

inherent in Government. But it is not an un-

conditional right. If the kings have a right to

tax the people, the people have a right on their

part to protection. The Western theory is-no

representation, no taxation. The Eastern theory

is-no protection, no taxation These two must

go hand in hand. It is a regular compact bet-

ween the king and the people. Men were ori-

ginally at war with one another. They soon

became disgusted with this life in the state of

nature, “It hath been heard by us that

men in days of old, in consequence of

anarchy, met^ with destruction, devoariug 'one
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another, like stronger fish devouring the weaker

ones in water. It hath been heard by us that

a few ainonst them then assembling together

made certain compacts, saying-He who becomes

harsh in speech or violent in temper, he who
seduces or abducts other people’s wives or robs-

the wealth that belongs to others should be

cast off by us. Assembling after some time,

they protested in affliction to (he graiidsiro;,

saying,-'SVithout a king, O Divine Lord, we
are goirg to destruction. Appoint some one as

our king : All of us shall worship him and he

shall protect u^. The terms of the contract

were also not vague and indefinite, but clear

Provision was made there and then for the

maintenance of the royalty. The inhabitants of

the earth said to Manu.

** Por the increase of thy treasury, we will

give thee a fiftieth part of our animals and

precious metals, and a tenth part of our grain/’^'

But the point of importance is that it was

a contract; give us so much protection and we
give you so much taxation. This duty of protec-

tion was emphasised in a number of passages..

Protection of the subject, Yu^hishthira, ia

the very cheese of kingly duties,
** The
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kicg should always bear himself towards hi&

subjects as a mother towards the child of her

womb As the mother, disregarding those

objects that are most cherished by her, seeks'

the good of her child alone, even so, without

doubt, should kings conduct themselves
( to-

wards their subjects if f|jig guarantee

of protection were withdrawn, the people were

free to depoie the king and appoint another

in h^s place, ^ A king who is unable to protect

is useless. If the king fails in his duties, any

person, no matter to what caste he belongs,.

may wield the sceptre of Government

5. IJmits of Expenditure, The golden

rule of finance was to keep up the equilibrium

between the credit and debit sides of the State-

accounts, Care must therefore be taken to keep

expenses within the bounds of income in normal

times. It was clearly understood that the mo-

narch was the representative of the people; his

office was a public trust sacredly held on behalf

of his subjects. His kingdom was not a private

estate for personal loot or exploitation; he was
accountable to his masters for every pie he

took from them. It was repeatedly emphasised

therefore that the king should keep a serious-
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check over his personal expenditure. “ Do thy

servants, king, ever speak to thee m the forenoon

regarding thy extravagance of expenditure, in

respect of thy drinking, sports, and women ?...Do

accountants and clerks emploj^ed by thee m
looking after thy income and expenditure,

always apprise thee every day in the forenoon,

of thy income and expenditure ? A king is

A thief or robber who wastes public treasure

on private pleasures My wealth exists for

only my subjects in the city and tho country,

and not for my own comforts and enjoyment?.

That king, 0 virtuous one, who giveth away
for his own pleasure the wealth that

belongeth to others, can never earn virtue

or fame. ’ ^2 It 'was not enough that

the king was temperate in his private

pleasures; he was to be equally temperate 111 his

personal charities, ‘‘ And Agastya answered, O
lord of earth, know that I have come to thee,

desirous of wealth. Give me a portion according

to thy ability and without doing injury to others.

The king, then, representing unto the Eishi the

equality of his expenditure and income, said-O
learned one, take thou from my possessions the

wealth thou pleasest ^-Beholding, however, the
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equality of that monarch's income with expendi-

ture, the Kishi who always looked at both sides

with equal eyes thought that if he took any-

thing under the circnmstancesj his act would

result in injury to the creatures. ' This i ule

of keeping expense within the bounds of income

was the extreme limit, beyond which there was

bankruptcy and red ruin. The iiecess’ty of a large

reserve was duly insisted on; for a plentiful

treasury would mean prosperity as well as capa-

city for defence Narada sa^s; ‘"Is thy expendi-

ture always covered by a fourth, a third, or half

of thy income ? ”*14 A king, it is stated, should

not neglect an item of income however insigni-

ficant, for even small items go to fill the treasuiy''

in course of time.

6. Principles of Taxation, It was of funda-

mental importance for a Government to realise

that the system of taxation should be so devised

as to appear light and unoppressive to people;

for the people, if driven to desperation rise up

in revolt and pull the Government to pieces,

' That crooked and covetous king who suspects

everybody and who taxes his subjects heavily is

soon deprived of his life by his servants and

relatives.
' "^Ihe subjects hate that king who
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-earns a notoriety for voraciousness of appetite

( in the matter of taxes and imposts ). Whence

can a king who becomes an object of hatred

have prosperity ? Various tricks are to be

employed to render the system of taxation accep-

table to the people. There is the great fact of

inertia, which may be utilised If the growth

of taxation comes slowly and by d«’lblets, people

do not feel it. If people are called upon to pay

more at a time of lich hai vests or heavy pro-

fits, then they can not grumble And care

should be taken to placate the leaders of the

people and to divide them if necessary. Taxa-

tion therefore must be propeily graduated accord-

ing to the capacity of the tax-payers. It must

be increased or reduced according as the times

are favourable or otherwise; it must be increased

slowly and imperceptibly, and leaders may be

conciliated and people may be divided in order

that opposition may not be organised. ‘ A
kmg should milk his kingdom like a bee gather-

ing honey from plants. He should act like the

-keeper of a cow who draws milk from her

without boring her udders and without starving

the calf. The king should act like the leech,

drawing blood mildly. He should conduct him-
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self towards his subjects like a tigress in the-

matter of carrying her cubs, touching them with

her teeth, but never piercing therewith. He
should behave like a mouse, which though posse-

ssed of sharp and pointed teeth still cuts the

feet of sleeping animals in such a manner that

they do not at all become conscious of it. The

demand should then be increased gradually

till what is taken assumes a fair pro-

portion. The king should enhance the bur-

thens of his subjects gradually like a person

gradually increasing the burthens of young bullock.

Acting with care and mildness, he should at last

put the reins on them. If the reins are then

put, they would not become intractable. Indeed,

adequate measures should be employed for mak-

ing them obedient. Mere entreaties to reduce

them to subjection would not do. It is impo-

ssible to behave equally towards all men. Con-

ciliating those that are foremost, the common

people should be reduced to obedience. Producing

disunion among the common people
(
through

the agency of other leaders ) who are to bear

the burthens the king should himself come for-

waid to conciliate them, and then enjoy in

happiness what he will succeed in drawing from
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them. The king bhonlcl never impose taxos^

unreasonably and on persons unable to bear them.

He should impose them gradually and with

conciliation, in proper season, and according to

due forms. Q'hese contrivances that I declare

unto thee are legitimate means of kingcraft.

They are not reckoned as methods fraught

with deceit.’^4"

The sense of secmity was well recognised

as fundamental to the growth of capital and

consequent economic prosperity of kingdom, A
well-devised system of finance would carefully

lop off tUe excrescences of the wealth of the

people, without encroaching upon its roots The

springs of productive energy must remain in

full vigour, for upon their vigorous functioning

depends the piosperity and strength of the people.

In fact, taxation .should never defeat its own

end If it takes the form of indiscriminate and'

wholesale plunder, a terrible sense of insecurity

seizes the wealthy classes, and the result is that

wealth begins to be hoaided or drained off into

unproductive channels, or it begins to migrate

to other kingdoms. The king O, Yudhisthira,

may take high taxes, but he should never levy

such taxes as would emasculate his people. Ha
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tax should be levied without ascertaining the

outturn and the amount of labour that has been

necessary to produce it. Nobody would work

or seek for outturns without sufficient cause.

The king should after reflection, levy taxes in

such a way that he and the person who labours

to produce the article taxed may both shaie the

value. The .king should not by his thirst, destroy

his own foundations as also those of others. A
king who is possessed of sound intelligencs should

milk his kingdom, after the analogy of (men

acting in the matter of) calves. If the calf be

permitted to suck, it grows strong, O Bharata,

and bears heavy
,

burthens. If on the other

hand, 0 Yudhisthira,. the cow be milked too

much, the calf becomes lean, and fails to do

much service to the owner. Similarly, if the

kingdom be drained much, the subjects fail to

achieve any act that is great.^'^s The Vaishyas

are the chief tax-paying class and therefore

their security is the main aim of every sound

system of finance. If a peison engaged in

agriculture, eattlorrearing, or trade, becomes

inspired with a sense of insecurity the king, as

a consequence incurs infamy. The king should

always honour those subjects of his that are rich
20
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and should say unto tliem,-Do ye, with me, adva-

nce the interests of the people. In every kingdom

they that are wealthy consitute an estate in

realm.''-i3 If the king disregards the Vaishyas,

they become lost to him, and abandoning his

dominions remove themselves to the woods.

The king should, therefore, behave with leni-

ency towaids them. The king, O son of Pritha,

should always conciliate and protect the Vaishyas,

adopt measures for inspiring them and for ensu-

ring them in the enjoyment of what they

possess and always do what is agreeable to

them. The king, 0 Bharata, should always act

in such a way towards the Vaishyas that their

productive powers may be enhanced. The Vai-

shyas increase the strength of a kingdom, im-

prove its agriculture, and develop its trade.

A wise king, therefore, should always gratify

them. Acting with heedfulness and leniency,

he should levy mild imposts on them. It is

always easy to behave with goodness towards

the Vaishyas. There is nothing productive of

greater gocd to a kingdom, O Yudhisthira, than

/the adoption of such behaviour towards the

Vaishyas of the realm/'^o The prosperity of the

wealthy classes is clearly seen to be the source
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of tbe pi*osperifcy of the kingdom, and hence of -

the Government. W hatever affects the former affects

the latter in the same way, Narada asks these

important questions to king Yudhisthira Do the
,

officers of the Government, O king, that are

paid from the taxes that are levied on the co-

mmunity, take only their just dues from the

merchants that come to thy territories from

distant lands, impelled by the desire of gain ?

Are the merchants, O king, treated with con*

«ideration in thy capital and kingdom, capable

of bringing their goods thither without

deceived ^by the false pretext of ( both

tbe buyers and officers of Government. ) ? Xhe

sense of security which a Government inspired

in its propertied classes was, therefore, one of

the main criteria of its efficiency, prosperity, and

strength. He is the best of kings in whose

dominions men live fearlessly like sons in the

house of their sire. He is the best of kings

whose subjects have not to hide their wealth ”^2

One more passage may be noted. Here also

the same idea is reiterated. Scriptural sanction,

also is here emphasised. With a sixth part .

upon fair calculation of the yield of the soil, as

his tribute, with fines and forfeitures levied upon
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ojffenders, with the imposts according to the scrip-

tures, upon merchants and traders in return for

the protection granted to them, a king should

fill his tieasury. Never desire to fill thy treasury

by acting unrighteously or from covetousness.

That king who is mindful only of the means of

acquiring wealth, never succeeds in acquiring both

religious merit and wealth. That avaricious king-

who thiough folly oppresses his subjects by

levying taxes not sanctioned by the scriptures, is

said to wrong his own self. As a person desirous

of milk never obtains any by cutting off the

udders of a cow, similarly a kingdom afflicted by

improper means, never yields any profit to the

king. He who treats a milk cow with tender-

ness always obtains milk from it, similarly, the

king who rules his kingdom by the aid of pro-

per means reaps much fruit from it...The Earth

well protected by the king, yields crops and gold

even like a giatified mother, yielding milk 'to

her child. Imitate the example, O king, of the

floweiman, and rot of the charcoal-maker.

7. Importance of finance and emergency

measures. It was impossible to ignore the im-

portance of finance in State construction, In

times of peace, all religious and humanitarian
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acts depend upon money; in time of wa.v, tlio

longest purse generally wins. A well-filled trea*

sury is therefore the fundamental condition of

the existence as well as the strength of

Government. The king*s roots are his treasury

and his army. His army again^ has its roots

in his treasury. His army is the root of all his

religious merits. His religious merits again are

at the root of his subjects. The treasury can

never be filled without oppressing others. How
then can the army be kept without oppression ?

The king, therefore, in season of distress, incurs

no fault by oppressing his subjects for fiUing the

treasury. Fcr performing sacrifices, many im-

proper acts are done. For this reason a king

incurs no fault by doing improper acts. For tha

sake of wealth, piactices other than those that

are proper are followed. If such improper prac-

tices be not adopted, evil is certain to result.

All those institutions that are kept up for work-
ing destruction and miseiy exist for the sake of

collecting wealth As animals and other tbin'^s

are necessary for sacrifices, as sacrifices ’are - for

purifying the heart, and as animals, .sac'drices,,

and purity of the heart aie for final ' ematicipa-
tion, even so policy and chastisement exist for
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the treasury, the treasury exists for the army^

and policy, treasury and aimy all the three exist

for vanquishing the foes, and protecting or

enlarging the kingdom. ... I shall here cite an

example illustrating the true waj^s of morality.

A large tree is cut down for making of

it a sacrificial stake. In cutting it, other

trees that stand in its way have also to be

cut down. These also in falling down kill

others standing on the spot. Even so they that

stand in the way of making a well-filled trea-

sure must bo slain. I do not see how else

succecss can be bad. By wealtb, both the

worlds, viz this and the other, can be had, as

also truth and religious merit A king that

has a well-filled treasury succeeds in accompli-

shing everything. By his treasury a king may

earn religious merit, gratify his desire for

pleasure, obtain the next world and this also.

The treasury, however, should be filled by the

aid of righteousness, and never by unrighteous

practices, such that pass for righteousness in

times of distress.

Here is another instance of what we may

call the ethics of exceptional situations.
** Then

iing should repair to the chief centres of
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his kingdom one after another, and endeavour

to inspire the people with fright. Ho should

say unto them,-Here calamity threatens us.

A great danger has arisen in consequence of

the acts of the foe. There is every reason how-

ever to hope that the danger will pass away

for the enemy like a bamboo that has flowered,

will very soon meet with destruction In view

of this great calamity fraught with dreadful

danger, I solicit your wealth for devising the

means of your protection. When the danger

has passed away I willglveyou whatl nowtake.

Our foes, however, will not give back what

they will take from you by force. I shall take

from you what it may be within your power

to give me. I do not wish to give pain to anyone.

Tn seasons of calamity, you should like strong

bulls, bear such burthens. In seasons cf distress.

wealth should not be so dear to you. A king

conversant with the considerations of time should

with such sweet, agreeable, and complimentary

words, send his agents and collect bis imposts

from his people. Pointing out to them the necessity

,
of repairing his fortifications and of d'

the e:^oense3 of his establishment and othe^^^
trades

inspiriig them with the fear offoreign ’

on
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and impressing them with the necessity that exists

for protecting them and enabling them to ensure

the means of living in peace, the king should

levy imposts upon the Vaishyas of his realm/’ss

in

1. Revenue Organization in the time of

Manu. Substantially the same system of finance

is revealed to us in the code of Manu and

other earlier law-books. The kingdom was

divided into various circles ( gulma )
containing

one hundred, two hundred, three hundred, or

five hundred villages. Over each village was

placed a headman; over ten, twenty, hundred,

and thousand villages were higher superintend-

ing officers. The work of these officers was

supervised by city officers: and the whole depart-

ment was placed under able and experienced

ministers. The king was the active superinten-

dent ot the whole work and keep an eye over

the work of subordinate officials,

2. Sources of Revenue,

'1) A sixth, an eighth, or a tweltir'‘parb of

trail til 3 fool grains, according to . circum-

St inccs ’Should be collected eaob'i year by
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the kiDg, from his subjects; KuIIuka adds

''to be determined by the difference of

the soil, and labour necessary to culti-

vate it.’‘57 i

(2) He shall take a sixth part of profits

derived from trees,-honey, clarified butter,

scents, cereals, saps, flowers, roots, and
fruits; as well as of that derived from

leaves, shakas, weeds, leather, bamboo-
made articles, earthen vessels, and all

kinds of stoneware.ss

(3) Fiftieth part of its value should be the

tax on gold or animal.59

(
1

)
Taking into consideration the cost-price

as well as the selling price of his goods,

the cost of convevance, the cost of his .

daily living, as the cost of ensuring safety

to his goods (Yogakshema), the cost of

policing, ( the forests &c. ), he shall

levy taxes on the merchant. The king

after due deliberation, shall always

impose taxes on profits of traders

and cultivators

(5) The king shall levy a nominal tax on

poor men, living by plying small trades

in his kingdom.61
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(6) The king shall cause each artisan, manu-^

facturer, Shudra, and labourer to work

for him for a day, each month.

(7) In times of emergency, a king fully pro-

tecting his subjects by his mighty po*

wers, shall not be guilty of the sin

( of exacting rack-rents ) if he takes a

quarter part of the agricultural produce

from each of them. In times of emer-

gency, let the king receive an eighth

part of the ( stored up food ) grains and

a twentieth part of each i^arshapanam

( of collected money ) from the Vaishyas.

Shudras. artisans, and confectioners etc.

should be made to work in lieu

of revenue.®^

(8) The king shall receive from the owner

of a lost article in case of its recovery,

a sixteenth or twelfth part of its value,

according to the superior, middling, or

inferior status of its owner. The king

having found an old treasure, buried

underneath the ground shall give a half

thereof to Brahmins, and half he shall

deposit in his treasuiy. Of o’

and metals found underne^
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tlie king shall retain a moiety ‘ thereof

inasmuch as he is the owner and

protector ( of mines
' '(9)

A car, a horse, or an elephant as well

paddy, wealth, women, and all other

articles or any metal other than gold or

silver; whatever one might have 6onquer-

ed (captured in war) would be his own.
* The residue shall go to the king,’’ is

the dictum of the Vedie law on the sub-

ject; a thing which has not been cap-

tured by any particular men shall be

divided among all the soldiers.cs

(10) Fines levied on offenders always form a

considerable source of revenue.

(11) At toll stations or customs houses, the

king shall receive a twentieth part of

the profit on the price of an article,

determined by men, expert in fixing the

prices of commodities. For having avoi-

ded the public highway or sold his goods

in the night, or given out at a lesser

number ( i. e. a false manifest of ) his

goods, with a view to deceive, one shall

be liable to pay a fine eight times the

value of the defrauded duties. ®*
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3. Miirs criticism* IJero is a very com-

plete and compiclicnsive flystem of taxation^ em-

bracing Pucli (liiToiont items as a tax on tbe

produce of land, and on the produce of Iiqonr,

on weal til in gold and cattle, on purcliases and

sales, on indniduals (a Poll tax) and on offen

ders. Such a «^yrtein mu-t fill a modern inquirer

with feelings of ^\oIKlc^ and astonishment at the

complicated atil olaho.'ato structure of society

which it implies. It must ha\e been evolved

under the jue^suio of neccF'-ities at that time

and can only he .ludged fiom the standpoint of

the state of fccicty in ancient India. Yet Mill

has chosen to -uhi^ct it to drastic criticism from

the standpoint of modern finance. It is amusing

and instructive however to go through his

remarks, altlioucli it is imjio-sible to agree uith

him cn most of these points.

U) Mill fills that (ho fust ot these rules

oITeiuU again.^t the canon of ccrlainiy

to a high dcgi'ee. The amount varies

cs one to one-half: and a^ariation is

made to depend upon circumstances the

miceit.iinty of which opens boundless

held to all the wretched arts of chican-

eiy and fraud on the part of the people.
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and all the evils of oppression on the"

part of the collectors. As the deter*--

mination of the circumstances on which

the amount of the assessment depends^,

belongs of course, in such a state of so-

ciety as that of the Hindus, to the-

agents of the Government, a free career^-

is afforded to all the baneful operations

of favour and disfavour; of bribery and

corruption. The source of variation and.

uncertainty from these causes was pro-

digiously enlarged by the power reserved

to the king, of taking even a fourth of"

the crops in times of distress.

To us it seems clear that what Mill

thinks to be a defect of the system.'

was in fact its great recommendation.

In an industry like agi'iculture in which

i

there is so much uncertainty as regards

the outturn owing to difference of soils,

difference in methods of cultivation, and'

above all to the precarious character of"

the monsoons, it was clearly absurd to

apply one law and one standard to al!^

cases without discrimination. Elasticity

in fact is one of the strongest points of"
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ancient finance. The demands of the

Government must be different in diffe-

rent times and in different circumstances.

It was only in case of an invasion or

war that the Government was permitted

to rise to the maximum of taxation,

viz. one fourth of the return of the

soil. Such an eventuality cannot be

improvised by a harsh or tyiannical

kmg,

'(2) In the second of these fiscal ordinances,

says Mill, a variety of products are

enumerated which in a rude age are

either the spontaneous produce of the

soil, or obtained from the spontaneous

produce by a very simple process ; and

these as costing little in point of labour,

are all taxed at the highest rate impo-

sed upon grain. By one of those capri-

cious arrangements which abound in

the institutions of a rude people, uten-

sils made of leather, cane, earth and

stone, in the production of which labour

is the principal agent, are placed under

the same exaction as the . spontaneous

productions of the soil. The conseqii-
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lence must have been to render these

commodities proportionately dear.

To this Wilson well replies that when,

taxes were paid in Ifjnd, some fixed

proportion of the^rMcles of daily con-

sumption, was necessarily specified; it is

elearly impossible that the rate should

have been very rigorously levied, and all

that is intended is to limit the demands

of the purveyors.

(3) In a society full of hnewledge and in-

dustry, this would have been a tax on

capital and therefore mischievous; in

Hindustan where gold, silver, and gems

were most commonly hoarded it would

not have been easy to find a less

objectionable tax.

(4) Here is a tax on purchases and sales.

The cricumstances on which the amount

is made to depend are so uncertain as

to constitute a great seminary of fraud

on the one hand, and a great office of

oppression on the other. The tax is

also hurtfutl to production by impeding

circulation, that is, the passage of

property from a situation in which it
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is less, to one in which it is more

useful.

MilPs remarks are here also hypercritical.

Wilon’s remarks are pertinent and just; The

main object of the fourth law is nothing more

than to establish a duty or charge of customs,

and is no more objectionable than similar

imposts in other coutries. A further object is

to. enjoin due consideration of charges and ex-

penses, and to make the customs as light as

is consistent with the fair claim of the Government.

Nothing is said of transit duties, and the fair

inference from the expression ascertaining * The

length of the way

'

is, that there were no

transit charges, the customs being levied only

at the end of the journey,

(5) (6) Mill concludes his section by a few

remarkes on the poll tax in India. A
poll tax, when paid in money, or any

other common measure of value,

is chiefly objectionable on account of

its inequality, as the same sum is a

very different burden to different persons.

A poll tax paid in labour is somewhat
less objectionable in point of equality,

though the same portion of his time
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one man than it is upon another. It is

chiefly objectionable on account of the

loss of time, and of property which it

occasions to those who have to pay it.

In a well-ordered society, accordingly

where every man’s time and labour are

disposed of to the best advantage, it

has no place.®^

10. Immunity. Certain classes of society

were considered exempt from the normal liabilities

to the State. “ A learned Brahmm is free from

taxes and the women of all castes, and male

children before the marks
^

s of puberty appear ),

and those who live ( with a teacher in order

to study ), and ascetics who are intent on

fulfilling the sacred law, and a Shiidra who
lives by washing the feet; alao blind, dumb,

deaf, and diseased persons ; and those to whom
the acquisition of property is forbidden

( as

Sannyasins ). The learned Biahmins are

exempted from payment on the ground that

they contribute the sixth part of the merit which

they gain by sacrifices and charitable works. 69

Vasishtha has a long list of privileged persons

and places immune from taxation : Shrotriyas,

21
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servants of king, orphans, Sannyasins, infants,

aged persons, students, Pradata ( very liberal

snen
) : widows who return to the former family,

unmarried maidens, wives of servants No taxes

are to be paid on the usufruct of rivers, dry

grass, forests, ( places of ) combustion, and

mountains, "o Vasishtha also quotes a verse

from Manu. “ No duty ( is paid
)

on a sum

less than a karshapana, there is no fax on a

livelihood gained by art, nor on an infant, nor

on a messenger, nor on what has been received

as alms, nor on the remnants of property left

after a robbery, nor on a Shrotriya, nor on an

ascetic, nor on a sacrifice. Mann’s injunctions

are similar. “ A king even at the point of

death must not receive any revenue from a

Shrotriya Brahmin. ”

11. Taxation no tyranny. " As leeches,

calves and bees little by little, draw their res-

pective substance, so the king shall draw his

revenue from his realm, little by little each

year. ”^3 Out of affection for his subjects he

must not bring about his ruin by forswearing to

collect his revenue from them.'^^ Yet the

Government was bound to utilise the revenue so
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collected in the best interests the people.

^‘The king, who without protecting his subjects

realises from them a sixth part of the produce

of their fields, revenues, duties, royalties,

goes to hell after death. As Indra pours

showers of rain on the earth for four moaths

in the year, so the king, by showering gifts

and riches on his subjects for four months,

shall practise the vow of Indra. As the sun-

god soaks up water ( from the earth ) with

his rays during the eight months in the year,

so the king shall extract the revenue from his

subjects.

IV.

1. Finance in the Buddhist Literature.

References here and there in the Jatakas

and the sacred books of the Buddhists enable

ns to form a rough picture of the financial

administration of those days. India had long

ago passed from the stage of voluntary contri-

butions making up the revenue of the State,

to the stage of compulsory and systematic

payments of tax. In one of the Jatakas, we
are told that the citizens had gone to the king
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various presents.'^' The word Punnakara

from Skt. Parna-akara ' having the form of

a leaf * evidently refers to the custom even

now prevalent in India of carrying fruits,

sweets etc to the king in the leaves of some

tree, TTeiice the word came to mean a present.

But the maintenance of the government depen-

ded obviously upon more reliable sources The

taxes were regularly fixed by law and exacted

from the people by force if necessary

It is said of a king, “ with taxes and fines,

and many mutilations and robberies, he crushed

the folk as it were sugarcane in a mill.’’ An
official organizatian existed for the purpose

of collecting the revenues. There was the

Gamabhojaka or the village superintendent, who
enjoyed the revenues of the village. Many in

stances are lecorded of unjust and tyrannical

exactions on the part of these king’s officers.

"‘Oppressed with taxes, the inhabitants lived m
the forest like beasts, with their wives and

children. In the day the king’s people plundered,,

at night tho thieves.”^*^ Kicgdoms used to be

deserted completely as a result of these exactions.

Once upon a time in the kingdom of Kampilla,

a kii'g called Panchala ruled his kingdom un-
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righteously. So all liis ministers likewise became

unrighteous. His subjects being oppressed by

taxation, took their wives and families, and,

wandered in the forest like wild beasts. Where

•once stood villages there now were none.^’so

Land revenue formed the pivot of public

finance Ihe tax on produce was levied in kind^

measured out either by the village syndic or

headman ( Qambhojaka ) or by an official

{ a Mahamatta ) at the barn doors or by a survey

of the crops-81 The amount levied seems to

have varied from
-J

to The king could

•dispose of all abandoned, all forest land,®-^ he

was also master of all property left intestate or

ownerless; " he was entitled to a perquisite

from the nation, when an heir was born to

him;8^ he could exact forced work ( rajkariya )

from the people. The royal privilege as regards

heirless estate often meant coiisiderable revenue

to him at a time when families used to migrate

to foresi and turn ascetics. “ Seven days and

seven nights the army of the king took to

"bring the goods of people dying without heirs

to the palace.

There was sometimes remission of taxes.
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The "Khattiyas and the Brahmins were often

wealthy landowners; yet they were normally

exempt from taxes. As Hopkins said : The

latter ( the Khattiyyas )
are as a matter offact

exempt from the taxes; the priests are so by

divine law.’^sc Occasional immunity was granted

to various people for special considerations

Now after a time the king's officers cime to

that village, for taking a survey of the fields.

Then the merchant came to the prince and said,

my Lord, we support you; will you send a letter

to your younger brother, and procure for us

remission of taxes ?
' To this he agreed and wrote

as follows: T am living with the family of such

a merchant
:
pray you lemit their taxes for my

sake.’ The king consented. ’ ^7 Officers were often

exempt from all liabilities to the throne. The
- following passage vividly illustrates how taxation

at ail times is unpopular. “ Suppose, 0 king,

a king had four chief ministers. And the king,

on some emergency arising, were to issue to them.

an order touching all the people in his realm,

saying, ^ Let all now pay up a tax, and do

you as ray four officers, carry out what is

necessary in an emergency. ' Now, tell me, O
king, would the tremor which comes from fear
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of taxation arise in the heart of these ministers ?

* No, sir, it would not.
’

‘ But why not ?
'

They have been appointed by the king to high

office Taxation does not affect them, they are

beyond taxation. ’’ ss it was considered an act of

supreme munificence on the part of a king to

bestow back as a gift upon the people the

payment on their part of a legitimate tax.

‘^Suppose some monarch were to raise from his

subjects a righteous tax, and then by the issue

of a command weie to bestow thereof a gift;

would that monarch, O king enjoy happiness on

that account; would that be a gift leading to

rebirth in states of bliss 2 'Certainly Sip, what

can be said against it ? On that account the

monarch would receive a hundred thousand

fold, he might become a king of kings, a god

above the gods, or Brahma lord of the Brahma

gods, or a chief among the Samanas or the

most excellent among the Arhats. ” ^9

A story may be cited here to illustrate

how the prosperity of a kingdom is essentially

connected with a just and equable system of

revenue administiation. Once upon a time the

Bodhisatta was the king's councillor in things

temporal and spiritual. The king was set on the
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way of the evil courses, ruled Ms kingdom

unrighteously, and collected wealth by oppre-

ssing the people. The king one day said

to the Bodhisatta :
‘ Friend, eat this citron /

Then Bodhisatta took it, and said ' 0 king,

people who know how to eat this make it

bitter or acid : but wise men who know take

aAvay the bitter, and without i-emoving the acid or

spoiling the citron’s flavour they eat it. ’ -And

by this parable he showed to the king the means

of collecting wealth, and spoke two stanzas;

The rough-skinned citron^itter 9 to eat,

If it remain untouched by carver’s steel: Take

out the pulp, 0 king, and it is sweet. You spoil

the sweetness, if you add the peel.

Even so the wise man without violence,

gathers king’s dues in village and in town. In-

creases wealth and yet gives no offence he walks

the way of right and of renown.ao

V
1. Public finance in Shukraniti, Official

Organization; Finance Department,

In the time of Shukracharya, we witness a

full-fledged organization of the administration,

the work of which was divided into eight or ten
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departments, at the head of each of which there

was a special officer. Two departments were set

apart for the work of revenue administration-one

of which was under an officer called the

Sumantraka
( the minister of finance )

and the

other under an officer called the Amatya ( the

TTvnister of revenues or realisations ). The Sa-

naantra is he who knows of the incomes and

disbursements.^! The Amatya is known to be the

person who has Imowledge of laud and records. 92

The preparation of the budget, in modern

parlance, is the work of the Sumantra. He has

to prepare, the balance-sheet, the schedule of

credits and debits of the State. He ‘ 'should

oommunicate to the king the amount of commo-
dities laid by, the amount of debts etc, the

amount spent, and the amount of surplus or

balance in both moveables and immoveables

during the course of the year.”93

The Amatya is the collector of revenues.

He is in charge of records and is to be fairly

well-acquainted with each source of income and

amount realised under each head. ' How many
cities, villages, and forests are there, the amount
of land cultivated; who is the receiver of the

rent, the amount of revenue realised; who receir
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way of the evil courses, ruled hfe kingdom

uurigliteously, and collected wealth by oppre-

ssing the people. The king one day said

to the Bodhisatta :
' Friend, eat this citron /

Then Bodhisatta took it, and said
* 0 king,

people who know how to eat this make it

bitter or acid : but wise men who know take

away the bitter, and without removing the acid or

spoiling the citron's flavour they eat it. ' And
by this parable he showed to the king the means

of collecting wealth, and spoke two stanzas;

The rough-skinned citron^iDitter is to eat,

If It remain untouched by carver’s steel: Take

out the pulp, 0 king, and it is sweet. You spoil

the sweetness, if you add the peel.

Even so the wise man without violence,

gathers king’s dues in village and in town. In-

creases wealth and yet gives no offence he walks

the way of right and of reiiown.so

V
1. Public finance in Shukraniti, Official

Organization: Finance Department.

In the time of Shukraoharya, we witness a

full-fledged organization of the administration,

the work of which was divided into eight or ten
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departments, at the head of each of which there

was a special officer. Two departments were set

apart for the work of revenue administration-one

of which was under an officer called the

Sumantraka ( the minister of finance )
and the

other under an officer called the Amatya ( the

minister of revenues or realisations ). The Su-

mantra is he who knows of the incomes and

disbur8ements.9i The Amatya is known to be the

person who has Imowledge of land and records. 92

The preparation of the budget, in modern

parlance, is the work of the Sumantra. He has

to prepare, the balance-sheet, the schedule of

oi'edits and debits of the State. He ‘"should

•communicate to the king the amount of commo-
dities laid by, the amount of debts etc, the

amount spent, and the amount of surplus or

balance in both moveables and immoveables

during the course of the year. ’'93

The Amatya is the collector of revenues.

He is in charge of records and is to be fairly

well-acquainted with each source of income and

amount realised under each head.
* How many

cities, villages, and forests are there, the amount

of land cultivated; who is the receiver of the

rent, the amount of revenue realised, who recei?
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ves the remainder after paying off the rent, how-

much land remains uncultivated, the amount of

revenue realised through taxes and fines; the

'Bmount realised without cultivation, ( i. e. as

nature’s gifte ), how much accrues from forests,

the amount realised through mines and jewels;

how much is collected as unowned or unclaimed

by anybody, got back from the thief, and the

amount stored up,-knowing these things the

Araatya should inform the king.”®^ A cadastral

survey is a preliminary condition to a land re

venue organization; and such a cadastral survey

is referred to here, specifying the names of the

revenue farmeis or middlemen as well as actual

cultivators, and containing a list of fields or

forests, those under cultivation as well as those

not under cultivation. A division of towns and

villages also was a feature of all revenue arrange-

ments in those days, in the time of Manu as

well as Shukracharya.

2. The Sources of Revenue. Bhaga or land

revenue was an important item of public finance

TTaving ascertained the amount of produce from

the measured plots of land, whether great,,

middling, or small the king should desire revenue

and then apportion it among them.®® The rtea
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is lowest i. e. J on barren and rocky soils. It

rises to J on lands irrigated by rains; to J on

lands irrigated by canals, wells, and tanks; to

on lands irrigated by rivers.^' Yet there ought

to remain a fair surplus after deducting the

goverment demand and other expense on fields.

The net return ought to be double the expen-

diture. this is the criterion of agricultural pros-^

peiity. This was laid down to protect the

peasants from rack-rent, and assure them of an

earning, which is at least twice the expendi-

ture.98 Two methods of collecting land-revenue

are suggested. The king may farm out the revenues

of a village to one rich man who may pay them

either in advance or by monthly or periodical instal-

ment. 68 revenue officers ( Gramapalas
) may be

appointed, who may be paid-^V tb, xV i

or I tb, of the government revenues in the

specified areas.^^

Another big source of revenue is traffic-

called shulka or duty both customs and excise.

It is the king’s share received from the

buyer and the seller. It is to be collected at the

market places, streets, and mines. Either the

buyer or the seller has to pay it. It may range^
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from 3^^ nd portion to tli i. e. the rates

%'ary from 6J to 3^ per cent.i®°

The royalty on mining was the third source

of income The king should realise from

minerals at the foliowibg rates:- of gold ( 50

p c, ) , ^ on silver ( 33^ p. c.
) , J of copper

( 25 p. c. ) .
of zinc and iron ( 6J p. c. ) ,

of gems, glass, lead ( 50 p. c. ) : after the

expenses have been met.

The fourth source is grass, timber, and for-

est produce. The king should realise one-seventh,

one-tenth, or one-twentieth, fjom the collectors

of grasses and woods, 102

Cattle-rearing is the fifth item. The rates

are 12J p. c. of the ‘ increase ’ of goats, sheep,

cows, buffaloes, and horses, and 6J p c. of the

milk of she-goatte, she -buffaloes, and cows.i®^

Compulsory labour for one day in a fort-

night was the contiibution of the artiste and

artizans.io^

The king’s demand on the money-lender

was 8| p. c. of the interest

Among the other items were a tax on

houses and dwellings; a tax on the site for

stalls used by shop-keepers, and a road-cess for

the preservation and repair of roads.i°^
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Earnings from crime and immorality also

brought in something for the Government.

There were the fines inflicted by the Courts of

Justice The government were entitled to take

away all the wealth of the sinners. Othei^

kings who were addicted to unrighteous courses

were also legitimate food for the Idngs.io^

In normal times the governments were

called upon not to increase their demands or

to take dues from holy places and properties

consecrated to divine purposes. But in times

of war special taxes were allowed. War finance-

required not only increased taxes, but loans

and contiibutions of the rich. It is curious-

to note how war loans were a familiar expedient

in those days These were to be repaid with

interest in future with the return of peace:

otherwise the subjects, the State, treasuie and

the king-all were ruined

To sum up therefore the springs of national

finance : | a
) the taxes on land, labour, capital,

commodities.
(
b ) there were the no -tax reve-

nues; the wealtJi of the sinners and exploitation-

of less advanced and barbarous king<.Ioms i

tributes from conquered enemies, “The best king
is he who, by following the practice of tha
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weaver of garlands, iDioteots bis subjects, makes

•the enemies tributaries and increases the trea-

sure *by their wealth ( c
)
Government may

turn itself into a wealth -producing machine.

This IS called following the practice of the

Vaishya i. e. cattle-rearing farming, banking etc.

But this was not well spoken

2 Principles of taxation. The system of

taxation was a very comprehensive one, embra-

cing all cksses, all forms of wealth, all types

of labour. Tbe luler was “ to enjoy fruits

everywhere.

lieveuues were to be realised as soon as

they were due. There was to be no dehy

The principle of graduated taxation was

accepted by Shukracharya. “ Subjects whose

wealth is little should be maintained aud officers

whose wealth is moderate; but officers whose

wealth is excessive, and those who are richer

than the king but of low character are not

to be maintaiiied,^^3

Another important point recognised by

Shuki’a is the proteccion for young industries

and new ventures. If people undertake new
industries, or cultivate new lands and dig tanks,

canals, wells etc for their good, the king should
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not demand anything of them until they realise

profit twice the expenditure.

Shukra does not believe in a system of reck-

less fleecing. The profits of agriculturists as

well as of merchants are to be well safeguarded.

Taxes are to be ^-realised in the fashion of the

weaver of the garland not of the coal merohant.’^

It is clearly recognised that the system of ta-

xation must not interfere with the springs of

productive vigour in a country, for the prospe-

rity of a Government lies in the last resort in

the well-being of the people

3. Public Expenditure. Shukra gives us

two schedules of public consumption The unit

is the Samanta State i. e one with an income

of 100,000 karshas a year.

1 Gramapas 1
XU of the income,

2 Army 3
}f

3 Charity 1
s-i

4 People 1
2? »

6 Officers 1
2? >

6 Personal 1
2? Jf

Six items of expenditure J of the income.

The annual deposit ef the surplus is to be J of

the income.ii®
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5 Personal wants, enjoyments, and charities

18,000 karshas per year

2 G Clerks 1,200 »>

S 8 Councillors 8 600 •>

4 IVife and children 8,COO t}

5 Men of letters etc. 2,400

6 Horse and foot 48,000

7 Elephants, camels

bulls and Are-arms 4,800 }}

8 Savings 18,000

TTere Jth of the income is recommended for

public hoarding.117

4 Principles of Public Expenditure.

“The collection of treasure is for the main-

tenance of the army and the subjects, and for

the performance of sacrifices. In this sentence

the fundamental items of expenditure are

summarised : ( 1 )
the army, the Rashtra i. e.

the land and the people and
( 3 )

sacrilices.^^^

The civil list is one item of expense, but it

should be kept within very moderate bounds.

The collection that is made for wife and children

as well as for self-enjoyment leads to hell.ii'’

The army, however, used to absoib a large

part of State income Military preparedness is

-f
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the best insurance against foreign aggression*

Money is, therefore, above all, the sinews of

war. The treasure is the root of the army,

and the army is the root of the treasury. It is

by maintaining the army that the treasure and

the kingdom prosper and the enemy is destro-

yed. ”120 Here is a powerful vindication of

military expenditure. '‘To be weak is miserable,'^

says Milton : and this is more true in the

case of nations than in the case of individuals.

" AYithout the army there is neither king-

dom nor wealth nor powers. Even in the case

of a man of no position, everybody becomes

his tool if he has strength and becomes his

enemy if he be weak Does not this hold true

in the case of rulers « Strength of the body,

strength of valour and prowess, strength of the

army, strength of arms, fifth is strength of intel-

ligence, the sixth is strength of life. *121 One
who has all these is equivalent to Vishnu On
these grounds the State is asked to invest |th

Jnd of its total receipt in the maintenance of

the army.

Another point deserves special notice The
developmental functions are to absorb a large

part of the public money The State is a culture-
22
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state in Shutoacliarya : and tbe cultural interests

of tbe people are definitely provided for in tbe

Budget.

Importance of a large reserve was abundant-

ly lecognised. Although Shukra proposes to

mobilise national credit in times of war, yet

owing to an imperfect development of credit

facilities in those days, tbe State was called

upon to lay by every year a large part of its

income. “ Tbe treasure should be so governed

that it may maintain tbe subjects and tbe

army be maintained for twenty years without

fines, land revenues and duties. '"^22

5. Flnance-a criterion of national

strength. The States are graded in importance

according to tbe strength of their finance.

Designation of the State. ALnnual revenues in

1. Samanta.

2. Mandalik

3. Eajan

4. Maharaja

5. Svaraj.

6. Samraj.

7. Viraj.

8. Sarvabhauma.

J<^arshas.

100.000 to 800,000

300.000 to 1,000,000

1.000.

000 to 2,000,000

2.000.

000 to 5,000,000

5,000

000 to 10,000,000

10,000,000 to 100,000,000

100.000.

000 to 500,000.000

500.000.

000 and beyond
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VI.

Public Renenues in Kautilya.

1. The Department of Finance, The
finance department was placed under two officers

the Collector-General ( Samaharta ) and the

Treasurer- General
( Sannidhata ). The Collector-

General was in charge of the collection of

revenues. His work is thus described in detail.

“ He shall also pay attention to the work in

hand, ( Karanyia ), the work accomplished

{
Siddham ),

part of a work in hand
(
Shesha )

receipts, expenditure, and net balance. The

business of upkeeping the Government
(
Sams-

thanam
),

the routine woik ( pracharaha ), the

collection of necessaries of life, the collection and

audit of all kinds of revenue,-these constitute

the work in hand. That which has been credi-

ted to the treasury; that which has been tak«n

by the king, that which has been spent in con-

nection with the capital city not entered ( into

the register ), or continued from year before

last, the royal command dictated or orally in-

timated to be entered ( into the register ),-all

these constitute the work accomplished. Prepa-

ration of plans for profitable works, balance of
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fines due, demand for arrears of revenue kept in

abeyance, and examination of accounts,-these

constitute what is called part of a work in

hand...Receipts may be-' 1 )
current, ( 2 )

last balance and
( 3 )

accidental anyajatah
‘ received from external source

*

). What
is received day after day is termed current

( Vartamana ). Whatever has been brought for-

ward from year before last, whatever is in the

hands of others and whatever has changed hands

is tei med last balance
(
paryushita ) Whatever,

has been lost and forgotten
{
by others fines

levied from Government seivants, marginal

revenue
( parshva ), compensation levied for any

damage ( parihinakam '
,

presentations to the

king, the property of those who have fallen

victims to epidemics leaving no sons, and trea-

sure-troves.-all these constitute accidental re-

ceipts...Expenditure is of two kinds: daily ex-

penditure and profitable expenditure. What is

continued every day is daily. Whatever is earned

once in a paksha, a month, or a year is termed

profit. Whatever is spent on these two heads

is termed daily expenditure and profitable ex-

penditure respectively. That which remains

after deducting all the expenditure already in-
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ourred and excluding all revenue to be realised

is net balance which may have been either just

realised or brought forward. Thus a wise

•Collector- General shall conduct the work of

revenue-collection, increasing the income and

decreasing the expenditure "^^24 Over and above

these functions, the Collector-General was re*

quired to supervise the whole revenue-organi-

zation.125

2. The Functions of the Treasurer-

'Generai. The Treasurer- General was the cus

todian of tbe public treasury. It was his

business to supervise the construction of the

treasury-house
;
the trading-house, the store-house

of grains, the store-house of forest produce, the

armoury and the jail. He had to examine

gems, as well as other raw materials of superior

or inferior value. He used to receive coins into

the treasury, carefully distinguishing between

the genuine and the counterfeit ones. The

"Treasurer-General was also in charge of the

-grains, merchandise, raw materials, and weapons

of the royal store -house. He shall have so

thorough a knowledge of both internal and

-external incomes running even for a hundred

years that, when questioned, he can point out
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without hesitation the exact amount of net

balanco that remains after expenditure has been

met out ’^120

8. Account Department. It was necessary

to check and control the administration of public

revenues: hence a sjjecial department of account

and audit was organised under one of the chief

superintendents. Here all details of levenue

collection were placed on record. Among the

details of financial affairs to be entered into

books the following are mentio.jcd. the number

of several departments* the description of the

work carried on and of the results realised iii

several manufactories: the amount of profit^ loss^

expenditure, delayed earnings, the number of

operations, and the amount of w^jges paid: the

values of different kinds of gems and other

commodities; the histoiT” of customs, professions,

and transactions of countries, villages, families

and corporations; the gifts made to the kiug^s

officers, the titles to popsess and enjoy lauds;

remission of taxes
;

payment of provisions

and salaries; the presents of gems, lands

etc. to the wives and sons of the king,

the treaties with other Governments; the

payments of tribute from or to friendly or
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inimical governments. On the basis of these

facts, the superintendent had to submit a general

report of the financial position of the State

in the month of Ashadha. Each minister received

the portion pertaining to his department, and

minsters sitting together in a cabinet used to

consider the whole report.127

4 . The Domesday Survey. The foundations

of Public Finance were securely laid in a huge

economic survey of the kingdom. The Collector-

General presided over this work. It was his

duty to divide the kingdom
( janapada ) into

four districts and to classify the villages into

sub-divisions. Villages were subdivided into

those of first, middle, and lowest rank These

weie again placed under one or other of the

following heads . villages that were exempted

from taxation (
pariharaka ) ,

those that sup-

plied soldiers (
ajudhiya ), those that paid their

taxes m the form of grains, cattle, gold (hiranya),

or raw material ( kupya ); and those that

supplied free labour ( vishti ), and dairy produce

in lieu of taxes ( karapratikara ).

The village officer waskuownas the Gopa:
he was ultimately responsible to the Collector.

It was the duty of the Gopa to assist the
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Collector-General in the wo
operations as well as the land survey. With
regard to land survey, it was his duty to set

up and fix boundaries to villages, to number
and classify plots of groan 1 as cultivatsl anl
uncultivated, plain and ujiland. web an I dry
and so forth. He had also to number gardens
vegetable gardens, fences, forests, altars, temples
of gods, irrigation works, cremition grounds,
feeding houses places where water is freely

supplied to travellers, places of pilgrimac^e

pasture grounds and roads. He hid to°fix the
boundaries of fields, of forests, and of roads,
and to register gifts, sales, c'jantios, and’
remission of taxes regarding fields. It was bis
business to number tbe bouses as tax-paying, or
non-taxpaying, to register tba total number of
tbe inbabitants of all tbe four castes in each
Tillage, to keep an account of tbe exact number
of cultivators, cow-berds, merchants, artizans,
labourers, slaves, and biped and quadruped
animals, and to fix tbe amount of gold, free
labour, toll, and fines that can be collected from
each bouse; to register tbe number of young
and old men that reside in each house their
Jiistory

( charitra ), occupation
( Ajiva ), income
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{ Aya ), and expenditure ( vyaya

The work of the census in the cities and

the metropolis was placed under the charge of

an officer called Nagaraka, who had two other

officers, Sthanika and Gopa to assist him.

Their work was also to ascertain the caste,

gotra, name, and occupation of both men and

women of the households^ and also their income

and expenditure. Masters of houses and mana-

gers of charitable institutions were to inform

the census officer of the travellers and other

residents who might have arrived there.

This work of census as wallas land survey,

•enabling the Government to know exactly all

the necessary details m connection with the

economic capacity of the people was of very

great importance, “forming as it did a valuable

aid to taxation, and a most reliable index to

the material condition of the people. ”i2s

5. Main sources of revenue. Kantilya
has two classifications of the public revenues;

(1) according to tha sources from which they
«re derived: (a) forts ( durga

), (b) country
parts ( rashtra ), (c) mines (khani), ^d) buildings
and gardens (seta', (e) forests (vana), (f) herds
.of cattle (vraj); (g) roads of traBo (vanikpatha).
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The contributions of the forts came under

different heads: tolls, fines, weights and measures,

gems, currency, passports, excise, slaughter-houses,

oils, ghee (
clarified butter ), salt, goldsmiths,

commerce, piO'titutes, gambling, building-sites,

artizans, gate-dues, religious institution, and

taxes from the people known as Bahirikas.

The contributions of the country parts came

under the following heads:- Produce from crown

lands ( sita
),

portion of produce payable to the

Government
(
bhaga ', religious taxes ( bali ),

taxes paid in money ( kara ), merchants, the

superintendent of rivers, ferries, boats, and ships,

towns, pasture grounds, road- cess, ropes, and

ropes to bilid thieves.

Under the head of mining we find gold,

silver, diamonds, guns, pearls, corals, conch-

shells, metals { loha ), salt, and other minerals

extracted from plains and mountain slopes.

The dues from buildings and gardens

consisted of the following items : those from

flower-gardens, fiuit-gardens, vegetable-gardens,

wet fields, and fields where crops are grown by
sowing roots for seeds.

Three varieties of forests are mentioned :

game-forests, timber- forests, and elephant-forests..
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Eight types of herds of animals are specifi-

ed : cows, buffaloes, goats sheeep, assses, camels^

horses and mules.

Land and water. Ways are the roads of

traffic.

All these form the body of income.^^^

We also notice another ckbsifioation

of revenues in Kautilya; the agricultural

pi educe (sita) : taxes coming under Eashtra

(country pail>
), commerce

{
krayima ), barter

grams obtained by special request (prainityaka);

manufacture of lice, oils etc, accidental revenue

(
aiijajata ); recovery ofpast arrears.

The agricultural produce from crown-

lands i& termed sita.

The taxes that are fixed, taxes that are

paid iu the form of one sixth of produce, pro-

vision paid ( by the people )
for the army, taxes

that are paid for religious purposes ( bali ),

tributes or subsidies that aie paid by vassal

kings and others (kara), taxes that are specially

collected on the occasion of the birth of a prince

(utsanga), taxes that are collected when there

is some margin left for such collection (parshva),

compensation levied in the shape of grains for

any damage done by cattle to crops, presentation
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made to the king and taxes that are levied on

lands below tanks, lakes etc. built by the king,

-

all these come under the head ^ rashtra;

'

Sale proceeds of grains, grains purchased

and the collection of interest in kind or grain

debts are termed commerce.

Profitable exchange of grains is termed

barter.

Grains collected by special request is termed

piamityaka: grains borrowed with promise to

repay the same is termed a^iamityaka.

Pounding ( rice etc ) dividing (pulses etc),

frying ( corns and beans
)

manufacture of bever-

ages, manufacture of flour by employing those

persons who live upon such works, extracting

oil by employing shepherds and oil-makeis, and

manufacture of sugar from the use of sugarcane

are termed simhanika.

Whatever is lost and forgotten
(
by others )

and the like foim accidental revenue.

Collection of an ears is termed upasthana^st^.

Such are the main heads of revenue as

described by llautilya. The main sources of

public income were indeed agriculture and com-

merce. It is convenient to adopt the following

categories

:
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I Tax-revenues ( 1 ) the land revenue (2)

taxes on commerce (a) customs duties (b; excise

on sales (c) direct property taxes or taxes on
trades and professions. IL The no -tax revenues.

( 4 ) fines ( 5 )
profits of manufactures under-

taken by the State. (6) miscellaneous collections.

6, Land revenue. Land revenue was

undoubtedly the chief source of revenue. The

absolute right of the Government extended only

over crown lands, the income from which was

called sita. But it was jx no -tax revenue. The

Government was also to some extent propiietor

of newly settled places or colonies. Lands,

jirepared for cultivation shall be given to tax-

payeis (
karada ) only for life. Unprepared

lands shall not bo taken away from those who

are prepaiing them for cultivation. Lands may be

confiscated from those who do not cultivate them:

and given to others, or they may be cultivated

by village labourers and traders lest those

owners who do not properly cultivate them

might pay less ( to the Government ). If culti-

vators pay their taxes easily, they may be

favourably supplied with grains, cattle, and^

treasury.'’ 131 Land was thus granted
(
by the Go-

vernment ), to cultivators for life, on condition.
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that they should cultivate it properly and pay

the taxes regularly. But when conditious became

more stable, the right of ownership gradually passed

to the persons in pos'^ession of land. The tax-

paying persons in possession of land, then ceased to

be tenants at will of the Government, and became

settled proprietors of land. The right of sale

and mortgage which belonged to the owners of

land clearly imply this: village lands were to' be

sold in the presence of forty neighbours, who

weie also proprietors of land in the vicinity.

But there was this limitation in the case of

sale of lands, that cultivators could sell their

Und to cultivators only, and persons enjoying

revenue-free land could only sell them to other

persons who possessed similar lands 132 The

general law of escheat was the same with regard

to houses, fields, gardetis, tanks, and temples:

they lapsed to the State if they were comp-

letely neglected by their proprietors for a

continuous period of five years.

The usual rate of land revenue seems to be

one sixth of the produce: Kaufcilya calls it

-^shadbhaga 133 The rates levied on several agri-

cultural products was probably less than that;

for only on extraordinary occasions it reached
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tlmt proportion
J

'5* There were other rates for

lauds which weie not properly cultivated by the

ouneis. ‘‘Fields that aie left uii'^own
( owing to

the inadequacy of hands
)
may be brought under

1‘ultivation by emjilojing those who cultivate

for half the shaie in the producp, or those who
liie by their own ph}Sical exertion may culti-

vate such fields for -Jth or i th of the produce

giown/ Ditfeient water-rates were charged

for lauds having different irrigation facilities.

“Tho.-e who cultivate irrigating by manual labour

sball pay of the produce as water-rate: by

rarr}ing water on shoulders Jtb of the produce:

by water-lifts Jrd of the produce, and by

raising water from rivers, lakes, tanks, and

welF, ^rd or | tb of tbe produce.'’^'’c

7 . Taxes on Commerce. The vast de-

velopment of trade both internal and external

gaie the State a splendid source of revenue. It

was a general rule that commodities were not

to be sold at tbe place of their growth or

manufacture. If minerals were purchased from

flower or fruit gardens* a fine of 54 panas was

imposed; when vegetables, roots, bulbous roots

and any kind of grass or grain were purchased

from the gardens or fields, there was a smaller
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fine. 137 goods were brought to the toll

house near the city gate. Here the merchaudlse

were marked with the State stamp called abhi-

gnana-mudra ( mark of identification )
in sindura ,

fvermiliou ). The merchants must see that the seal

is not counterfeit, or effaced or torn. Commodities

were to be sold only after they ware precisely

weighed, measui ed or numbered. Severe penalties

were prescribed for all attempts to evade

these dues.

Ad valorem Duties were charged on the

export as well as the import of goods. The

general rate of import duty on foreign goods

was ith of their value i. e. :^0 per cent. Jth

of the value was realised on flowers, fruits,

vegetables, roots, bulbous roots, seeds, dried

fish, and diied meat. As regards conchshells,

diamonds, precious stone=», pearls, corals, and

necklaces, experts acquainted with the time,

cost, and finish of the production of such articles

shall fix the amunt of toll. The rates on

fibrous garments, cotton clothes, silk, mail

armour, sulphuret of arsenic
{ haritala ), red

arsenic
( manashila ), vermilion

( hingulaka ),

metals ( loha and colouring ingredients;

sandal, brown sandal ^
( agaru

),
puugents
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ferments, diess, and the like; %vine„

ivory, tkins, raw materials used in making

fibicns or cotton gaiments, carpets, curtains, and

products yielded by worms; wool and other

products yielded by goats and sheep; were x^iyth

or ^yh of their value i. e, about 6 to 10 per

cent. Cloths, quadrupeds, bipeds, thieads, cotton,

scents, medicines, wood, bamboo, fibres, skins,

and clay-pots, giains, oil, sugar, salt, liquor,

cooked rice and the like were chaiged at four

to five per cent.

There were special transit duties: a road

cess was collected by the officer in charge of

boundaries on cattle as well as loads of mer-

chandise varying from a pana-and-a-quarter

to a ma&ha.i38 One fifth of the toll dues was

to be given as the gate-dues.^3® On boundaries,

ferrymen received the toll ( for the use of

ferries
)

caiiiage-cess, and roadces&i^o Ships

that touched at hai hours on the way were

asked to pay the toll-dues.^^i

Discrimination was shown in shutting out

baimful or useless commodities ; while goods

which were of special use were admitted

duty flee. Commodities intended for marriages,

for presentation, for sacrifices, for confinement
23
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of women, for woivliip of God, and for otlier

oeremonials were let off free of toll. Private

importation of such articles as weapons, mail

armour, metals, chariots, ptecioiis stones grains

and cattle, was forbidden : when they were

brought in for sale to the king they were

admitted free of duly.^^^

8. Taxes on trades and professions.

Piivate manufacturers of liquors were required

to pay license fees. Qf beasts of prey that

have been captured, -^th were taken by the

Superintendent; of fish and birds similarly

captured: and x\yth also of deer and other beasts

were also given over to the Government.^^^

Certain professions were regulated in the interests

of public morality. Actors, dancers, singers,

plajers on musical instruments, buffoons, mimic

players, rope-dancers, jugglers, wandering heralds,

pimps, and unchaste women were required to

inform the Superintendent concerned, of their

present and prospective incomes, and they had

to pay 5 panas as license fee to the Govern-

ment.^^® A prostitute was required to pay two
days’ earnings every month to the Government.

In the same way the Government took five

per cent of the stakes won by every wiuner.^^®
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Fines. The subjects had to pay to the

Ooveriiment special sums of money as penalties

for violation of the State laws. Thus if there

was a difference iu the price as stated by the

merchant and as realised by him, that difference

would go to the king. If there was a rise iu

price owing to competition, the extra money

lealised would also be appropriated by the State.

There foreigners who entered the kingdom with-

out a passport had to pay a fine of 3,000

panas. A similar fine was imposed on those

who tried to smuggle foreign goods. There were

special 6nes for those who violated sanitary

laws, those who forded rivers at times and

places, not sanctioned by the Government, and

so on.

Profits fi’om the use of the State ships and

ferries was quite substantial. Fleets of ships

and ferries were maintained by the State and

lent for the use of passengers and goods. State

boats were let out on hire for purpose of pearl

fishery and the fishing of conch-shells. The

ferry-charges weie regulated according to the

«ize of rivers, and the amount of freight carried.i^^

Mining industry was a source of considerable

profit to the Governinent.Mines which yielded such
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Tnineials as aie made use of in preparing vessels

as well as (hose mines which requiied large

outlay to work out were leased out for a fixed

number of the shaies of the output or for a

fixed rent. Such mines as could be worked out

without much outlay were directly exploited by

Government agency.i^^

Salt industry was an important Government

monopoty. Sooii after crjstallisation of salt

is over, the Superintendent of salt shall in time

collect both the money rent, and the qiiantity

of the shares of salt due to the Government;

and by the sale of salt he shall realise not only

its value, but also the premium of 5 per cent

both in cash. There was a duty of 1 6^ per

cent on the imported salt, plus the 5 per cent

on the remainder as excise.^^'’

The fundamental demand of the State waa

a well-filled treasury. “All undertakings de-

pend upon finance. Hence foremost attention

shall be paid to the treasury. A clear analysis

is here given of the causes of successful finaiioa

and of the causes of the depletion of treasury.

Public prosperity, rewards for good conduct,,

capture of thieves, dispensing with
(
the service

of too many
} government servants, abundance
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of harvest, pros]-}erity of commerce, absence of
troubles and calamities, diminution or remi^^sion.

of (taxes, and income in gold are the conditions

of finanacial prosperity. Obstruction, loan, trading,

fabrication of accounts ciiismor the loss of

revenue self- enjoyment, barter and defatcation

are the causes that tend to deplete the treasury.

“ Failuie to start an undertaking or to realise

or to credit it
( to the tieasuiy

)
is known as

obfitruction...Lending the money of the treasury

on periodical interest is a loan. Cairying on

trade by making use of government money is

tiading ..AYhoever lessens a fixed amoJiit of

income or enhances the expenditure is guilty of

causing the loss of revenue...Whoever enjoys

himself or causes others to enjoy wnatever

belongs to the king is guilty of self-enjoymont.

The act of exchanging government articles for

{ similar
)

articles of others is Oartar. Whoever

does not take into the treasury the axed amount

of revenue collected, does not spend what is

ordered to be spent, or misrepresented the net

reveue collected is guilty of defalcation of govern-

ment money.

Kautilya occasionally refers to remisdons

of taxe=; of course not under the influence of
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maudlin FentimenfalUm. The king feball bestow

on cuUivatois only such favour and remission

as will tend to swell tbe ti’easury, and avoid

suck as will dejdete it. A king with depleted

tieasuiy will eat into tbe vitality of both

citizens and conntiy people. Either on tbe

occasion of opening new settlement^ or on any

other emeigeiit occasions, lemission of taxes

shall be made Writs of remis'-ion were

issued gi’aiiting concessioi s to sjjccial castes,

cities, villages, or countries of various descrip-

tions.^^2 Some villages weie exempted fiom

taxation • some used to substitute other tjpes

of sei vices, such as sup>plying soldiers, fiee

labour, dairy produce, raw materials in lieu of

taxt-s. A special record was kept of tbese.^'’*

Such i emissions were meant either as lewaids

for special services, or as measures of relief

in times of distress or as measures of specuil

piotection to certain types of works. the

case of consti notion of new woik-. such as

tanks, lakes etc. taxes ( on tbe lands below

such tanks
)

shall he remitted for five years.

Eor repairing neglected or ruined works of

similar natme, taxes shall be remitted for

dour years. Eor improving or extending'
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water-woiks, taxes shall be remitted for

thiee jeais. In the case of purchase, taxes

on the lands below such works shall be remitted

for two years. If uncultivated tiacfs are

acquired ( tor cultivation
) by moitgage, pur-

chase, or in any othei way, i emission of taxes

shall be for two years.’’^^^

Ihe same principles guided the attitude of

TCautilya tuwards exemptions. It is stated that

even the hermits pay one -sixth of the grains

gleaned by them.i^^ ’j'pjjg would imply that

there were no privileged clashes m Kautilvas

scheme Yet the usual homage paid to the

Brahmin class by ancient Hindu law-givers was

paid to them by him too. Those who peiform

sacrifices, spiritual guides, priests, and those

learned m the Vedas shall be granted Brah-

mada^a lands yielding sufficient produce and

exempited fiom taxes and fines Such lands

however can be alienated only in favour of

similar Brahmins

Taxation was the jirice assigned to the king

for the measuie of protection he affoids. The

obligation is reciprocal The old contract theoiy

is revived to explain the origin of Government

and the system of finance “ People suffeiing
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from anarchy as illustrated by the proverbial

tendency of a large fish swallowing a small one,

first elected Maiiu, the Vaivasvata to be their

king, and allotted one-sixth of the grains grown

and one-tenth of merchandise as sovereign dues.

Fed by this payment, kings took upon them-

selves the responsibilfcy of maintaining the sdety

and secuiity of their sabjects, and of being

answerable for the sms of their subjects when

the principle of levying just putU'shments and

taxes has been violated. Hence hermits, too,

provide the king with one-sixtb of the grains

gleaned by them, thinking that ‘ It is a tax

payable to him who protects us
’

9. War-finance. It was one of the fun-

damental features of Hindu polity to recognise

the relativity of all economic concepts. There

cannot therefore be one law, and one measure

for normal and abnormal times; and considerable

latitude was allowed to Governments in times

of distress. In such times, the duty of self-

preservation which otherwise lies in the back -

ground suddenly emerges into special prominence.

All classes were called upon to pay special dues,

in order to meet the crisis.

The laud revenue was suddenly raised from
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^th to J-rd or Jth of the produce in cise of very-

fertile lands. Special crops were raised. The Govern*

uient demand was one-fourth of the grams

and one-sixth of forest produce from ordmary

cultivators. The same rate was demanded for

such commodities as cotton, wax, fabrics, barks

of trees, hemp, wool, silk, medicines, sandal,

flowers, fruits, vegetables, firewood, bamboos,

flesh and dried flesh. A half of ivory and skins

of animals, was taken.

Mercantile classes were similarly called upon

to give their additional quota, “ Merchants

dealing in gold, silver, diamonds, precious, stones,

pearls, coral, horses and elephants shall pay 50

Karas. Those that trade in cotton threads,

clothes, copper, brass, bronze, sandal, medicines,

mid liquor, shall pay 40 Karas. Those that

trade in grains, liquids, metals, and with carts

shall pay 30 Karas, Those that carry on their

trade in glass; and also artisans of fine work-

mauship shall pay twenty Karas. Articles of

inferior workmanship as well as those who keep

prostitutes, shall pay 10 Karas. Those that

trade in firewood, bamboos, stones, earthen-pots,

<50oked rice, and vegetables shall pay 5 Karas.

Dramatists and prostitutes shall pay half of
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their wages. The entire x)roperty of goldsmiths’

shall be taken possession of; and no offence of

theirs shall be forgiven; for they carry on their

fraudulent trade, while pretending at the same

time to be honest and innocent.

Persons rearing cocks and pigs were called

upon to surrender half of their stock of animals;

those that kept cows, buffaloes etc, ware asked

to give one-tenth of their live stock.

One most interesting thing is the resort to

war-loans and other expedients which look so

very modern. When such demands are not

made the Collector-General shall seek subscrip-

tions from citizens and country people alike

under false pretences of carrying this or that

kind of business. Persons taken in concert shall

publicly pay handsome donations and with this

example, the king may demand of others among
his subjects. Spies posing as citizens shall

revile those who pay less. Wealthy persons may
be requested to give as much of their gold as

they can. Those who, of their own accord or

with the intention of doing good, offer their

wealth to the king shall be honoured with a

rank in the Court, an umbrella, a turban or

some ornaments in return for their gold.
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The infetitution of titles and honoiiis and medals-

is the last but not the least of the highly

ingenious and essentially modern devices of a

government in quest of money.

Yer even in these hard times certain classes

were not to be touched, people who are helpful

in the construction of tanks, fortifications, gardens,

buildings, loads of traffic, colonisation of waste

lands, exploitation of mines, and formation of

forest pieserves for timber and elephants .

peisons who have not enough subsistence; the

forest tribes and the learned Brahmins. The

propel ty of tbe latter cm be purchased if

necessary by offering a favourable price to them.^59

10 Expendituie. Details are lacking as'

to the piecise ways in which a Government

used to spend money. But the scope of the

governmental activity was very wide and em-

braced not only the army and the cudl service,

but the organization of mining agricultural,

indusfiial, naval departments, the construction of

roads, bridges, cities, foits, and the colonization

of new lands IS early one fourth of the total

receipts was absorbed by the civil list.i®*^ One

other great item must be the army. “ The

chanting of auspicious hymns during the wor-
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fcbip of gods and ancestors and on the occasion

of giving gifts, the harem, the kitchen, the estab-

lishment of messengeis, the store-house, the

ware-house, the store-house of raw materials,

manufacturers, free laboureis, mamtenance of

infantiy, cavalry, chariots, and elephants, heids

of cows, the museum of beasts, deer, birds, and

snakes, and storage of lirevrood and fodder

constitute the expenditure,

Conclusion.

Such are the the leading details of the

ancient Hindu s}stem of public hnance. It is

too often said that the oriental empires were

mostly tax-collecting a^gancies above every thing

else. But this is not at least the Hindn coacep-

tion of the essential functions of a government.

Grievances before supply '’-such is the Hiiiln

idea. Give us justice, give us protection, give

us good administration, and we give you

obedience and money-such is the attitude of

the people in Hindu theory. There is the old

time-honoured contract between the people and

Ihe king, the terms of which must be fully

observed by both parties in order to make

the work of government a living, effective reality
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rooted in the hearts of people. Kingship

essentially a public office : and the repository of

ultimate power are the people, who have the

power of the purse. As Benoy Kumar Sarkar

puts it: from the standpoint of sovereign, the

levenues are but the wages of his labour, and

from the standpoint of the people they are the

price offered for the service of protection. The

right to levy the tax is conditional : it is depen-

dent on the duty of protecting the people.

Taxation is the cash nexus between the two

paities, the material basis of the contract.

'Public welfare therefore is the one end of the

State : it justifies the existence of taxation and

prescribes carefully the limits within which it

must be confined.
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